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RESUME
Quels sont les facteurs qui peuvent retarder ou accélérer la sénescence? Les chercheurs
tentent d'y apporter des réponses à différents niveaux moléculaires, cellulaires et
également au niveaux des traits d'histoire de vie. Il est établi que différents facteurs ont
un impact significatif sur les patrons de sénescence tels que le continuum lent-rapide, la
sélection sexuelle, ou encore la disponibilité en ressources. De façon surprenante, peu
d'intérêt a été porté sur l'influence de la socialité sur les patrons de sénescence. L'objet
de cette thèse est de combler cette lacune et d'étudier l'influence de la socialité sur la
sénescence grâce à un suivi exceptionnel d'une population de marmottes alpines
(Marmota Marmota), mammifère hautement social et longévif. En effet, cette espèce est
organisée en groupes familiaux, composés d'un couple dominant reproducteur
socialement monogame despotique, et de subordonnés des deux sexes. La marmotte
alpine pratique l'élevage coopératif. En effet, les subordonnés mâles participent à
l'élevage des jeunes, ils sont aussi appelés helpers. Nous avons mis en évidence une
sénescence de la taille de portée à partir de 10 ans et du succès reproducteur vers 8 ans
chez les femelles dominantes et une sénescence de survie à partir de 6 ans chez les
dominants mâles et femelles. Nous avons montré que le nombre de helpers durant
l'année de naissance et durant la vie adulte étaient indépendants et augmentaient
additivement le succès reproducteur sur toute la vie et la longévité des femelles
dominantes. Nous avons apporté la preuve que les helpers présents l'année de naissance
avaient une influence sexe-spécifique sur les patrons de sénescence de survie des
dominants. En effet, les mâles nés avec des helpers vieillissaient plus vite et plus tôt
que ceux nés sans helpers. Les femelles ayant bénéficié de helpers l'année de naissance
présentaient une sénescence tardive et moins intense que celles sans helpers. Également,
les helpers présents durant la vie adulte retardait la sénescence des dominants des deux
sexes et diminuaient son intensité. Les coûts et bénéfices liés à l'élevage coopératif
expliquent en partie la variabilité de la sénescence de survie chez la marmotte alpine.
Pour finir, nous nous sommes placés à l'échelle interspécifique et nous avons montré
que la socialité chez les mammifères retardait l'âge de début de sénescence.

Mots clefs: Vieillissement – Trait d'histoire de vie – Socialité – Marmota marmota –
Élevage coopératif – Helpers
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ABSTRACT

What are factors that can delay or accelerate senescence? Researchers are seeking these
factors at molecular, cellular and life history traits level. Recent studies have firmly
showed that the slow-fast continuum, sexual selection and food availability are factors
shaping variability in senescence patterns. Surprisingly, the influence of sociality on
senescence has been less investigated. The aim of this thesis is to fill this gap and to
study the influence of sociality on senescence thanks to an extensive dataset spanning
25 years of study on free-ranging Alpine marmots (Marmota Marmota), a long-lived
and highly social mammal. Alpine marmots live in family groups typically composed of
a dominant pair, of sexually mature and immature (yearling) subordinates, and of pups
of the year. Male subordinates help to raise pups, they are also called helpers. We
showed in dominant females that litter size declined at 10 years of age and reproductive
success at 8 years of age. In both sexes, survival was constant with age until dominants
were between 6 and 8 years of age and declined markedly thereafter. We also showed that
the number of helpers at birth and during adult life were independent and additively
increased female dominant longevity and lifetime reproductive success. Moreover, we
provided evidence that the presence of helpers at birth and during adult life strongly
influenced survival senescence and that this influence was sex-specific. Indeed, females
benefiting from the presence of helpers at birth showed a delayed and less intense
senescence while males born with helpers showed a earlier and faster senescence. The
presence of helpers during adult life was beneficial for both sexes by delaying senescence
and decreasing its intensity. Sociality, more specifically cooperative breeding and its
benefits and costs associated, is an important predictor of the diversity of survival
senescence in Alpine marmot. Finally, we worked at the interspecific level and showed
that sociality in mammals delayed the onset of senescence.
Key words: Ageing – Life history trait – Sociality – Marmota marmota – Cooperative
breeding – Helpers

UMR CNRS 5558 – Laboratoire de Biométrie et de Biologie Évolutive
UCB Lyon 1 – Bât. Grégor Mendel
43 bd du 11 novembre 1918
69622 VILLEURBANNE
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1.1. SENESCENCE, AN INEVITABLE AND COMPLEX PROCESS
In this first part of the general introduction, I will introduce the definition of senescence,
present classical and more recent evolutionary theories and highlight that ageing is
widespread and diversified in the wild. Finally, at the intra- and inter-specific levels, I
will review some factors that shape ageing.

1.1.1.

Definition of senescence in Evolutionary Ecology

All organisms change throughout their lifetime and changes that occur in old ages are
associated to senescence or ageing. Whereas ageing refers to changes in mortality risk
with age without connotation of deterioration and decay (Rose 1991, Baudisch 2011),
senescence is the physiological and cellular deterioration, which leads to the decline of
individual performances with age (Kirkwood and Austad 2000). However, in the
literature, the terms ageing and senescence are used in various ways (Monaghan et al.
2008). For example, Medawar (1952) and Baudisch et al. (2011) marked a clear
distinction between the two terms, whereas some authors considered these two terms as
synonymous in the context of their studies (e.g. Bonduriansky and Brassil 2002,
Monaghan et al. 2008, Lemaître et al. 2015). In this thesis, I will use ageing and
senescence as synonymous for simplicity. The decline of reproductive traits with age is
called reproductive senescence, and senescence of survival is called actuarial
senescence.

1.1.2.

Senescence, a paradox at the light of natural selection

How and why we senesce ? Over the years, these questions have been extended from the
field of Biogerontology to the field of Evolutionary Ecology. While natural selection
shape age-specific variation in survival and reproduction to maximize fitness,
senescence leads to the decline of survival and/or reproduction. For this reason, at first
glance ageing process appears to be an apparent paradox at the light of natural selection.
Evolutionary theories reconcile this apparent paradox with natural selection. In this
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section, I will introduce the classical evolutionary theories of ageing and recent
evolutionary theories that aimed to dispose or complete the classical evolutionary
theories.
Fisher (1930) has proved mathematically that the reproductive value declines with
age. Indeed, in a given cohort, the proportion of individuals alive decreases with age
because of mortalities caused by a wide range of factors (environment harshness,
disease, predation, accident, …). A lower proportion of individuals still alive reproduce
at old ages and thus older individuals contribute less to the next generation. As a result,
the strength of natural selection declines with age. Medawar (1952) formulated the
process of senescence within an evolutionary framework based on Fisher's findings. In
his seminal monograph, he proposed that senescence is the consequence of the
accumulation of deleterious mutations in the genome across generations. The expression
of these mutations starts at an age where the reduced strength of natural selection
prevents these mutations to be eliminated. The process of senescence is thus the
consequence of the decline of the strength of natural selection with age (Medawar 1952,
Hamilton 1966).
Medawar’s work on senescence has been expanded by Williams (1957), who
proposed that a mutation with a negative effect on performance in late life could be
selected if it had a positive effect on performance in early life. This antagonistic
pleiotropy theory of ageing has been formulated in a population genetic framework and
links reproduction in early life to performance in late life (Williams 1957).
At the physiological scale, Thomas Kirkwood (1977) formulated the disposable
soma theory of ageing. This ageing theory proposes that in order to ensure a proper cell
functioning during an organism's life and across generations, gene replication and cell
division require a costly molecular machinery of error corrections (Kirkwood 1977,
Kirkwood and Austad 2000). As repair mechanisms are costly, individuals are expected
to optimize their allocation in all mechanisms involved in the maintenance of their soma
according to their risk of environmentally-driven mortality (Kirkwood and Rose 1991).
This evolutionary theory is well transposed in a life history context and rooted into the
principle of allocation (Baudisch and Vaupel 2012). Indeed, according to the principle
of allocation originally proposed by Cody (1966), the organisms have a limited amount
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of energy intake to extract from their environment leading them to share their finite pool
of resources between growth, reproduction, and maintenance (see also Williams 1966).
Therefore, an individual that allocates more resources for reproduction and growth will
have in return fewer resources available for somatic maintenance. The decrease in
resource allocated to soma leads phenotypic (e.g. body mass) and demographic
(survival and reproduction) traits positively associated with performance to decline with
age (Kirkwood and Rose 1991, Kirkwood and Austad 2000). In a recent review, we
(Lemaître et al. 2015) compiled 26 studies testing the trade-off between early and late
life performance in wild populations of vertebrates and found an overall support for this
theory.
The mutation accumulation, the antagonist pleiotropy and the disposable soma
theories are the three classical evolutionary theories. Considered individually,
evolutionary theories are criticized (see Kirkwood and Melow 2011 for Mutation
Accumulation theory). Evolutionary theories of ageing are not mutually exclusive. For
example, the antagonistic pleiotropy and the disposable soma theory both predict a
trade-off between reproductive effort in early life and performance in late life. Further,
the antagonistic pleiotropy theory can be considered as a special case of the disposable
soma theory (Lemaître et al. 2015). Recently, researchers proposed interesting
evolutionary theories that aimed to challenge or complete classical evolutionary
theories.
Speakman and Krol (2010) proposed for endotherms an alternative theory to the
disposable soma theory. The disposable soma theory assumes that food availability and
energy acquisition in the environment are limited and constrain energy allocated to
reproduction. On the other hand, these authors stated that food intake can be temporarily
unlimited in the environment, especially during reproductive periods. Animals are thus
not constrained by early-late life trade-offs of performance. Animals are constrained by
their body mass. Indeed, the surface-volume ratio decreases with body mass, large
animals display a low surface-volume ratio. This ratio is a key factor in physiological
processes. In endotherms, one of the most important physiological process is the
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thermoregulation. In large endotherms, the surface exposed to the environment is lower
than the surface of small endotherms and thus limits heat dissipation. Speakman and
Krol proposed the theory of heat dissipation limit positing that in large endotherms, the
limited heat dissipation constrains reproduction effort and thus reproductive rate.
Life-history trade-offs found in large endotherms are the consequence of a low
environmentally-driven mortality. Heat dissipation limit and the disposable soma
theories are mutually exclusive. Although some studies failed to detect an early-late life
trade-off of performance in the wild (as we reviewed in Lemaître et al. 2015), further
investigations are required to state whether the alternative explanation is the heat
dissipation limit theory. Testing which theory is validated in the wild is not
straightforward. The effect of food supplementation on reproductive output could help
to solve it. Indeed, whether food intake is limited (statement of the disposable soma
theory), food supplementation should increase reproductive output. Under heat
dissipation limit, food supplementation should not increase reproductive output because
resources are unlimited and because reproductive output is limited by heat dissipation.
Maklakov et al. (2015) recently proposed that ageing is the result of multiple
mechanisms that is not explained by only one evolutionary theory of ageing. Indeed, in
the mutation accumulation theory, deleterious effects of mutations are expressed only in
late life, thus this theory predicts that late-life performance remains constant for an
increasing early-life performance. On the contrary, the antagonist pleiotropy theory and
the disposable soma theory predict that mutations with positive effects in early life have
a deleterious effect in late life. Therefore, late-life performance decreases with
increasing early-life performance. However, several experimental studies reported a
positive relationship between early and late-life performance. In other words, they
showed that an increased early-life performance can lead to decrease the rate of
senescence. For example, Drosophila melanogaster display a positive genetic
relationship between fitness and longevity (Kimber and Chippindale 2013). Indeed, the
alleles associated with a high early-life fitness are also involved in the increased
longevity. Based on these observations, Maklakov et al. (2015) recently proposed that
ageing can evolve under positive pleiotropy. This theory reconciles classical
evolutionary theories by insisting on the fact that ageing is the result of multiple
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evolutionary processes. However, the prediction of positive genetic variations at all ages
needs to be tested in free-ranging species to assess if this process is pervasive.
Although, some authors proposed to dispose of classical theories (e.g. the heat
dissipation limit theory), ageing is a multi-dimensional process resulting from multiple
evolutionary mechanisms (Maklakov et al. 2015).
The next section aims to introduce senescence in the wild. Indeed, I focused my
thesis on the analyse of senescence in free-ranging species. In a first part, I will develop
that for more than a century senescence was considered as non-existent in the wild and
in a second part, I will explain that one of the causes is the difficulty to investigate
senescence in the wild.

1.1.3.

Senescence in the wild

1.1.3.1

Do individuals die before any sign of senescence?

For more than a century, it was widely accepted that ageing does not occur in wild
populations because individuals die before any signs of senescence as they are killed by
predators, die due to a lack of resources (starvation), infectious diseases or harsh
climatic conditions (Comfort 1956). This idea takes root in the theoretical formulation
of evolutionary causes of senescence by Medawar (1952).
Because of the statement that ageing does not occur in the wild and because
biologists are used to explore mechanisms by working under controlled conditions, until
relatively recently, senescence has been carefully looked for beyond the long-standing
focus of laboratory models (Monaghan et al. 2008). The laboratory approach has
allowed improving our knowledge of the genetic, molecular and cellular mechanisms of
ageing (Kirkwood and Austad 2000). However, when considering senescence
senescence as a combination of life-history traits (the age which senescence starts and
the slope of senescence), this approach is not appropriate for studying and
understanding variations in life-history traits highly influenced by environmental
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conditions (Monaghan et al. 2008). Overall, the implication of several fields of research
for studying the mechanisms and evolutionary causes of ageing such as Medicine or
Evolutionary Ecology is essential and proves that the ageing study is, above all,
multidisciplinary and bridges the gap in academic research.
However, problems of detection of senescence in the wild (Nussey et al. 2008)
showed that investigating this process in free-ranging species is not straightforward. I
develop the problem in the next paragraph.
1.1.3.2

Problems of detecting senescence

Numerous studies investigating senescence in the wild have been conducted on
transversal (or cross-sectional) data (e.g. Cichon et al. 2003, Angelier et al. 2007).
Namely, data are collected on individuals of all ages by counts, census, collections of
skulls or carcasses at a given time but no attention is given on individual survival.
Although transversal data are quite easy to collect, it is not possible to take into account
environmental variation between years or individual trajectories. Nussey et al. (2008)
pointed out the disadvantage of using transversal data. Indeed, senescence corresponds
to the molecular and physiological deterioration of an organism. In other words,
senescence is a within-individual process. Transversal data do not allow measuring
reliably the shape of senescence because it is not possible to disentangle
within-individual senescence from individual heterogeneity. Individual heterogeneity
can be defined as between-individual differences in a given trait associated with
genetics, environment, or chance, and can be measured at different levels (e.g. species,
population, sex, age, cohort, …).
When individuals with better than average reproductive success live longer than
individuals with lower than average reproductive success, individual heterogeneity in
reproductive success among individuals can mask within-individual. Moreover,
selective (fertility and viability selections sensu Fisher 1930) or random (stochastic
events) processes can favour the over-representation of individuals with high
reproductive performance in old age classes. Two types of models can account for
individual heterogeneity depending on the data available. The first category requires
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repeated measures per individual (i.e. longitudinal data) and the second applies when
only one measure per individual can be obtained.
When a long-term monitoring of individuals is conducted, repeated measures on the
same individual are available. Collecting longitudinal data in the wild is challenging
because first, it requires ideally monitoring individuals of known age from birth to
death. Second, the long-term monitoring, particularly for long-lived species, implies to
follow the oldest individual throughout their entire lifetime (Clutton-Brock and Sheldon
2010). In this case, individual heterogeneity is usually corrected using mixed models
(Bolker et al. 2009). This random effect assumes that individual heterogeneity is
normally distributed, that some individuals have higher or lower values of the response
variable than average, and that all individuals display the same slope.
When individual measures are not repeated, it is first possible to include traits that
are expected to account partly for individual heterogeneity such as longevity, body mass
or size, social rank, the quality of habitat or any combination among those traits (e.g.
Hamel et al. 2009). The second possibility is to use mixture models that cluster
individuals into different groups (Vaupel and Yashin 1985).
The improvement of protocols and statistical tools has led to reject clearly the
assumption that senescence does not occur in the wild. A plethora of empirical evidence
of senescence has thus accumulated during the last decades on a wide range of animals
(reviewed by Nussey et al. 2013). Likewise, Jones et al. (2014) showed that senescence
is widespread across the tree of life.
This study, like numerous others (e.g. Nussey et al. 2009, Descamps et al. 2008,
Clutton-Brock and Isvaran 2007) also highlighted the high diversity of senescence
patterns (between traits, individuals, species ...). In the next section, I will show that
senescence is a highly variable process at the intra and inter-specific levels.

1.1.4. Diversified senescence patterns: interdependency or “mosaic
ageing”
Senescence patterns are generally described by two metrics, the age at the onset (i.e. the
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timing of senescence) and the intensity (i.e. the strength of senescence) of senescence,
the latter referring to the slope of the decline with age of a given trait positively linked
with performance (but see Baudisch 2011).
Although ageing or senescence refers to a unitary and almost ubiquitous process, it
is inherently a diversified and complex process. Whether senescence patterns are linked
or independent among traits remains an important question to be asked. Walker and
Herndorn (2010) stated that a trait declines with age independently of the others.
According to their hypothesis, living organisms experience a multitude of age-specific
changes at molecular, cellular or organ levels that are not homogeneous. This infinity of
changes translates into non homogeneous age-specific variations among traits differing
in structure and function. Such variation among individuals and traits lead senescence to
be a kind of patchwork. Walker and Herndorn (2010) extended the term ageing using
mosaic ageing. The concept of mosaic ageing has been formulated at the physiological
level in the field of Gerontology (Walker and Herndorn 2010). In Soay sheep (Ovis
aries), asynchronous patterns of senescence has been recently reported across 20
phenotypic traits (Hayward et al. in press) and indicated that the mosaic ageing can be
transposed from the physiological traits to demographic and phenotypic traits.
Below, I provide some examples of the diversity of senescence patterns at the
intra-specific level (e.g. between sexes, traits, individuals..) and at inter-specific level.
AT THE INTRA-SPECIFIC LEVEL
Senescence patterns differ among traits even when traits are related to the same function
such as traits linked to reproduction (Hayward et al. 2013). For example, in red squirrels
(Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) pup mass increases until females reached 4 years of age and
remains constant thereafter, whereas litter size increases very slightly until 6 years of
age and declines thereafter (Descamps et al. 2008). In red deer (Cervus elaphus), annual
breeding performance increases until 7 years of age and it remains relatively constant
thereafter before declining from 13 years of age onwards, whereas offspring first year
survival declines markedly from 11 years of age onwards and offspring birth date des
not display any sign of senescence (Nussey et al. 2009).
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Evidence are accumulating that ageing differs between sexes in the wild (e.g.
Clutton-Brock and Isvaran 2007). Namely, males display a faster and/or a stronger
senescence than females (Gaillard et al. 2003, Lemaître and Gaillard 2013).
Sex-differences in patterns of senescence occur either on the onset (e.g. Gamelon et al.
2014 on wild boar Sus scrofa), or on the rate (e.g. Catchpole et al. 2004 on Soay sheep
Ovis aries) of senescence.
AT THE INTERSPECIFIC LEVEL
According to Hamilton (1966), senescence should start at the age at first reproduction,
particularly in mammals. However, several empirical studies contradict this statement
(as reviewed by Jones et al. 2008, Péron et al. 2010, Gaillard et al. 2015a) and indicate
that an onset of senescence at the age at sexual maturity is the exception rather than the
rule. Based on a comparative analysis of 72 species, Péron et al. (2010) showed that the
onset of senescence is a non-linear combination of early life history traits.
Jones et al. (2014) showed that age-specific mortality and fertility patterns are
strongly heterogeneous across the tree of life. They defined a continuum of senescence.
First, some species display a strong deterioration with age such as in primates. For
instance, human females show an early senescence in fertility followed by menopause
while mortality remains quite constant until old ages and only increases during the last
years of life. In contrast, chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) do not display menopause, and
mortality increases slightly throughout the entire adult lifetime. Second, senescence can
be negligible. For example, hydra (Hydra magnipapillata) and few plants such as great
rhododendron (Rhododendron maximum) exhibit a negligible senescence. Lastly, rare
species exhibit a negative senescence (i.e. the increase in survival and fecundity with
age beyond the age at sexual maturity). For instance, Babcook (1991) reported a
negative senescence in three coral species (Goniastrea aspera, G. Favulus, and
Platygyra sinensis).
Additionally, evidence shows that the response of a trait to senescence differs both
between and within species. Indeed, at the intra-specific level, Kraus et al. (2013)
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showed that the bigger dogs are, the faster they senesce. On the contrary, at the
interspecific level, the larger a species is, the latter and slower they senesce (Jones et al.
2008).
One important question in ageing is to understand the origin of this variability in
senescence patterns. In the next section, I will provide more details about the influence
of factors shaping senescence patterns.

1.1.5.

Senescence patterns are influenced by multiple factors

Based on such diversity in senescence patterns, a growing field of research in
Evolutionary ageing has emerged and aims to identify and understand factors shaping
senescence patterns at both the intra and inter-specific levels.
AT THE INTRA-SPECIFIC LEVEL
The high variability observed in senescence patterns is not explained by classical
evolutionary theories (Jones et al. 2014). However, the disposable soma theory of
ageing emerged as one of the most appropriate theory to account for this diversity
(Kirkwood and Rose 1991). Individuals face a trade-off between allocation to
reproduction, growth and somatic maintenance depending on environmental conditions
(Kirkwood and Rose 1991, Kirkwood and Austad 2000). Consequently, all factors
decreasing costs of growth or early reproduction should postpone or reduce senescence
and all factors leading to increase costs of growth or early reproduction should reinforce
senescence.
A growing number of studies are investigating the influence of various factors on
senescence patterns (Table 1.1 providing examples of these studies). These studies
revealed the importance of variation in senescence among individuals in the wild.
Environmental and social conditions are important factors explaining individual
variations. However, some studies failed to detect any influence of various
environmental factors on senescence (e.g. Millon et al. 2011 in tawny owls Strix aluco).
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In birds, harsh early environmental conditions can be counterbalanced by the fact that
birds can escape resource competition by dispersing, which explains why environmental
conditions do not influence senescence (Bouwhuis et al. 2010 on great tits Parus
major).
Overall, although several studies have failed to detect any effect of environmental
conditions on senescence, it is difficult to be unequivocal because studies did not test
the effect of environmental conditions on the onset of senescence. Indeed, most
attention has focused on the investigation of the effects of environmental conditions on
the intensity (rate) of senescence.

Table 1.1. Studies of animal populations in the wild reporting the influence of early-life
and adult life conditions on senescence patterns. The table is not intended to be an
exhaustive list, but rather to illustrate the accumulating evidence from a wide variety of
factors studied across a wide range of animal taxa. Species, Sex for which senescence
was measured (F: female ; M: male), Factor, Rate of trait senescence affected by the
factor and References are provided. Effect corresponds to the influence of the factor on
senescence; non-significant (NS), an increase of the factor entailing a faster senescence
(Faster senescence).

Species

Sex

Factor

Rate of trait
senescence

Effect

References

Factor early in life
Birds

Acrocephalus
sechellensis

Territory quality

NS

Group size

NA

F&M

Survival
Low food availability

Colony size
Predation risk
Colony size
Hirundo rustica

F&M

Predation risk
Colony size
Predation risk
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Faster
senescence
Hammers et
(through age at al. 2013
first
reproduction)

Clutch size

Faster
senescence

Annual number
of fledglings
produced

Faster
senescence

Survival

NS

Balbontin and
Møller 2015

Maternal age
Sibling number
Hatching date
Parus major

F

Number of
fledglings and
number of
recruits

Natal year quality
Natal density
Natal beech mast
Natal origin

Uria aalge

F&M

Bouwhuis et
al. 2010

Faster
senescence

(immigrant, local)
Strix aluco

NS

Prey density

Number of
fledglings

NS

Survival

NS

Millon et al.
2011

F&M

Climatic conditions

Breeding success

Faster
senescence

Reed et al.
2008

F

High stress season

Reproductive
probability

Faster
senescence

Mumby et al.
2015

Fecundity

Faster
senescence

Nussey et al.

Survival

Faster
senescence

2007

Litter size at
birth

Faster
senescence

Descamps et
al. 2008

NS

Stahler et al.
2013

Mammals
Elephas
maximus

Cervus elaphus

Tamiasciurus
hudsonicus

F

Population density

F

Low food abundance

F

Pack size

F

Level of competition
between dominant and
subordinate of the
same sex

Factor in adult life
Mammals
Canis lupus
Suricata
suricatta

Litter size
Litter survival
Number of pups
produced per
year that
survived to
independence

Faster
senescence

Sharp and
Clutton-Brock
2011

Number of litters
produced,
Suricata
suricatta

F

Number of pups
that survived
to emergence

Group size

NS

Proportion of
emerged pups
that survived to
independence
Large herbivores

F

High rainfall variation
Low food availability
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Survival

Old-ones
display low

Sharp and
Clutton-Brock
2010

Gaillard et al.
2000

High rainfall variation
Low food availability

Fecundity

survival
Old-ones
display low
fecundity

Reptiles
Lacerta vivipara

F

Offspring male
body
size

Habitat of high
density

Old-ones
Massot et al.
produced small
2011
offspring

AT THE INTER-SPECIFIC LEVEL
Studies looking at identifying and understanding factors shaping ageing patterns across
species have revealed fascinating findings. Thus, Jones et al. (2008) using data from 20
populations of vertebrates intensively monitored showed that ageing is influenced by
the species' position on the slow-fast continuum. Indeed, mammals display a faster
senescence than birds because they have a faster pace of life for a given body size.
Additionally, the intensity of sexual selection is likely to be a driver of the greater
actuarial senescence reported in males of highly polygynous and/or dimorphic species
(Clutton-Brock and Isvaran 2007). In polygynous species, males endorse high costs due
to intra-sexual competition during mating season. Recently, Tidière et al. (Unpublished
data) showed that in male large herbivores, sexual selection is a key driver of
senescence patterns. The higher the intensity of sexual selection is, the earlier the onset
of actuarial senescence. As a consequence, males under high sexual selection have
shorter lifespan. Surprisingly, the intensity of senescence was not affected by sexual
selection. This study underlines the importance to investigate variation in both the onset
and rate of senescence to identify reliably the factors shaping the diversity of
senescence patterns.
Ageing in the wild is a fascinating process to explore because of its variability and
predictability (Monaghan et al. 2008). Understanding the phenotypic changes with age
is fundamental to figure out life history evolution and quantify individual differences. A
comprehensive view of ageing implies to understand the origin of diversity of
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senescence patterns among life history traits, species or across the tree of life (Roach
and Carey 2014). In this last session, I reviewed, as a non-exhaustive list, the influence
of multiple factors that have been shown to influence senescence patterns. Among these
factors, few corresponded to social factors (but see Sharp and Clutton-Brock 2010,
Stahler et al. 2013, Hammers et al. 2013). My thesis aims to fill this gap. In the next
part, I will first define what is sociality, and I will explain the difficulty to get a unified
classification of sociality.
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1.2. SOCIALITY, A COMPLEX CONCEPT
This second part aims to introduce the definition and the concept of sociality from
Entomologists to Evolutionary Biologists. The definition of sociality goes through the
definition of associated social terms. In a last section, I will propose a classification of
sociality in vertebrates that I will use in the chapter 7.

1.2.1.

Definitions from Ethologists to Evolutionary Ecologists

Sociality is defined as the tendency of organisms to live in groups (Reiczigel et al.
2008). These groups are underpinned by the social life and more precisely, the social
system (Kappeler and Van Schaik 2002). The social system includes social organization,
social structure, mating system, and is influenced by social behaviour. Below, I provide
a definition of each of these terms.
1.2.1.1. Social behaviour
Social behaviour (or social relationship) is defined as all positive and negative social
interactions occurring over time between two individuals (Swedell 2012). Ethologists
and ecologists have long been fascinated by the constellation of social behaviours that
occurs in wildlife. Numerous animals are social and interact with each other for
foraging, mating, raising young, and in the defence against predators. Among positive
social behaviours, cooperation is particularly important. Cooperation is a behaviour that
benefits at least another individual. Cooperation can be divided into two classes,
mutualism and altruism.

MUTUALISM

Under natural selection, a trait evolves when it confers an advantage in terms of fitness.
In other words, by increasing survival and/or reproduction of an individual. Mutualism
is defined as a behaviour that provides a benefit to another individual and that is
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selected because of its reciprocal and positive effect on the fitness of the individual that
produces the behaviour (Clutton-Brock 2002). Mutualism is thus easily explained by
natural selection. For example, female lions (Panthera leo) hunt together to maximise
the efficiency of catching prey and share the product of hunting. Mutualism is also
observed in grooming when individuals carefully pick through the fur of another
individual and remove any debris or ectoparasites. This behaviour is especially common
in Primates and has a social function that allows creating deep social bonds in addition
to a hygienic function (Swedell 2012). For another example, mutualism is observed
when individuals live in groups and display various tactics to reduce predation risk such
as dilution and confusion, vigilance, and detection of predators. Additionally, many
individuals in social groups huddle together to maximize the efficiency of
thermoregulation. This behaviour is expressed at its extreme in hibernating mammals,
such as Alpine marmots (Arnold 1988).
ALTRUISM
Altruism is defined as a cooperation that benefits another individual at a cost to oneself.
Natural selection does not explain how altruism has evolved. For example, how to
explain in honey bees (Apis mellifera) that only the queen reproduces and stays in a nest
while workers remain all their short life foraging, protecting nests and never reproduce?
How could workers draw out advantages in terms of survival and reproduction whether
they take risks by foraging outside the hive, facing harsh environmental conditions and
never reproduce?
ALTRUISM BETWEEN KIN
Hamilton (1964), based on the earlier fundamental work of Fisher (1930) and Haldane
(1932), solved this question by positing that related individuals share common genes
and the closer individuals are related, the more genes they share. When the helped
individual reproduces, the half of its genes, including genes in common with the helping
individual, is transmitted to the next generation. As a consequence, helping a relative
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increases indirectly its own fitness (i.e inclusive fitness). Thus, helping a relative allows
increasing survival and/or reproduction of the helped individual. This mechanism is
coined kin selection and was mathematically formulated as:
b.r > C

(1)

where b corresponds to benefits, c to costs and r to the genetic relatedness.
ALTRUISM BETWEEN NON-KIN
The kin selection theory does not explain the evolution between non-kin because, when
r=0, benefits cannot exceed costs. Wilkinson (1988) described cooperation between
non-kin in the common vampire bats (Desmodus rotundus). All individuals of this
species, even non-relatives, share food. Indeed, individuals cannot survive more than 3
days without eating blood. When an individual is starving, it requests blood from a
neighbour. The neighbour regurgitates some blood and gives it to the starved individual.
Trivers (1971) suggested that cooperation between individuals that are not relatives
could be selected when there is a reciprocal interaction, even delayed in time. An
individual can help preferentially a given individual and pay the cost of its help whether
the given individual has helped in the past. In bats, this behaviour could have evolved
when the starved individual regurgitates later on blood for another bat in need. Trivers
coined this form of cooperation reciprocal altruism. As reciprocal altruism provides a
direct fitness advantage, it should evolve under natural selection.
After the description of cooperative (positive) behaviour, the negative dimension of
social interactions also occur and shall not be neglected within social species. For
example, predators can detect a group of prey easily if they are in large groups (Powell
1974). Additionally, the probability of transmission of parasites and pathogens are
higher among individuals living in groups than among solitary ones (Côté and Poulin
1995). Finally, a growing number of studies highlighted that in social species
intra-sexual competition is widespread, in particular in species ordered in dominants and
subordinates (Sharp and Clutton-Brock 2011 on meerkats Suricata suricatta)). As a
consequence, living in proximity with conspecifics can be costly. However, a social
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behaviour (i.e. mutualism or altruism) evolves when its benefits for survival and/or
reproduction exceeds its costs.
Overall, the histories of the social interactions shape the stable social relationships
(Hinde 1976) and ultimately define the social organization within a given species.
1.2.1.2. Social organization
Social organization is defined as the pattern of spatio-temporal cohesion, size and
composition of a social group for a given species (Kappeler and van Schaik 2002). The
territoriality plays a key role in the determination of social organization (Allainé and
Cezilly 2010). I tend to envision the different types of social organization as follows.
In solitary species, social organization can be divided into solitary species with
separated territory (like the American pika, Ochotona princeps), with overlapping
territory (like the woodchuck, Marmota monax) and in very rare cases non-territorial
solitary species (like the Indian hog deer, Axis porcinus).
In pairs, social organization can be divided into territorial pairs (like the Californian
mouse, Peromyscus californicus), non-territorial pairs (like the Patagonian mara,
Dolichotis patagonum), and in territorial pairs with subordinates and pups of the year
(like the Lycaon, Lycaon pictus or the Alpine marmot, Marmota marmota).
In unisex groups, females are mostly in groups without males while males are alone
(like the red deer, Cervus elaphus). Bisexual groups can be composed of unimale groups
(like the Gorilla, Gorilla gorilla), unifemale groups (like the Hyena (Hyena hyena) or
multimale/multifemale groups (like the African buffalo, Syncerus caffer).

1.2.1.3.

Social structure

Social structure is defined as the pattern of social interactions characterizing a social
group in a given species (Kappeler and van Schaik 2002). The presence or the absence
of a hierarchical structure is an central of the social structure. Some species display a
hierarchy of dominant/subordinates such as in Alpine marmots while other species
display equitable relationships between members such as in chacma baboons (Papio
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hamadryas ursinus) (Silk et al. 2010).
1.2.1.4.

Mating system

According to Clutton-Brock (1989), the mating system is defined as the pattern of mate
guarding including the defence of feeding and mating territories, the defence of female
groups and the defence of individual receptive females. Mating system can be divided
into four classes (reviewed in Allainé and Cezilly 2010). First, monogamous species
occur when a pair exists. This pair can change each year (like in greater flamingos,
Phoenicopterus roseus), lasts several years (like in Alpine marmots) or lasts throughout
lifetime (like in short-tailed shearwaters, Puffinus tenuirostris). Second, in polygynous
species, one male mates with several females. This mating system is largely found in
ungulates. Third, in polyandrous species, one female mates with several males. This
mating system is rare but observed for example in brown-mantled tamarins (Saguinus
fuscicollis). Finally, in promiscuous species, both females and males have several sexual
partners (like in European badgers, Meles meles).

Social behaviour, social organization, social structure and mating system are at the
root of sociality levels and are shaped by natural selection. For this reason, sociality has
been recently embodied into an evolutionary framework and cannot thus be restricted to
a 'tendency of organisms to live in groups' (Reiczigel et al. 2008). This new approach
has allowed raising various questions including the origin and evolution of sociality or
the origin of the diversity of group living, or their stability according to environmental
conditions. Behavioural and evolutionary ecologists have adopted a new definition of
sociality as corresponding to all self-organized distributed systems in which each
individual employs social tactics to maximise individual fitness, including its inclusive
component (Kutsukake 2009).

1.2.2.

Explosion of sociality metrics

1.2.2.1

Entomologists: The pioneers
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At light of such diversity in sociality among species, researchers have sorted species
according to their level of sociality. Entomologists assessed the rules determining the
shape and the hierarchy characterizing social groups. In this respect, they were the first
to propose a typology of sociality. The first classification came from Michener (1953),
who classified sociality in four levels; presocial, subsocial, parasocial, and quasisocial.
Batra (1966) added the highest level of sociality, the eusociality. This first complete
classification was presented by Wilson (1971), still in an entomological context. Table
1.3 provides classification and definition of Wilson (1971) based on earliest works of
Michener and Batra.

Table 1.2. Levels of sociality as defined by Wilson (1971) (from Lihoreau, 2009).
Sociality level
Solitary
Presocial

Definition
No social behaviour: Interactions only during mating
period and competition

Subsocial
Parasocial

Eusocial

Parental care without cooperation in brood care
Communal

Group living
No Overlap of generations
Parental care without cooperation in brood care

Quasisocial

Group living
No Overlap of generations
Reproductive adults cooperate in both nest-building
and brood care

Semisocial

Group living
No Overlap of generations
Reproductive adults cooperate in both nest-building
and brood care
Overlap of generations
Reproductive division of labour: only one to a few
females reproduce. Subordinates are functionally or
behaviourally sterile

1.2.2.2

Evolutionary Ecologists: Spread the breach

The multiple metrics of sociality occurring in literature testify of the absence of a
standardized measure. These metrics are either continuous or qualitative.
Group size or the number of adults in a group has often been used as a measure of
sociality (e.g. reviewed in Ebensperger et al. 2012). However, this metric does not allow
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considering social and complex interactions. Indeed, with this metric, a group of
giraffes (on average 100 individuals) would be ranged more social than a group of
common marmoset (Callithrix jacchus) (N=8.55) or elephants (Loxodonta africana)
(N=19.5) (mean group size from Kamilar et al. 2010).
More specific definitions of sociality have been provided for some taxa. For
example, in rodents, Blumstein and Armitage (1998) defined a continuous metric of
sociality taking into account the nature and complexity of social interactions. Bordes et
al. (2007) used the same metric but classified sociality into three levels: solitary species;
species that aggregate only seasonally, that nest communally during the breeding season
or form colonies in which all members of the colony live individually; and species
living in well-established groups throughout their active season continually sharing
space.
Lukas and Clutton-Brock (2012) ranged mammals into three classes of social living.
In social breeders, females live in groups and are neither cooperative nor communal
breeders. In communal breeders, females breed regularly and share care to pups. In
cooperative breeders, a proportion of females do not reproduce but display allomaternal
care. In this conservative definition of cooperative breeding, these authors did not
consider the help provided by subordinate males.
A literature survey reveals that several studies have only used the mating system as a
definition of sociality (e.g. van Schaik and van Hooff 1983). However, the mating
system is not a satisfying metric of sociality. A social individual is not necessary a
breeder (e.g. workers in eusocial species). In this context, an eusocial and monogamous
species, such as the naked mole rat (Heterocephalus glaber), would be ranked at the
same level as less social and monogamous species such as the red fox (Vulpes vulpes) or
the gregarious Crabeater seal (Lobodon carcinophagus). Additionally, the difference
between sociality and mating system is rooted in the origin of their diversity. Indeed,
mating systems are predictable based on the availability of resources (Emlen and Oring
1977), whereas sociality is more likely to be predicted by phylogeny (Silk 2011).
These specific classifications restricted to group size without considering social
complexity, categorical variable or restricted to specific taxa are not compliant with a
unified classification.
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1.2.3. Social flexibility within species: a Pitfall
The difficulty to classify the types of sociality can come from the large intraspecific
variation in the social system in the wild (Lott 1984, reviewed in Schradin 2013). For
example, in some populations of prairie voles (Microtus ochrogaster), most individuals
are live in pairs while in other populations most individuals are solitary (Cushing et al.
2004). In the great gerbil (Rhombomys opimus), the social organization includes solitary
living, pair-living and large social groups (Randall et al. 2005).
The social system varies according to environmental conditions. Indeed, for a given
species, a population under a given set of environmental conditions could exhibit a level
of sociality different from that displayed by a population facing different environmental
conditions. For example, in the striped mouse (Rhabdomys pumilio), high population
density entails a social life while competition favours a solitary life (Schradin et al.
2012). To my knowledge, no studies have yet investigated the implications of social
flexibility to classify sociality.
This pitfall reveals that species cannot be placed into fixed boxes. Sociality should
be considered as a continuum rather than a qualitative variable. Previous continuous
variables of sociality proposed, such as group size, are not satisfying (See above).
Therefore, the first challenge is not to find the unified classification for the tree of life
but first, to define a continuum of sociality for vertebrates.

1.2.4.

Sociality based on care to pups

Since 1990, numerous attempts to classify vertebrates according to their level of
sociality opened important discussions (Costa and Fitzgerald 2005, Wcislo 2005, Silk
2007). Recent classifications have placed cooperation in the care to pups at the centre of
sociality (e.g. Clutton-Brock 2001, Silk 2007, Blumstein and Moller 2008, Lukas and
Clutton-Brock 2012). According to Silk (2007) based on observations by Clutton-Brock
(2001) 'the relationship between group size and female fitness tends to be negative or
neutral when females rear their young alone, but positive when young are reared by
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helpers, species are loosely ordered by the extent of reproductive skew and the amount
of assistance that females receive from other group members'. Silk (2007) proposed a
sociality continuum for which the relation between group size and female fitness
increases over the continuum. Social species can be ranked from plural breeders for
which 'all females regularly reproduce and parents, particularly mothers, provide
nearly all of their own infants’ care' to singular breeders for which 'reproduction is
monopolized by a single breeding female, and females are unable to reproduce without
non-breeding helpers'.
I propose a classification of sociality taking account the discussions on the inclusion
of parental and allo-parental offspring care (Table 1.4). However, I bring more details
by including solitary and gregarious species and by subdividing plural and singular
breeders' categories. I consider eusocial species as an extreme and irreversible form of
cooperative breeding.

Table 1.3. Classification and description of sociality levels.
Sociality level

Definition

Solitary

No group formation.
No interactions between adult conspecifics except
during mating period (reproduction, parental care,
sometimes nest defence).

Gregarious

Group formation of conspecifics.
No interactions between adults.
In some species, such as pinnipeds, individuals are
gregarious only during the mating season and live
alone after this period.
Allo-maternal care can occur.

Colonial

Group formation organized in pairs during the mating
season.
Low interactions between pairs.

Social
group

Plural
Social group without
breeders allo-parental cares
Social group with
allo-parental cares

Group living of conspecifs.
Conspecifics display cooperative interactions.
Overlap of generations.
Group living of conspecifs.
Conspecifics display cooperative interactions.
Overlap of generations.
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Occurrence of allo-parental care.

Communal breeding

Group living of conspecifs.
Conspecifics display cooperative interactions.
Overlap of generations.
Synchronisation of reproduction and all individuals
equally cooperate for parental care.

Singular Cooperative Reversible Large family group of conspecifics.
breeders breeding
Overlap of generations.
Monopolization of reproduction by dominant pair.
Subordinates delayed reproduction and dispersal.
Subordinates providing allo-parental cares are called
helpers.
Eusocial

Overlap of generations.
Cooperative breeding.
Reproductive division of labour by casts: only one to a
few females reproduce; subordinates are functionally
or behaviourally sterile.

As explained above, the first challenge is now to identify a continuum of sociality
including all vertebrates. The challenge is made more complex by the difficulty to
measure the nature and quality of social interactions and the effect of social interactions
on fitness (Silk 2007).
First, I described the evolutionary theories of ageing, highlighted that ageing is a
pervasive and a diversified process in the wild. I insisted on the fact that a challenge is
to identify factors and understand their influence on ageing patterns. Among all factors,
sociality shall not be neglected. Second, I introduced and defined sociality by making
clearer the definitions of social terms and tended a classification of sociality in
vertebrates. This classification will be used in the chapter 7. In the next and last section
of this general introduction, I explained why sociality should influence senescence
patterns and provided theoretical and empirical evidence.
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1.3.

INFLUENCE OF SOCIALITY ON SENESCENCE

Although my thesis explores the influence of sociality on senescence in vertebrates and
particularly in mammals, evidence of the influence of sociality on longevity and
senescence occurs in highly social insects such as honey bees (Apis mellifera), eusocial
insects. Therefore, in this last section, I will provide some examples of the influence of
sociality on longevity and senescence in invertebrates.

1.3.1.

Why can we expect that sociality influences ageing patterns ?

In this section, I will show that sociality influences individuals throughout their lifetime.
Namely, sociality influences early mortality, longevity, maturity, and reproduction. By
influencing these traits, sociality can influence senescence.
Sociality decreases environmentally-driven mortality risks (e.g. Keller and Genoud
1997). Indeed, some social species live in environments protected by conspecifics that
carefully watch for predators, defend their habitat against intruders, huddle to warm up,
and/or forage in groups. The effect of sociality on individual life history acts throughout
lifetime. First of all, Ricklefs (1998) showed that the baseline rate of mortality
(mortality rate before senescence) shaped senescence patterns. Therefore, all factors that
influence baseline mortality are likely to influence senescence. Among these factors,
evidence showed that sociality influences mortality before senescence starts. As
examples, numerous studies showed that the presence of helpers (siblings,
grand-mothers) leads to increased juvenile survival (Allainé and Theuriau 2004,
Lahdenperä et al. 2004, Russell et al. 2007, Sparkman et al. 2011, Brouwer et al. 2012).
The influence of sociality in early life can have also long-term effects on survival. For
example, in Seychelles warblers (Acrocephalus sechellensis), the presence of helpers at
birth increases both juvenile and subsequent adult survival (Brouwer et al. 2012). The
study of Vaupel (2010) showed in several human populations that the increase in
baseline mortality, thanks to the improvement in medical and public-health efforts,
delayed the onset of senescence by a decade.
Moreover, sociality influences longevity. Indeed, Keller and Genoud (1997) showed
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that social ant species have a longevity 100-fold longer than solitary ant species due to
the decrease of environmentally-driven mortality risks. Several studies showed that
social species display extended longevity in different taxa (Bro-Jørgensen (2012) in
captive bovids, Wasser et Sherman (2010) in birds). All these examples suggest that
sociality

is

likely

to

influence

senescence

patterns

by

influencing

environmentally-driven mortality risks.
We can also expect that sociality influences senescence because sociality influences
the timing of maturity and reproduction. In ground squirrels, Armitage (1981) showed
that sociality has delayed both maturity and the age at first reproduction. Although no
cooperative breeder species was included in his study, species displaying such high
levels of sociality are characterized by a delayed dispersal and reproduction (see table
1.3). Consistent with our expectation, the recent work of Hammers et al. (2013) showed
in Seychelles warblers (Acrocephalus sechellensis), a cooperatively breeding bird, that
individuals delaying their first reproduction have a delayed actuarial senescence. We
can thus expect that sociality, by delaying the timing of maturity and reproduction, can
delay and/ or decrease senescence.
Overall, by delaying maturity, reproduction and increasing survival, sociality drives
biological times that co-vary with other biological times along the slow-fast continuum
such as senescence (Jones et al. 2008). Therefore, sociality is likely to be a key driver of
senescence patterns and we expect that sociality delays the onset of senescence and/or
decreases the rate of senescence.
In the next section, I review models including an effect of social factors on ageing,
make a link between disposable soma theory and one aspect of sociality, the cooperative
breeding and finally, review our current evidence of the influence of sociality on
senescence in wild populations.

1.3.2.

Inclusion of social effects in ageing models

The evolutionary ageing theories explain the occurrence of senescence based on the
principle that natural selection declines with increasing age (Haldane 1941, Medawar
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1952, Hamilton 1966). Recently, researchers increasingly agree on the importance of
kin selection on the process of ageing (Bourke 2007, Monaghan et al. 2008).
The theoretical literature on the influence of sociality on senescence in wild
populations reviewed in Bourke et al. (2007) remains limited, but two classes of models
have been developed. In the first class of models, the increase of a given individual
survival in a social group leads to increase the fitness of its relatives (Lee 2003, 2008,
Pavard et al. 2007). This class of models predicts that the caregiver individual displays a
delayed senescence. These models have been developed particularly in the context of
post-reproductive

life

and

intergenerational

transfers/cares.

Females

in

post-reproductive life showed an absence of reproduction but an extended lifespan.
During post-reproductive life, females care pups and potentially grand-pups by feeding,
teaching or baby-sitting them. In social mammals, evidence showed that the presence of
a grand-mother in post-reproductive life maximises their fitness by increasing lifetime
reproductive success of mother and increasing offspring survival (Lahdenperä et al.
2004 in humans, Ward et al. 2009 in cetaceans).
The second class of models established that the decrease of focal individual survival
implied the increase of a relatives' fitness (Dytham and Travis 2006, Ronce and
Promislow 2010, Kramer and Schaible 2013). The focal individual displays an
accelerated senescence. These models have been developed in the context of population
where dispersal is limited. For example, Ronce and Promislow (2010) investigated how
limited dispersal and kin competition might influence the evolution of ageing. Kin
competition decreased the strength of selection on survival and thus should favour a
shorter lifespan. Moreover, evidence show that parent-offspring conflict over resource
inheritance accelerates senescence of parents. Indeed, in Honey bee workers eject old or
injured queens and the new queen is a sister of half-sister (Winston 1987).
The first class of models outlines the positive effects of sociality (intergenerational
transfers) while the second class of models outlines the negative effects of sociality (kin
competition, resource inheritance...). In social groups, individuals experience both
positive and negative effects of sociality. A model including overall effects of sociality
remains to be defined.
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1.3.3.

Meeting between Evolutionary ageing theory and Sociality

Classical evolutionary theories do not predict the variability of senescence patterns
induced by social factors (Jones et al. 2014). However, at the intra-specific level, the
disposable soma theory emerges as one of the most appropriate theory explaining the
diversity of senescence patterns (Kirkwood and Rose 1991). I will try to link
cooperative breeding and the disposable soma theory.
In social species, life in groups and associated benefits (e.g. the decline of predation
risk, alloparental cares) can deeply influence individuals' life history. Particularly, in
cooperative breeders, non-parent individuals help in raising pups of dominants and are
called helpers. This help in early life has deep consequence in pup's late life. For
example, the number of helpers the year of birth increases longevity in Alpine marmots
(Marmota marmota) (Berger et al. 2015), increases reproductive life in red wolves
(Canis rufus) (Sparkman et al. 2011) and increases the probability that pup gain later
access to reproduction in meerkats (Russell et al. 2007). From birth, the presence and
the number of helpers can influence relatives' life history trajectories. Helpers could
decrease the relatives' costs of growth or organism maintenance associated to the first
years of life and under the disposable soma theory, the released energy by helpers can
be reallocated to somatic maintenance leading to improve late life. Therefore, early
social environment is likely to influence the trade-off between early- and late-life
performance and ultimately senescence patterns (Bourke 2007). Moreover, during adult
life, helpers are likely to modulate early reproductive costs of breeders, and these
released energy costs by helpers can also be allocated to somatic maintenance, leading
to improve performance late in life.
At the inter-specific level, the principle of allocation could explain the diversity of
senescence patterns induced by sociality. Indeed, by slowing down the pace of life,
sociality could reduce the costs associated to growth and reproduction. As a
consequence, sociality is likely to influence the early-late life trade-off of performance
(Lemaître et al. 2015) and thus, senescence.
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1.3.4.

Evidence from wild populations

Few studies, only performed at the intra-specific level, have investigated the influence
of social factors on senescence. In insect societies, the division of labour allowed to
highlight that the level of worker castes influenced the rates of senescence. Indeed, in
the weaver ant (Oecophylla smaragdina), the major workers performing the risky tasks
outside the nest displayed a faster senescence than the minor workers staying within the
highly protected arboreal nest (Chapuisat and Keller 2002). Sharp and Clutton-Brock
(2010) and Stahler (2013) on meerkats and wolves (Canis lupus) respectively, tested the
effect of helpers on the rate of senescence at the population level. However, they did not
detect any effect of the number of helpers on the rate of senescence. In Seychelles
warblers (Acrocephalus sechellensis), Hammers et al. (2013) tested the effect of group
size on survival senescence in both sexes but did not detect any effect. On the contrary,
Sharp and Clutton-Brock (2011) tested the effect of intra-sexual competition on
senescence in meerkats and showed that dominant females facing high intra-sexual
competition display a faster senescence than dominant females facing low intra-sexual
competition. Intra-sexual competition impacted deeply senescence.
To date, no studies of the influence of sociality on senescence have been performed
at the inter-specific level.
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1.4

STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

The subject of my thesis is at the interface of the Behavioural and Evolutionary Ecology
and focuses on the influence of sociality on senescence in wild populations of
mammals. Considered in the past as a paradox that does not fit with life history theory,
senescence is today identified as a direct component of life history. However, the role of
sociality on senescence patterns is poorly known. The aim of this thesis is to fill this gap
thanks to a 25-year intensive monitoring of a free-ranging population of Alpine
marmots (Marmota marmota). Alpine marmot is a suitable model to test the influence
of social factors on senescence since it is a cooperative breeder and this species displays
an exceptionally long lifespan for a rodent. Indeed, in our population, the oldest
individuals reached 16 years of age. This thesis also fills the gap by having a larger
vision of the relation between sociality and senescence at the inter-specific level. This
thesis is structured along two major axes: i) at the intra-specific level, studying the
influence of social factors on ageing patterns in Alpine marmots ii) at the inter-specific
level, investigating the influence of sociality on senescence patterns in mammals. My
first axe investigates only one aspect of sociality, the cooperative breeding while the
second axe explores a larger range of sociality using the classification of sociality
defined in the second part of the general introduction.
My thesis will include five sections. In the first part (chapter 3), I will provide
evidence for reproductive senescence in female Alpine marmots. Offspring mass
increases with female age, whereas litter size and reproductive allocation remain constant
up to 10 years of age and decline thereafter. Dominant females display a size-number
trade-off invariant with age, and their reproductive tactic involves increasing offspring
size at the cost of decreasing litter size with increasing age. As a result, reproductive
performance remains constant throughout a female’s lifetime despite the deleterious
effects of senescence in litter size. This chapter has been first presented in a conference
(British Ecological Society in Lille, 9-12 December 2014) and then published in
Ecology (96: 46-53).
The second part aims at understanding the effect of early and adult social
environments on fitness and its components in dominant female Alpine marmots.
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Females born into a group containing many helpers and experiencing a high number of
accumulated helpers over dominance tenure length benefit from increased lifetime
reproductive success through increased longevity. Both early and adult social
environments influence individual fitness, acting additively and independently. The
social environment at the time of birth can play a key role in shaping individual fitness
in social vertebrates. This chapter has been published in Proceedings of Royal Society B
(282:20151167).
The third part investigates actuarial senescence in male and female dominant Alpine
marmots. We found evidence for actuarial senescence in survival in both sexes. Survival
is constant with age until dominant marmots are between 6 and 8 years of age, and
declines markedly thereafter. The onset of actuarial senescence occurs later than the age
at first reproduction, which could be related to the high level of sociality displayed by
Alpine marmots. No between-sex-differences occur in the intensity of actuarial
senescence, which might be related to the weak intensity of sexual selection in this
socially monogamous mammal or due to a lack of power preventing from detecting any
sex effect. Our findings suggest that sociality and monogamy both contribute to shape
senescence patterns in mammals. This chapter has been submitted for publication in
Journal of Mammalogy.
The fourth part assesses the sex-specific influence of social factors both in early life
and during adulthood on actuarial senescence in Alpine marmots. The presence of helpers
early in life had opposite influence between sexes. Early presence of helpers advanced the
onset of actuarial senescence and increased its strength in males, whereas in females
helpers early in life delayed the onset and decreased the rate of senescence. On the other
hand, the presence of helpers during adulthood had a positive influence in both sexes by
delaying actuarial senescence and decreasing its strength. These findings provide a first
evidence that social factors shape actuarial senescence in a complex way, involving
differential responses depending on the timing of social factors and on sex. This chapter
corresponds to a manuscript in progress.
The fifth part seeks to understand the effect of sociality on senescence in mammals
at the inter-specific level. Studies investigating at the inter-specific the influence of
sociality on longevity reported contrasted results that made difficult the statement of a
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clear prediction. However, as sociality influences biological times such as the timing of
maturity, the age at first reproduction and survival, sociality should influence the
diversity of senescence patterns. We used the age-specific variation in survival of 107
female mammals. We provided the first evidence that sociality is a reliable driver of the
onset of senescence. However, sociality did not influence the rate of senescence and
longevity. This chapter corresponds to a manuscript in progress.
To reflect the overall work I have produced during my PhD, I also provide in
appendix, papers to which I have contributed and that have been published or are in
press in scientific journals.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIAL AND METHODS
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2.1. BIOLOGICAL MODEL
2.1.1.

Generalities on Marmots

Marmots are sciurid rodents, belonging to the tribe Marmotini and the genus Marmota.
Fifteen marmots have been currently identified: six in North America and nine in
Eurasia (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1. Contemporaneous distribution of the fifteen described marmot species.
Stippling (M. flaviventris) and darkest shading (M. caligata) are used to distinguish 2
species with large, overlapping ranges in western North America (from Steppan et al.
2011).
Marmots are the largest ground-dwelling squirrels living in mountain habitats,
except for the steppe marmot and woodchuck preferring the low elevation habitats in
prairies and meadows (Barash 1975). Marmots are herbivorous and eat numerous
meadow plants and roots. Marmots are characterized by a stocky and a sturdy shape
with short legs and a long bushy tail.
Marmot species exhibits a wide range of sociality from solitary species such as the
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woodchuck (Marmota monax) to cooperative breeders such as Alpine marmots
(Marmota marmota). However, researchers analysed senescence in Alpine and
Yellow-bellied marmots only (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1. Sociality and evidence of senescence of the 15 marmot species.
Scientific Name
M. monax
M. flaviventris

Social
organization

Social
degree

Sociality

Evidence of
senescence

Reference

Solitary

1

Solitary

♣

1

Matrilines

2

Social group without
allo-parental care

yes

2, 3

M. caligata

3

♣

4

M. olympus

3

♣

4

M. vancouverensis

3

♣

4

♣

4

M. broweri

Restricted families

Social group with
allo-parental care

3?

M. baibacina

3

♣

4

M. bobac

3

♣

4

M. camtschatica

3

♣

4

M. caudata

Extended families

M. himalayana
M. kastschenkoi

♣

M. marmota
M. menzbieri

Extended families

M. sibirica

3

Cooperative breeders

♣

1, 4

3?

♣

♣

1

♣

♣

♣

-

3

Cooperative breeders

yes

1, 4, 5

3

Cooperative breeders?

♣

1, 4

3

♣

♣

1

a

Social organization is adapted from Armitage (2007) and social degree from Allainé (2000). ♣, no
information has been found. References are given for Sociality and Evidence of senescence.
Restricted families: a dominant male with 1 to 3 females, and yearlings.
Extended families: a dominant couple, adult subordinates, and yearlings.
a

1: Allainé (2000), 2: Blumstein et al. 2004, 3: Schwartz, O. A. et al. 1998, 4: Blumstein and Armitage (1999), 5:

Berger et al. 2015b.

2.1.2

The Alpine marmot
2.1.2.1. Distribution and habitat

Two subspecies are currently recognized: M. marmota marmota, who lives in the Alpine
and Pyrenean arc, and M. marmota latirostris, who lives in the Carpathian mountains.
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The Alpine marmot’s habitat is usually Alpine and sub-Alpine grasslands between
1000 and 3000 m asl. in altitude (Allainé et al. 1994, López et al. 2010). The Alpine
marmot lives in a territory whose boundaries remain the same from year to year. The
size of a territory on average is 2.5 ± 0.53 ha (Perrin et al. 1993). The area includes a
main burrow, side burrows and latrines. The main burrow consists of several
interconnected rooms, with several entrances/exits to the outside. All individuals in the
same family group return to the burrow during periods of inactivity, such as to spend the
night and to hibernate. Also, the burrow serves as a pup room where the female gives
birth and nurses the babies until they emerge from the burrow at about six weeks.
Secondary burrows are small excavations with only a single entrance/exit that mainly
serve as refuges against potential predators. All these resources are defended mainly by
the dominant pair.
2.1.2.2. Morphology and diet

Figure 2.2. Alpine marmot from the population of La Grande Sassière Nature Reserve
(Alps, France). Photography: Marie-Léa Travert
Alpine marmots possess a brown coat, with orange markings on the back and with beige
to orange on the belly. They have a brown muzzle, with a white band, between the nose
and the eyes, and small ears. Extremities of marmots are short. The tail is brown, bushy
and black in the extreme (Figure 2.2). This species does not display any sexual
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dimorphism.
Alpine marmots grow until the age of three. From three years old, they body length
is on average between 45 and 68 cm and they body mass is on average between 2.2 and
6.5 kg, depending on the period. The minimal weight is achieved in mid-April and
coincides with the end of hibernation, whereas maximal weigh is achieved in
mid-October and coincides with the entry into hibernation (Körtner and Heldmaier
1995) (Figure 2.3).
Alpine marmots are herbivorous and sometimes insectivorous. Their diet is selective
and very diversified depending on the food availability, the season, the nutritional
requirements of the individuals (Rudatis and De Battisti 2005). They are hunted by
Golden eagles (Aquila chrysaetos) and Red foxes (Vulpes vulpes).
2.1.2.3. Life cycle
A LONG-LIVED SPECIES
Alpine marmot average lifespan is about 7 years. In dominants, females display an
average lifespan of 7.23 and males 6.43 (Unpublished data), but the oldest individuals
observed in the study population were aged of 16 years (one male and one female).
REPRODUCTION: ONLY ONE ATTEMPT PER YEAR
Reproduction takes place from the emergence of hibernation (from early to late April,
Figure 2.3). After 30 days of gestation, females give birth to one litter per year. Females
produce from one to seven altricial pups per litter (median = 4). Pups stay in the burrow
during 40 days where mothers lactate them. Once weaned, pups emerge above ground
between mid-June and mid-July. They start eating and discovering the territory (Figure
2.4). A bias in sex-ratio at emergence toward males is observed in the studied
population (Allainé 2004).
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Figure 2.3. Alpine marmot life cycle: annual (cycle) and for the entire life (blue strip).
Image from Tafani et al. 2013a.

Figure 2.4. Four pups of the same litter few days after their emergence from the natal
burrow. Photography: Lumières des Alpes. Carole et Denis Favre-Bonvin.
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HIBERNATION: TIME STOPS
The Alpine marmots are active during the spring, the summer and early autumn. They
spend the favourable season (April to September) accumulating enough fat reserves to
survive hibernation and initiate reproduction the following year (Körtner and Heldmaier
1995). Hibernation starts early in October and in April. However, the length of
hibernation vary by a few days between families and in function of altitude.
All members of the family group hibernate together in a chamber of the burrow,
called hibernaculum (Körtner and Heldmaier 1995). During hibernation, Alpine
marmots undergo a substantial reduction of metabolism in order to preserve their vital
functions and increase survival probabilities during the winter. They alternate periods of
torpor (characterised by a decreased physiological activity) and euthermia
(characterised by wakefulness). During the active period the body temperature is around
38ºC, the cardiac rhythm is at 180-200 beats per minute and the breathing frequency is
around 60 breaths per minute, during torpor it decreases until 5ºC, 28-38 beats and 1 or
2 breaths respectively. Euthermia periods lasts between 24 and 50 hours and the
biological rhythm during this period is similar than the active period. Although
euthermia periods represent less than 10% of the hibernation length, they cause 85% of
the energetic expenditure during the hibernation period (Arnold 1988).
The first hibernation is a critical stage for pups as only 40% of them survive (Cohas
2007a). Snow depth in winter is a main driver shaping litter size of Alpine marmots and
the general thinning of winter snow cover has led to decrease litter size over years
(Tafani et al. 2013a). Afterwards annual survival is high and quite constant (between
0.85 and 0.92).
SEXUAL MATURITY: REACHING THE DOMINANT POSITION OR REMAINING A
SUBORDINATE?

Alpine marmots reach sexual maturity at two-years old. At sexual maturity, 27% of
females and 12% of males stay in their natal group either as subordinates or as
dominants if they inherit dominance, but most disperse to gain dominance in another
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group. Dispersing individuals join another family group and become dominants in that
group generally in a neighbouring territory (35% and 37% of the dominant females and
males, respectively are born in a neighbouring territory in the studied population) but
never as subordinate. Dispersing individuals that do not manage to become dominant
are at a very high risk of dying (Stephens et al. 2002). Indeed, secondary dispersal is an
extremely rare phenomenon (only one case for 25 years, Unpublished data).
2.1.2.4. Social organization and Sociality
FAMILY GROUPS
Alpine marmots live in family groups from 2 to 20 individuals (Allainé 2000). Family
groups are composed of a dominant couple; sexually mature (2 years and older) and
immature (younger than 2 years old) subordinates of both sexes; and pups born that year
(Allainé et al. 2000). Interactions between individuals are frequent (Perrin et al. 1993).
Affiliative and friendly interactions can be observed between all individuals of the same
social group, although friendly interactions with the dominant male are less frequent.
Agonistic interactions are observed between dominants and unknown individuals slip
into the territory and in a given family group, between dominants and subordinates of
the same sex.
HIERARCHY IN FAMILY GROUPS: DOMINANT/SUBORDINATE
Female subordinates reach dominance at 3.21 ± 0.11 years old and male subordinates
reach dominance at 3.50 ± 0.11 years old (Lardy et al. 2012). Individuals of both sexes
may stay dominant for several years until being evicted by another individual or dying
(Lardy et al. 2011). The low number of sister at birth (Dupont et al. 2015) and the status
of extra-pair pup (Cohas et al. 2007a) could determine whether an individual becomes
dominant. High adult survival suggests that the change of dominant is mostly caused by
evictions or by the death of the former dominant.
The main dispersal period is just after hibernation and early summer, where
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aggressive encounters between dispersal and dominant individuals from the same sex
are common. The consequences of aggressive encounters are injuries inflicted by other
individuals, which may cause severe infections as well as the eventual loss of a territory
for the dominants. Landless individuals are highly subjected to fitness costs since
dispersing individuals which fail to reach dominance within the dispersing year have
high mortality rates (Stephens et al. 2002). Dominant individuals which loose their
territory have also high mortality rates (Lardy et al. 2011). High benefits are thus
obtained for a dispersal individual who replaces a dominant as well as high costs for a
dominant individual who loses a territory.
Subordinates are either sexually immature (yearling) or sexually mature
(two-year-olds and older) individuals of both sexes. They delay reproduction and
dispersal from one to four years (the oldest subordinates in the studied population are
aged of six years). Reproduction of subordinates is physiologically suppressed in both
sexes (Hackländer et al. 2003). Intra-sexual competition between dominants and
subordinates leads to high rates of stress hormones (e.g. corticosteroids), which in turn
leads to low levels of testosterone and progesterone in subordinate males and females,
respectively (Arnold and Dittami 1997, Hackländer et al. 2003). Nevertheless,
subordinate females experience almost a complete reproductive suppression while
subordinate males sometimes sire extra-pair young (Goossens et al. 1998, Cohas et al.
2006).
COOPERATIVE BREEDING: SIBLINGS IMPLICATED IN THE PUP RAISING
The Alpine marmots are cooperative breeders (Blumstein and Armitage 1999).
Cooperative breeders are characterized by an overlap of generation, a delayed dispersal
and reproduction of subordinates and the occurrence of alloparental behaviours
(Jennions and Mcdonald 1994). Relatedness between individuals of a given family
group is extremely high. Indeed, subordinates are usually sired by at least one of the two
dominants. Subordinates of both sexes play a central role on anti-predator alarm, on
play-fights with young, and on maintenance of the burrow (Lardy 2011).
The designation of cooperative breeders for Alpine marmots has been the subject of
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a debate. Indeed, Lukas and Clutton-Brock (2012) defined cooperative breeders as
species in which “a proportion of females do not breed regularly and show alloparental
care (such as contributing to provisioning or carrying young born to other females)”.
However, they considered only female alloparental cares. In the paragraph below, we
provide arguments designing Alpine marmots as cooperative breeders.
SUBORDINATE MALES CALLED HELPERS
Sexually immature and mature subordinate males are considered to be helpers (Arnold
1990, 1993). They actively contribute to heat production in the family hibernaculum
(social thermoregulation sensu (Arnold 1993)). Indeed, as explained in hibernation
paragraph, hibernation is characterized by a cyclic process of alternating phases of
hypothermia and euthermia and during euthermia periods, individuals dissipate heat,
which increase the burrow temperature. In each cycle, subordinate males wake up
earlier and have longer euthermic periods than other family members, thus warming the
burrow (Arnold 1993). Consequently, subordinate males present in a family group
increase the probability of juveniles to survive their first hibernation (Allainé and
Theuriau 2004) but endure costs in terms of body mass loss (Arnold 1990, 1993).
Moreover, subordinate males hibernating with full-sibs lose more weight than males
that were not related to the pups (Arnold 1993), indicating that subordinates adjust their
investment in thermoregulation according to their relatedness to the pups.
On the contrary, the presence of subordinate female group members has a negative
effect. Indeed, Allainé and Theuriau (2004) found that the presence of female
subordinates leads to decrease juvenile survival during winter and thereby, they are
costly for dominants. This negative effect of subordinate females suggests that they
probably compete with juveniles for heat.
2.1.2.5. Mating system
The Alpine marmot is a socially monogamous species. The dominant couple mates for
one to several consecutive reproductive years (mean: 2.47 , range: 1-8 between 1990
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and 2014), and stays paired throughout the year.
If dominant females generally successfully monopolize all reproduction, extra-pair
paternity (EPP) occur (Goossens et al. 1998). EPP increased with the number of
sexually mature subordinate males present in the family group (Cohas et al. 2006; Lardy
et al. 2012). Moreover, the presence of extra-pair young (EPY) and the number of EPY
was increased when females are paired with too similar or too genetically dissimilar
males (Cohas et al. 2008). Lardy et al. (2012) suggested that, in the Alpine marmot, the
control of many subordinates is energetically costly for dominant males, leading them to
lose the control of reproduction (i.e. occurrence of EPP) and/or the dominance tenure.
Obtaining genetic benefits is the main evolutionary force driving extra-pair paternity in
Alpine marmots (Cohas et al. 2007b). Indeed, the occurrence of EPP has some
consequences in terms of fitness of the produced offspring. Specifically, extra-pair
young displayed a better survival rate as well as a better access to dominance than
within-pair young (Cohas et al. 2007a).

2.2. STUDY SITE AND POPULATION MONITORING
2.2.1.

“La Grande Sassière” natural reserve

In 1990, the population of Alpine marmots living in “La Grande Sassière” natural
reserve in the Vanoise National Park (French Alps) started to be monitored (Figure 2.5).
Each year, field season lasts between forty and sixty days from mid-April to mid-July.
“La Grande Sassière” natural reserve depends on Tignes (73320, France), with an
altitude ranging from 1850 to 3757 m asl. This area is characterized by a typical Alpine
climate, with low average temperature, strong daily and annual variation in temperature
and marked precipitations. Average snow depth from December to March decreased by
1.87 ± 0.68 (mean ± SE) cm per year from 1991 to 2011; while the average air
temperature in April increased by 0.16 ± 0.04 ºC per year from 1990 to 2011 (Tafani et
al. 2013a).
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Figure 2.5. 360º view of the study site at the end of the spring. Photography: Maxime
Gay.
The flora is characteristic of Alpine and sub-alpine grassland and forms a dense
carpet of vegetation. It is composed of a multitude of grass types and hosts a profusion
of flowers when summertime arrives.
The fauna includes many emblematic species coexisting with Alpine marmots such
as the chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra), the ibex (Ibex ibex), the bearded vulture
(Gypaetus barbatus), the Golden eagle and Red foxes.

2.2.2.

Marmot territories

Studied family marmots are situated in the low part of the reserve, at 2350 m asl
(45º29'N, 65º90'E). All territories are roughly at the same altitude, in an area of
approximately 1.5 km long and 500 m wide, are distributed on each side of a tourist
road crossing the site, and are exposed to North or to South. Sun exposure and
home-range size are major components of the quality of a territory (Allainé et al. 1994).
Territories with a southern or eastern aspect (where snow melts relatively early) and low
grassy slopes are of higher quality than to the North aspect territories. As a result, mass at
emergence and post-weaning growth rate were higher in south-facing than in north-facing
home ranges (Allainé et al. 1998).
Even if the boundaries of a territory do not vary very much between year, a
cartography of marmot territories is defined and actualized each year (Figure 2.6).
During all these twenty-five years, a total of thirty-two marmot families have been
studied for more than one year.
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Figure 2.6. Distribution and demarcation of different family territories studied in 2013.
Orange territories are followed intensively and Yellow territories are followed since
2013.

2.2.3.

Marmot trapping

Each year between mid-April to mid-July, more than 80% of the marmots are captured,
using two-door live traps baited with dandelions (Taraxacum densleonis). Between one
and four traps are placed in front of the entrance of the main burrows of each territory
(Figure 2.7), which allow us to assign with certainty each trapped individual to its
territory.
During the pups emergence period (from the 15 th of June to the 15th July), each
territory is carefully observed to identify the emergence of the pups. Then juveniles are
counted and trapped either by smaller two-door live traps or by hand. Almost all of the
pups are captured within the three days following their first emergence from the
burrows.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7. Marmot trapping (a) Adult male staying in front of a trap baited with
dandelion, (b) adult trapped soon captured.

2.2.4.

Marmot handling

Once captured, individuals are tranquillized with Zolétil 100 (0.1 ml kg−1) by
intramuscular injection. Once anaesthetized, individuals are sexed, aged from their size
(up to 3 years). Morphological characteristics (presence of visible testis for males,
developed teats for females, development of scent glands for both sexes) are used to
confirm dominance status determined from observation (see behavioural observations
section below). Captured marmots are individually marked with a transponder chip
(model ID100, 0.9 cm long, <0.1 cm in diameter, Trovan Ltd, www.Trovan.com,
Identifikationssysteme, Metternicher Straße 4, 53919 Weilerswist, Germany) injected
under the skin of the neck for permanent individual recognition, and with one metal tags
(1 cm x 3 mm) at their ear for visual identification of sex (right side for females and left
side for males). Additionally, dominants are also tagged with a coloured plastic tag (<1
cm2, right side for males and left side for females).
Different morphological measurements are done: body mass, jaw length, fore-foot
length, ulna length, hind-foot length, tibia length, body length without tail, zygomatic
width and pelvis width.
For genetic analyses, skin biopsies and hair samples are collected. The piece of skin
(<1 mm3) is removed with a biopsy punch (Alcyon, Lyon, France) and does not cause
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any bleeding. To identify and evaluate the presence and the abundance of intestinal
parasite species, a faecal sample is collected from the trap immediately after the capture
of a given individual to ensure the identity. For chemical analysis, scent samples are
collected from jugal, buccal and anal glands when secretion is available. Finally, blood
samples are also collected.
Handling lasts a maximum of 30 minutes and individuals are absent from their
territory for a maximum of 90 minutes. We observed one exclusion over the 25 years of
study from the territory for one dominant pair following capture.

2.2.5.

Behavioural observations

During the field season each family group is carefully observed to determine group
composition. For each group, the number of adults, two years old, yearlings and pups of
each sex are counted thanks to ear marks and the use of 10x50 binoculars and 20x60
telescopes. Moreover, scent-marking behaviour and aggressive interactions allow us to
categorize individuals as subordinates or dominants (Bel et al. 1999). The distance
between marmots and observer varies between 80 and 200 m to to avoid disturbing
marmots. Moreover, observations are always done outside from the focal marmot
territory. Observation sessions last one hour and are randomly distributed during the
period of activity from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and from 15:00 p.m. to 21:00 p.m.
During the field season, each family is observed a minimum of 30 hours.
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CHAPTER 3

HOW DO ANIMALS OPTIMIZE THE SIZE-NUMBER TRADE-OFF WHEN
AGING? INSIGHTS FROM REPRODUCTIVE SENESCENCE PATTERNS IN
MARMOTS

A version of this chapter is published as:
Berger V, Lemaître JF, Gaillard JM, Cohas A. 2015.
How do animals optimize the size–number trade-off when aging? Insights from
reproductive senescence patterns in marmots. Ecology 96: 46-53.

Photography: Carole et Denis Favre-Bonvin.
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Abstract
We investigated the influence of female age on five reproductive traits and on the
size-number trade-off from an extensive dataset spanning 20 years of study on
free-ranging Alpine marmots. Offspring mass increased with female age, whereas litter
size and reproductive allocation remained constant up to 10 years of age and declined
thereafter. Although reproductive allocation declined, post-weaning juvenile survival and
the size-number trade-off did not change markedly throughout a female’s lifetime.
Senescence of annual reproductive success (i.e. the number of offspring surviving their
first hibernation within a given litter) only resulted from senescence of litter size. The data
were insufficient to determine whether the decrease in litter size with age was caused by
declining litter size at birth, offspring pre-weaning survival, or both. Regardless, our
findings demonstrate that marmot females display a size-number trade-off invariant with
age, and that their reproductive tactic involves increasing offspring size at the cost of
decreasing litter size with increasing age. As a result, reproductive performance remains
constant throughout a female’s lifetime despite the deleterious effects of senescence in
litter size.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the life history trade-off between the size and number of offspring is
crucially important because it shapes reproductive allocation and thereby parental fitness
(Smith and Fretwell 1974, Stearns 1992). Lack (1947) proposed that parents should
maximize the number of offspring that they can successfully recruit. In his formulation,
the optimal number of offspring is common to all individuals in a given population.
However, the number of offspring produced by females varies across individuals (Roff
1992, McNamara and Houston 1996). These observations led Pettifor et al. (1988) to
propose that the optimal number of offspring is a state-dependent process that is
determined at the individual scale ('the optimal investment hypothesis', Morris 1985,
1998). As age is a strong determinant of an individual's state, the number of offspring
could be directly influenced by parental age.
While the prediction that the size and the number of offspring should co-vary
negatively has been intensively investigated (e.g. Walker et al. 2008), how such a
trade-off should change with age in iteroparous species remains unknown. However,
McNamara & Houston (1996) stated that trade-offs are mediated by individual state and
thus age could be expected to influence the magnitude of trade-offs. Moreover, the
Y-model proposed by van Noordwijk and de Jong (1986) demonstrated that the detection
of trade-offs is determined by the relative importance of the variation in resource
acquisition and in resource allocation. Evidence of age-specific variation in resource
acquisition has rapidly accumulated in recent years (e.g. Rutz et al. 2006, MacNulty et al.
2009). Resource acquisition is thus expected to play a key role in shaping the magnitude
of trade-offs between the size and number of offspring.
Although no theoretical model has yet launched explicit predictions on how females
should partition their reproductive energy budget between allocation to size and number
of offspring with increasing age, a few models have included age-dependence (Begon and
Parker 1986, Kindsvater et al. 2010). Thus, according to Begon and Parker (1986), a
decrease in resource acquisition with increasing age should cause either the size or the
number of eggs to decrease with female age. Using an age- and state-dependent model,
Kindsvater et al. (2010) supported this prediction but showed that complex patterns of
age-dependence in offspring size and number occur when the state-dependent response of
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individuals differs with age. Empirical studies of age-specific variation in the size and in
the number of offspring have shown a diversity of patterns. For example, offspring mass
at weaning decreased with age in meerkats (Suricata suricatta) (Sharp and Clutton-Brock
2010), remained constant in red squirrels (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) (Descamps et al.
2008) and increased in moose (Alces alces) (Ericsson et al. 2001). To our knowledge, the
influence of maternal age on the size-number trade-off has been tested only on Soay
sheep (Ovis aries) and did not reveal any alteration of the trade-off with age (Wilson et al.
2009). We do not know whether a constant trade-off is representative of other long-lived
species, nor do we know whether it remains after accounting for the many contributing
environmental factors that influence life history. Thus, we use detailed individual-based
longitudinal data to investigate the effect of female age on offspring size, number,
reproductive allocation, the size-number trade-off, post-weaning survival and annual
reproductive success in a long-lived polytocous mammal, the Alpine marmot (Marmota
marmota).
A reliable measure of an “optimal tactic” implies that the size and the number of
offspring should be measured at the end of the maternal allocation (Fisher 1930, Lack
1947), which corresponds to weaning in mammals (Clutton-Brock et al. 1989). However,
high mortality before weaning makes it difficult to disentangle the respective
contributions of maternal and environmentally-driven factors in shaping variation in the
size and the number of offspring (e.g. Hayward et al. 2013). Fortunately, in
ground-dwelling mammals like marmots, the effects of environmental factors are weak
until emergence from the natal burrow (Rödel et al. 2009), allowing us to measure
offspring size and number at weaning, when offspring emerge from the natal burrow (see
also Broussard et al. 2003, Sharp and Clutton-Brock 2010). Offspring mass and litter size
at emergence thus provide reliable measures of total maternal allocation in marmots.
Senescence occurs in most age-structured populations of birds and mammals in the
wild (Nussey et al. 2013), but varies in both timing and intensity among traits (e.g.
Hayward et al. 2013). We can thus predict that offspring size and number should decline
with increasing age, but with different onsets and rates of senescence between traits.
Consequently, we expect a female’s overall reproductive allocation to decrease with age.
Given that reproductive traits are expected to show highly diversified age-specific
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patterns (« mosaic aging » sensu Walker and Herndon 2010), and considering that
age-dependent resource acquisition should influence the magnitude of trade-offs (van
Noordwijk and de Jong 1986), we further predict that the size-number trade-off should
vary in strength and shape with age. Such changes in resource allocation to the size and/or
the number of offspring are likely to impact a female's fitness, so we also investigated
age-specific variation in post-weaning survival and annual reproductive success of
females.

3.2. METHODS
POPULATION, STUDY SITE AND DATA COLLECTION
The Alpine marmot is a monogamous cooperative and despotic breeder living in family
groups composed of a dominant pair monopolizing reproduction of sexually mature and
immature (yearling) subordinates, and of pups of the year (Cohas et al. 2008). Dominant
individuals mate after emergence from hibernation in early to late April. Females give
birth to one litter per year after a 30 day gestation period. Litter size varies (in our study)
between one and seven offspring with a mean of 3.59 ± 1.25. Offspring remain in the
burrow while nursing, and once weaned emerge above ground between mid-June to
mid-July.
We collected all data from a wild population located in the Grande Sassière nature
reserve (2,340 m a.s.l., French Alps, 45° 29’ N, 6° 59’ E). We monitored 24 different
family groups of marmots from mid-April to mid-July between 1990 and 2011 with a
combination of capture-mark- recapture (using two-door live traps) and observations (see
Cohas et al. 2008 for further details). We tranquillized captured marmots with Zolétil 100
(0.1 ml.kg−1). We individually marked them with a transponder (Trovan ™, Munich,
Germany) and a numbered ear-tag. We categorized dominant animals on the basis of
sexual maturity (males with a developed scrotum and females with developed teats), and
categorized all other animals as subordinates. Social status was further confirmed by
behavioral observations. Intensive observations in spring allowed us to record the date
and the number of weaned offspring emerging from the natal burrow. We confirmed
mother-pup relationships by genetic analyses (Cohas et al. 2008).
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REPRODUCTIVE TRAITS
We recorded five measures of reproductive performance for all dominant females
producing at least one offspring in a given year (Appendix A). We measured individual
offspring size as the individual mass at weaning with an electronic scale (± 1 mg), litter
size as the number of offspring at weaning, reproductive allocation as the total litter mass
at weaning (the sum of the standardized individual offspring masses for a given litter, see
Appendix C), post-weaning survival as the probability for an offspring to survive its first
hibernation, and annual reproductive success as the number of offspring surviving their
first hibernation within a given litter (we could not obtain longer estimates of annual
reproductive success because most marmots leave their natal family group from 2 years of
age, Cohas et al. 2007a). Both post-weaning survival and annual reproductive success
were measured accurately because the combination of field observations with the
capture-mark-recapture data guaranteed that all pups, and yearlings were identified
(Cohas et al. 2007a). Only few Alpine marmots disperse as one year-olds. Those few
yearlings that attempt to disperse die shortly after (only three cases of yearling dispersal
were observed during the 24 years of study; all led to the death of the individual within a
couple of weeks).
We measured litter size, post-weaning survival and annual reproductive success
from 202 litters produced by 69 females and offspring mass for 549 offspring from 158
litters (produced by 63 females; 193 pups could not be captured shortly after weaning).
We measured reproductive allocation from the 137 litters (produced by 58 females) for
which all offspring were captured. Although dominant female marmots gave birth each
year, they consistently failed to raise any offspring when a change of dominant male
occurred before weaning (we excluded these data from analysis, Appendix B).
Accordingly, the probability that a female reproduces is independent of age in Alpine
marmots (Appendix B).
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AGE DETERMINATION
We measured female age (in years) from birth and assigned the age of 0 to offspring. The
age of mothers varied from 3 to 15 years with a mean of 6.3 years and a median of 6
years. Three to nine year-old females produced 172 litters. Females aged 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, and 15 years produced nine, eight, three, three, one and one litters, respectively. We
knew exactly the age of reproductive females born on the study site (N=57), but not the
age of immigrant reproductive females (N=12). As most marmots disperse at two years of
age and never reproduce before three years of age (no female among the 57 females of
known age), we assigned the age of three to immigrant females when they became
dominant (43 of 57 females of known age became dominant at age three).
We further recorded longevity for 34 females (the remaining 35 females were still
alive at the end of the study). Our dataset for these females yielded 75 litter masses at
weaning, 304 offspring masses at weaning, 109 litter sizes at weaning, 384 post-weaning
survivals events and 109 annual reproductive success events. Indeed, as individuals in
better than average quality are expected to live longer, not accounting for selective
disappearance could mask senescence (van de Pol and Verhulst 2006). In addition, we
tested for a “Last year effect” (LYE, a binary variable indicating whether or not we
measured the female’s reproductive traits during its last year of life, see Nussey et al.
2011) because senescence can involve a sudden deterioration in performance, independent
of age rather than a continuous and progressive decline of performance. Previous studies
in wild vertebrates have reported such sudden deterioration of performance during the last
year of life (so-called terminal decline, Nussey et al. 2011). Conversely, other studies have
reported reproductive success to increase the year prior to death (so-called ‘terminal
investment’ when associated with fitness costs or ‘terminal allocation’ when not, Weladji
et al. 2010). These two opposite processes also have consequences on the detection of
senescence.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
We fitted models involving five traits as dependent variables: offspring mass and litter
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mass with a normal error distribution, litter size and annual reproductive success with a
Poisson distribution, and post-weaning survival (number of offspring from a given litter
that survived until the following year as the response variable and the number of offspring
at weaning per litter as the binomial denominator) with a binomial distribution. We
included mother identity, family, and offspring identity as random effects for all models
with offspring mass and solely mother identity for all other models.
The five reproductive traits depend on environmental factors varying in time and
space. To account for potentially confounding effects, we included year and the aspect of
the territory as factors in all models before testing for any age effect. We further added the
age of offspring as a covariate in models of offspring mass and both the change of
dominant male as a factor, and the number of helpers as a covariate, in models of
post-weaning survival and annual reproductive success. From these full models, we
selected a baseline model for each reproductive trait by retaining only the confounding
variables with statistically significant effects on a given reproductive trait (see Appendix
C for further details).
We then fitted age-specific models by adding age as a covariate to the baseline models
using a linear, quadratic, or smoothed (using penalized regression splines in General
Additive Mixed Models, GAMM) functions, or as a categorical factor. We further fitted
threshold models by holding constant a given reproductive trait until a threshold age,
beyond which it started to depend on age. We used the deviance profiles of a continuous
age model with a varying threshold and selected the age leading to the lowest deviance as
the threshold age (see Ulm 1989).
We fitted all models with GAMMs to test the potential non-linear effect of the
covariates and to account for the non-independence of the data caused by repeated
measures of mass of a given pup and by multiple litters produced by a given female. We
selected models based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), considering each
random effect as one parameter (Pinheiro and Bates 2000). We retained the model with
the lowest AIC as the best model. When the difference in AIC between competing models
was less than two, we retained the simplest model (Burnham and Anderson 2002). We
calculated the Akaike weight (AICw) for each model to provide the relative likelihood
that the model was the best among the candidate models. We estimated parameters (± 1
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SE) of litter size and annual reproductive success on log scales. We performed analyses in
R Statistical Environment software, version 2.14.1 (R Development Core Team 2011)
using the function gamm in the “mgcv” library (Woods 2006). We report only the results
for the best models. Full details of each analysis are included in Appendix C.
In order to assess the robustness of each age-specific model, we repeated all
analyses using a dataset restricted to females younger than 13 years-old. We also repeated
all analyses with a dataset restricted to females of known age only. The results were
unchanged, so we do not report them here.

3.3. RESULTS
Offspring mass increased with female age (N = 549, β = 7.31 ± 3.58, P =0.04; Table 3.2,
Figure 3.1a). The model with age as a categorical factor was the best model of
age-specific variation in offspring mass when considering all data (Table 3.2). However,
when we removed the pup produced by the oldest females, the linear model yielded a
lower AIC. To assess the robustness of these results, we removed litters produced by all
females aged between 13 and 15 (N=4). Even so, offspring mass increased with age (N =
540, β = 8.51 ± 3.82, P = 0.02), supporting the absence of senescence for this trait. The
oldest females produced the biggest offspring.
Litter size, however, remained constant until females reached 10 years of age, then
markedly decreased thereafter on average by 0.87 offspring per additional year (N = 202,
β = -0.13 ± 0.05, P < 0.01; Table 3.2, Figure 3.1b). The eight (12.7%) reproductive
females that reached at least 10 years of age thus experienced reproductive senescence.
This result remained qualitatively unchanged (N = 197, β = -0.25 ± 0.10, P < 0.01) when
we removed litters produced by the oldest (between 13 and 15 years old, N=5) females.
As a consequence litter mass also remained constant until females reached 10 years of
age and markedly decreased thereafter (N = 137, β = -179.63 ± 62.26, P < 0.01, Table 3.2,
Figure 3.1c). This result also remained qualitatively unchanged (N = 134, β = -257.4 ±
115.60, P = 0.03) when we removed litters produced by all females aged between 13 and
15 (N=3).
In order to properly analyse variation in the size-number trade-off with female age, we
added litter size as a factor in the offspring mass baseline model. The baseline model with
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no age-specific variation and the linear model including maternal age had similar AIC
values (ΔAIC = 0.26; Table 3.2), so we retained the baseline model as the most
parsimonious one. Consequently, our data are most consistent with a size-number
trade-off that does not vary with maternal age (Figure 3.1d). This result remained
qualitatively unchanged (N = 540, β = 6.20 ± 3.32, P = 0.07) when we removed litters
produced by the oldest females (between 13 and 15 years old, N=4).
Post-weaning survival was not affected by female age (N = 725, βage =-0.004 ± 0.05,
P = 0.94, Table 3.2, Figure 3.2a). Once again the pattern of age-specific variation
remained unchanged (N = 711, β = 0.003 ± 0.05, P = 0.95) when we removed litters
produced by the oldest females (≥ 13 years old, N=5).
The influence of maternal age on annual reproductive success was best explained by a
quadratic effect. Annual reproductive success was maximal between 6 and 10 years of age
and declined thereafter (N = 202, βage = 0.25 ± 0.12, P = 0.04, βage 2 = -0.02 ± 0.01, P =
0.03; Table 3.2, Figure 3.2b). The pattern was similar even when litters produced by
females 13 years of age and older (N=5) were removed from the analysis (annual
reproductive success tended to increase until seven years of age and to decrease
afterwards; N = 197, βage = 0.29 ± 0.15, P = 0.05, βage2 = -0.02 ± 0.01, P = 0.05).
Neither longevity nor LYE had any statistically significant influence on offspring mass,
litter size, reproductive allocation, offspring mass corrected for litter size, post-weaning
survival or annual reproductive success (P>0.3 in all instances, Table 3.3, Table 3.4).
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Figure 3.1. Age-specific variation in offspring mass (a), litter size (b), litter mass (c) and
offspring mass corrected for litter size (d) in female Alpine marmots (Marmota marmota)
at La Grande Sassière (French Alps). Residuals are corrected for confounding factors
(year and aspect of the territory for all reproductive traits plus the age of offspring for
analyses of offspring mass). Filled circles represent mean residual reproductive traits per
age with their associated standard error bars. Open circles represent the observed residual
reproductive traits. Thick lines (with dotted confidence intervals) represent predictions of
the best model: increasing offspring mass with female age (a), a constant litter size until
10 years of age followed by a linear decline with increasing female age (b), a constant
litter mass until 10 years of age followed by a linear decline with increasing female age
(c), a constant offspring mass corrected for litter size with female age (d).
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Figure 3.2. Age-specific variation in post-weaning survival (a) and annual reproductive
success (b) in female Alpine marmots (Marmota marmota) at La Grande Sassière (French
Alps) corrected for confounding factors (year, aspect of the territory, the change of
dominant male and the number of helpers). Filled circles represent mean reproductive
traits per age with their associated standard error bars. Open circles represent the observed
residual reproductive traits. Thick lines (with dotted confidence intervals) represent
predictions of the best model: no age-specific effect of age on post-weaning survival (a)
and a quadratic relationship between annual reproductive success and age (b).

3.4. DISCUSSION
Our results provide clear evidence of life-history senescence in female Alpine marmots
and support the view that senescence patterns vary markedly among reproductive traits
(see also Hayward et al. 2013). Offspring mass increased with female age but mean litter
size remained constant until females reached a threshold of ten years of age and declined
thereafter. Reproductive allocation followed the same pattern as litter size.
Although the patterns of senescence differed between offspring size and offspring
number, and despite a decrease of reproductive allocation with increasing age, the
offspring size-number trade-off did not change with maternal age. Post-weaning survival
remained constant with female age and maternal age had a quadratic effect on annual
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reproductive success, leading annual reproductive success to peak between six and ten
years of age before declining. Longevity and last year of reproduction had no detectable
effect on any of the reproductive traits. Female marmots thus appear to adjust their litter
size relative to their ability to care for offspring.
In Alpine marmots, reproductive allocation declined with female age but somatic
maintenance remained constant with age, as indicated by a constant female body mass
with age (Tafani et al. 2013b). We do not know whether this pattern was caused by lower
resource acquisition or lowered allocation of resources to reproduction. Longevity is the
main determinant of variation in individual fitness in long-lived species (Clutton-Brock
1988). Therefore, in such species, maintaining body mass might be favored at the expense
of reproduction in old females. This interpretation appears consistent with available data.
The Columbian ground squirrel, another long-lived rodent (with a longevity > 9 years),
also shows senescence of reproductive traits but not of body mass (Broussard et al. 2003).
Richardson's ground squirrel, a shorter-lived rodent (with a longevity of about 6 years)
shows the opposite pattern with a marked somatic senescence and no decline of
reproductive traits with age (Broussard et al. 2005).
The relative allocation to offspring size and number is inherent to an individual's
age-specific reproductive tactic, and is thereby subjected to natural selection. Strong
directional selection on offspring size could lead to the absence of senescence on this trait
in long-lived mammals. In a wide range of mammalian species, offspring size is indeed
positively related to offspring survival because a large size allows individuals to cope
better with harsh environmental conditions (Gaillard et al. 2000). For instance, in the
closely related yellow-bellied marmots, heavier offspring are more likely to survive their
first hibernation than lighter ones (Lenihan and Van Vuren 1996).
The age-specific variation in allocation to offspring size and number can also result
from physiological constraints. The decline of litter size could be associated with a
progressive physiological deterioration of female ability to reproduce when aging. For
example, a decline in the number of ovarian oocytes with increasing age is common in
mammals (Finch 1990). Litter size could also be constrained by implantation failure. For
example, in both the golden hamster (Mesocricetus auratus) and roe deer (Capreolus
capreolus), implantation failure has been identified as the major factor driving senescence
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in litter size (Parkening and Soderwall 1975, Hewison and Gaillard 2001). Moreover, we
cannot exclude the possibility that the observed decline in litter size with increasing age in
marmots could partly result from a decrease in pre-weaning offspring survival before
young emerge from the natal burrow. The causes of pre-weaning mortality in
burrow-dwelling species remains virtually unknown because of the difficulty to access
newborns and has consequently received much less attention than post-weaning survival.
However, in the European rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus), Rödel et al. (2009) reported
that 57.65% pre-weaning mortality was due to maternal factors and 42.34 % was due to
environmentally-driven causes. In Alpine marmots, pre-weaning mortality is expected to
be low because burrows protect young from predators and cannot be flooded. The decline
in offspring number in marmots is thereby unlikely caused by environmentally-driven
pre-weaning mortality, and is thus most likely an adaptive outcome of a female’s
age-dependent life history.
In summary, Alpine marmots contradict our prediction that the offspring size-number
trade-off should vary with female age. Strong selection for high offspring mass when
entering hibernation appears to constrain the life history of all females independent of
their age or condition. All females thus share the same life-history trade-off between
number and size of offspring, independently of their age. Interestingly, Wilson et al.
(2009) also found a constant size-number trade-off with female age in Soay sheep (Ovis
aries) although reproductive traits display markedly different patterns of senescence in
that species (Hayward et al. 2013). However, the responses of offspring size and number
to aging were opposite in Soay sheep compared to marmots. In sheep, litter size remained
constant from seven years of age onwards, whereas offspring mass peaked at seven years
of age and declined thereafter, meaning that old female sheep traded-off offspring size for
offspring number. Such opposite ways of optimizing the size-number trade-off between
marmots and sheep are likely caused by differences in the environments these species
face. Spring weather at St Kilda Island, where sheep have been studied, is highly
unpredictable. Early offspring survival of sheep is thereby low and highly variable among
years (Jones et al. 2005). The relatively constant living conditions within marmot burrows
buffer environmental conditions from birth to weaning, suggesting a quite high and
constant pre-weaning survival among years.
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Our study reveals the complexity of reproductive senescence patterns that are likely
to characterize mammals living under different conditions and with differing life histories.
We suggest that future theoretical and empirical studies of reproductive senescence should
be placed in the context of the size-number trade-off and we urge others to include
age-specific variation when investigating this trade-off. Such an approach should help us
to better understand whether and how selection might operate on age-specific trait values
in order to maximize fitness.
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APPENDIX A. Measurements of reproductive traits in Alpine marmot.

Figure 3.3. Timing of measurement of reproductive traits (in green) during the first year
of life of Alpine marmots (wide grey arrow). Each life event is illustrated by a grey box.
Pre-weaning survival is represented by a red curly bracket. The period of hibernation is
illustrated by a blue strip.
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APPENDIX B. Age variation in reproductive probability.

In birds and mammals, age-specific variation in the probability of reproduction has been
commonly reported since Emlen’s (1970) pioneering work (e.g. Cam et al. 2002, McElligot et
al. 2002, Beauplet et al. 2006, Berman et al. 2008). We add to that record with our data on
whether dominant female Alpine marmots successfully raised offspring until weaning or not.
For each failed reproduction, we also recorded whether a social disruption occurred or not.
Firstly, we recorded whether there was a change in the dominant male. A change in the
identity of the dominant male involves (i) females failing to be fertilized if the change occurs
during females' fertile period; (ii) females reabsorbing the embryos (Bruce effect, Bruce
1959) if the change of the dominant male occurs during pregnancy; and (iii) females losing all
their litter by infanticide if the change of the dominant male occurs after parturition. Secondly,
we recorded whether an individual from outside or from inside a given family group tried but
failed to take over the territory.
In our studied population of Alpine marmots (Marmota marmota), 54 failures to raise
offspring until weaning occurred (33 females) over 251 reproductive events (by 65 females)
(Figure 3.4) and all were systematically associated with a disruption of the social context.

Figure 3.4. Percentage of reproductive failures of females of different age in Alpine marmots
at La Grande Sassière (French Alps). Nb.disruption corresponds to the number of social
disruptions. Nb.success corresponds to the number of females of a given age that succeeded
in weaning offspring. Nb.failure corresponds to the number of females of a given age that
failed to wean offspring.
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APPENDIX C. Detailed statistical analyses

ANALYSES OF CONFOUNDING VARIABLES

Offspring mass, litter size, post-weaning survival and annual reproductive success
depend on environmental factors varying in time and space. In mountains, environmental
conditions vary sharply from one year to the next. Thus, reproductive traits are likely also
to vary from one year to the next. Moreover, the location of a marmot’s territory (i.e. in
the valley, oriented South or North) affects environmental factors. For instance, the North
aspect territories have the lowest food resources (Allainé et al. 1998), so that mothers
from these territories are expected to be lighter and to produce fewer offspring of lower
quality than females in the valley or in the South. The age of offspring influences
offspring mass (Allainé et al. 1998) and can prevent the detection of age-dependent
variation in offspring mass at weaning if not accounted for. Moreover, the number of male
subordinates influences offspring survival during hibernation as well as annual
reproductive success. As all observed take-overs by males were followed by the
infanticide of the entire litter, the displacement of the dominant male must also be
included in the analyses of offspring survival and annual reproductive success. We took
into account all these potentially confounding effects, retained the statistically significant
ones, and used the residual variation to assess the litter-size body-size trade-off.
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Table 3.1. Baseline models for offspring mass (a), litter size (b), post-weaning survival (c)
and annual reproductive success (d). We provide the equation of the full model and the
baseline models obtained after selection of the confounding variables. F(variable)
indicates that the variable is entered as a factor in the model. (1|variable) indicates that
the variable is entered as a random effect on the intercept. We used Wald’s test to measure
the contribution of each categorical factor to the overall model, and include the statistic
(χ2), the degrees of freedom (df) and the p-value (P).

(a) Offspring mass
Full model

Offspring mass = F(year) + F(aspect of the territory) + age of offspring + (1|mother) +
(1|group)+ (1|id)

Baseline model

Offspring mass = F(year) + age of offspring + (1|mother) + (1|group)+ (1|id)

Parameters of the baseline model
Dependent
variable
Offspring
mass

Distribution

Link
function

Normal

Identity

Explanatory
variable

β

SE

P

417.20

85.38

1994

-13.05

1995

χ2

df

P

<0.01

24.80

1

<0.01

102.09

0.90

19.50

18

0.36

-97.41

88.48

0.27

1996

-54.83

93.03

0.56

1997

-8.52

89.32

0.92

1998

12.47

82.53

0.88

1999

-17.47

82.11

0.83

2000

-64.16

84.03

0.44

2001

-10.52

78.93

0.89

2002

-64.98

81.18

0.42

2003

25.60

79.48

0.75

2004

-3.95

78.89

0.96

2005

30.26

77.36

0.70

2006

-43.78

83.45

0.60

2007

40.24

78.43

0.61

2008

45.56

79.48

0.57

2009

12.78

78.34

0.87

2010

-21.86

77.62

0.78

2011

25.50

77.73

0.74

15.04

0.94

<0.01

267.10

1

<0.01

Intercept
Year

Wald test

Age of offspring
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(b) Litter size
Full model

Litter size = F(year) + F(aspect of the territory ) + (1|mother)

Baseline model

Litter size = F(year) + F(aspect of the territory ) + (1|mother)

Parameters of the baseline model
Dependent
variable

Distribution

Link
function

Litter size

Poisson

Log

Explanatory
variable

β

SE

P

1.46

0.18

<0.01

1994

-0.12

0.24

0.60

1995

-0.12

0.25

0.62

1996

-0.23

0.25

0.37

1997

-0.05

0.22

0.82

1998

-0.22

0.21

0.29

1999

-0.27

0.22

0.20

2000

-0.08

0.22

0.73

2001

-0.30

0.21

0.16

2002

-0.39

0.22

0.08

2003

-0.27

0.21

0.20

2004

-0.28

0.21

0.20

2005

-0.32

0.21

0.12

2006

-0.34

0.22

0.13

2007

-0.20

0.21

0.34

2008

-0.34

0.21

0.10

2009

0.16

0.20

0.43

2010

-0.34

0.21

0.10

2011

-0.32

0.21

0.13

South

0.14

0.05

0.01

Intercept
Year

Aspect
of the
territory

Wald test
χ

2

df

P

69.5

1

<0.01

17.00

18

0.53

7.4

1

<0.01

(c) Post-weaning survival
Full model

Survival = F(year) + F(aspect of the territory) + change of dominant male + number of
helpers + (1|mother)

Baseline model

Survival = F(year) + F(aspect of the territory) + change of dominant male + number of
helpers + (1|mother)

Parameters of the baseline model
Dependent
variable

Distribution

Link
function

Post-weaning

Binomial

Logit

Explanatory
variable
Intercept
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β

SE

P

1.81

1.04

0.08

Wald test
χ

2

3.4

df

P

1

0.07

Parameters of the baseline model
Year

survival

1994

-0.19

1.24

0.88

1995

-0.67

1.24

0.59

1996

-1.10

1.32

0.41

1997

-1.58

1.13

0.16

1998

-0.64

1.12

0.57

1999

-0.19

1.17

0.87

2000

-1.61

1.16

0.17

2001

-1.18

1.13

0.30

2002

-1.78

1.16

0.13

2003

-1.05

1.12

0.35

2004

-1.74

1.14

0.13

2005

-0.57

1.12

0.61

2006

-1.05

1.16

0.36

2007

-0.87

1.11

0.43

2008

-0.85

1.11

0.44

2009

-2.19

1.11

0.05

2010

-2.27

1.11

0.04

2011

-0.59

1.11

0.60

South

-0.98

0.26

Change of male
dominant

-0.78

Number of
helpers

0.22

Aspect
of the
territory

33.5

17

<0.01

<0.01

16.1

1

<0.01

0.27

<0.01

9.0

1

<0.01

0.12

0.06

0.32

1

0.06

(d) Annual reproductive success
Full model

Annual reproductive success = F(year) + F(aspect of the territory) + change of dominant
male + number of helpers + (1|mother)

Baseline model

Annual reproductive success = F(year) + F(aspect of the territory) + change of dominant
male + number of helpers + (1|mother)

Parameters of the baseline model
Dependent
variable
Annual
reproductive
success

Distribution

Link
function

Poisson

Log

Explanatory
variable

β

SE

P

1.31

0.32

1994

-0.12

1995

-0.24

1996

-0.59

Intercept
Year
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Wald test
χ2

df

P

<0.01

18.2

1

<0.01

0.43

0.78

26.8

18

0.08

0.47

0.61

0.47

0.21

Parameters of the baseline model

Aspect
of the
territory

1997

-0.64

0.43

0.14

1998

-0.37

0.38

0.32

1999

-0.35

0.39

0.37

2000

-0.61

0.43

0.16

2001

-0.66

0.40

0.10

2002

-0.97

0.45

0.03

2003

-0.61

0.39

0.11

2004

-0.80

0.41

0.05

2005

-0.45

0.37

0.23

2006

-0.62

0.42

0.14

2007

-0.42

0.37

0.26

2008

0.55

0.38

0.14

2009

-1.07

0.41

0.01

2010

-1.23

0.42

<0.01

2011

-0.44

0.38

0.25

South

-0.20

0.11

0.08

3.4

1

0.06

-0.35

0.15

0.02

6.1

1

0.02

0.10

0.05

0.05

4.3

1

0.05

Change of male
dominant
Number of
helpers

AGE-SPECIFIC MODELS OF REPRODUCTIVE TRAITS

Table 3.2. Age-specific models of offspring mass, litter size, litter mass, offspring mass
corrected for litter size, post-weaning survival and annual reproductive success in female
Alpine marmots (Marmota marmota) at La Grande Sassière (French Alps) fitted using
Generalized Additive Mixed Models. Base corresponds to the baseline model. Age and
Age2 correspond to linear and quadratic relationships, respectively, between age and the
focal reproductive trait. F(Age) corresponds to the full age-dependent model (i.e. age
included as a factor). S(age) corresponds to a smoothed term of age. T(5) corresponds to a
trait value linearly increasing until 5 years of age and then remaining constant with age.
T(10) corresponds to a trait value constant until 10 years of age and then a linear decrease
with increasing age. The number of parameters is indicated by k. The best model
including an age effect is in bold and the best model overall is highlighted with grey
shading.
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Trait

Model

k

AIC

ΔAIC

AICw

Offspring mass (N=549)

Base

25

6058.02

4.19

0.06

26

6055.47

1.65

0.22

27

6057.26

3.43

0.09

Base + T(10)

27

6058.18

4.35

0.06

Base + F(age)

37

6053.83

0.00

0.49

Base + S(age)

26

6057.47

3.65

0.08

Base

22

173.18

3.52

0.10

23

174.25

4.59

0.06

24

172.10

2.43

0.18

Base + T(10)

24

169.66

0.00

0.62

Base + F(age)

34

179.91

10.25

<0.01

Base + S(age)

23

176.25

6.60

0.02

Base

2

2073.75

3.88

0.08

3

2074.33

4.46

0.06

4

2071.39

1.52

0.27

Base + T(10)

4

2069.87

0.00

0.57

Base + F(age)

13

2084.56

14.69

<0.01

Base + S(age)

3

2076.41

6.54

0.02

Base

29

6006.65

0.26

0.23

Base + Age
Base + Age

Litter size (N=202)

2

Base + Age
Base + Age

Litter mass (N=136)

2

Base + Age
Base + Age

Offspring mass corrected for
litter size (N=549)

Base + Age

30

6006.39

0.00

0.26

2

31

6007.73

1.34

0.14

Base + T(5)

31

6006.71

0.31

0.23

Base + F(age)

41

6010.28

3.89

0.04

Base + S(age)

30

6008.39

2.00

0.10

Base

23

789.07

0.00

0.56

Base + Age

Post-weaning survival
(N = 725)

Base + Age

24

791.09

2.01

0.20

2

25

792.61

3.48

0.01

Base + T(5)

24

793.18

4.10

0.07

Base + F(age)

36

879.48

90.40

<0.01

Base + S(age)

25

793.18

4.02

0.07

Base

22

502.04

2.74

0.16

23

503.93

4.63

0.06

24

499.23

0.00

0.62

Base + T(10)

24

502.37

3.07

0.13

Base + F(age)

34

546.56

47.26

<0.01

Base + S(age)

23

505.93

6.63

0.02

Base + Age

Annual reproductive success
(N=202)

2

Base + Age
Base + Age

2
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Table 3.3. Age-specific models of offspring mass, litter size, litter mass, offspring mass
corrected for litter size, post-weaning survival and annual reproductive success in female
Alpine marmots (Marmota marmota) at La Grande Sassière (French Alps) fitted using
Generalized Additive Mixed Models. Longevity and last year effect (LYE) are added to
the two best models of age-specific variation. Base corresponds to the baseline model.
T(10) corresponds to a constant trait value until 10 years of age followed by a linear
decrease with increasing age. The number of parameters is indicated by k. The selected
model is highlighted in grey. Data sets of longevity and LYE are reduced because we
excluded 35 females that were alive when the study ended.

Trait

Model

k

AIC

ΔAIC

AICw

Offspring mass
(N=304)

Base + Age

23

3373.50

0.95

0.21

Base + Age + longevity

24

3372.55

0.00

0.33

Base + Age + LYE

24

3372.91

0.35

0.28

Base + Age + longevity + LYE

25

3373.83

1.28

0.18

Base + T(10)

24

113.08

0.00

0.56

Base + T(10) + longevity

25

155.30

2.23

0.18

Base + T(10) + LYE

25

115.33

2.25

0.18

Base + T(10) + longevity + LYE

26

117.22

4.15

0.07

Base + T(10)

4

1149.43

0.00

0.44

Base + T(10) + longevity

5

1151.73

1.98

0.16

Base + T(10) + LYE

5

1151.43

2.00

0.16

Base + T(10) + longevity + LYE

6

1150.73

1.30

0.23

Base

29

3347.73

0.00

0.49

Base + longevity

30

3349.59

1.85

0.20

Base + LYE

30

3373.81

1.94

0.18

Base + longevity + LYE

31

3350.26

2.54

0.14

Base

23

515.57

0.00

0.58

Base + longevity

24

517.79

2.22

0.19

Base + LYE

24

517.88

2.31

0.18

Base + longevity + LYE

25

520.99

5.42

0.04

2

23

307.23

0.00

0.47

2

Base + Age + longevity

24

308.89

1.66

0.20

Base + Age2 + LYE

24

308.73

1.50

0.21

25

310.08

2.85

0.11

Litter size (N=109)

Litter mass (N=75)

Offspring mass
corrected for litter size
(N=304)

Post-weaning survival
(N=384)

Annual reproductive
success
(N=109)

Base + Age

2

Base + Age + longevity + LYE
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Table 3.4. Summary of age-specific models including not statistically significant effects
of longevity and last year effect (LYE) on offspring mass, litter size, litter mass, offspring
mass corrected for litter size, post-weaning survival and annual reproductive success in
female Alpine marmots (Marmota marmota) at La Grande Sassière (French Alps). Est.
corresponds to the parameter estimate. SE corresponds to the standard error of the
parameter estimate. P corresponds to the p-value indicating the statistical significance of
the effect of longevity or last year effect (LYE). See Table 3a for details about the model
selected for each trait.
Longevity

LYE

Est.

SE

P

Est.

SE

P

2.82

5.77

0.62

2.10

5.67

0.71

Litter size (N=109)

-0.006

0.01

0.67

-0.006

0.01

0.62

Litter mass (N=75)

3.37

22.56

0.88

-1.06

22.60

0.96

Offspring mass corrected for litter size
(N=304)

1.55

4.20

0.71

1.02

4.21

0.81

Post-weaning survival (N=384)

0.05

0.06

0.45

0.05

0.06

0.39

Annual reproductive success (N=109)

0.01

0.03

0.72

0.01

0.03

0.69

Offspring mass (N=304)
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CHAPTER 4

EARLY AND ADULT SOCIAL ENVIRONMENTS HAVE INDEPENDENT
EFFECTS ON INDIVIDUAL FITNESS IN A SOCIAL VERTEBRATE

A version of this chapter is published as:
Berger V, Lemaître JF, Allainé D, Gaillard JM, Cohas A. 2015.
Early and adult social environments have independent effects on individual fitness in a
social vertebrate. Proceedings of the Royal Society B 282:
20151167.

Photography: Carole et Denis Favre-Bonvin.
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Abstract
Evidence that the social environment at critical stages of life history shapes individual
trajectories is accumulating. Previous studies have identified either current or delayed
effects of social environments on fitness components, but no study has yet analysed
fitness consequences of social environments at different life stages simultaneously. To
fill the gap, we use an extensive dataset collected during a 24-year intensive monitoring
of a population of Alpine marmots (Marmota marmota), a long-lived social rodent. We
test whether the number of helpers in early life and over the dominance tenure length
has an impact on litter size at weaning, juvenile survival, longevity, and lifetime
reproductive success of dominant females. Dominant females, who were born into a
group containing many helpers and experiencing a high number of accumulated helpers
over dominance tenure length showed an increased lifetime reproductive success
through an increased longevity. We provide evidence that in a wild vertebrate, both
early and adult social environments influence individual fitness, acting additionally and
independently. These findings demonstrate that helpers have both short- and long-term
effects on dominant female Alpine marmots and that the social environment at the time
of birth can play a key role in shaping individual fitness in social vertebrates.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION
Sociality is expected to have both positive and negative effects on fitness. However,
sociality can only evolve when its benefits exceeds its costs. Helpers might be beneficial
to dominant individuals in cooperative breeders because they should reduce costs
associated with parental care, thereby increasing survival, reproductive lifespan and
ultimately lifetime reproductive success (Crick 1992). Previous studies have focused on
the role of the social environment experienced during adulthood on fitness, or have
reported that more helpers during the whole reproductive life lead to increased adult
survival (Khan and Walters 2002), annual fecundity (Russell et al. 2003), reproductive
success (Shreeves and Field 2002), or lifetime reproductive success (Lardy et al. 2015).
However, other studies have failed to report any effect (e.g. Woodroffe and Macdonald
2000), and all studies performed so far have only focused on a unique and fixed
measure of individual social environment.
Recently, several studies have emphasized the importance of the quality of early
life environment in shaping adult performance (Douhard et al. 2013, Garratt er al. 2015)
and researchers increasingly recognise that the early social environment might be a key
factor shaping fitness (Lummaa and Clutton-Brock 2002). A favourable social
environment during early life increases an individual’s reproductive performance. In
mammals, having more helpers during early life leads to increased growth
(Clutton-Brock et al. 2001) and survival of juveniles (Allainé and Theuriau 2004), and
to an earlier age at first reproduction (Russell et al. 2007, but see Sparkman et al. 2011).
However, although the influence of the social environment at early life stages on fitness
has been well investigated (Sparkman et al. 2011, Höner et al. 2010), our current
knowledge of the fitness consequences of the interplay between early and adult social
environments is still limited. Such a gap probably results from the requirement of
detailed information on both early social environment and life history traits over an
entire lifetime to conduct such studies. Recently, an exciting study on red wolves (Canis
rufus) revealed that the presence of helpers at birth leads females to postpone their last
reproduction by two years without any delay in the age at first reproduction, which
consequently leads to an increased reproductive lifespan (Allainé 2000). However, the
possible contribution of adult social environment was not accounted for, so we still do
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not know how early and adult social environments interplay to determine individual
fitness. Considering the number of helpers present at both early and adult stages should
allow a better understanding of the mechanisms underpinning the relationship between
sociality and individual fitness.
Taking advantage of an exceptional individual-based longitudinal monitoring, we
analyse simultaneously whether the social environments experienced by dominant
females both when juvenile and during adult life, influence individual fitness and its
components in Alpine marmots (Marmota marmota). To do this, we first analysed the
lifetime reproductive success as an integrative measure of fitness and then, we analysed
three fitness components (longevity, litter size and juvenile survival). The Alpine
marmot is a ground-dwelling social rodent. Based on previous studies highlighting the
beneficial effects of the social environments provided by helpers on the fitness of
female marmots (Allainé and Theuriau 2004, Allainé 2000), we expect both early and
adult social environments of high quality to cause increased individual fitness.

4.2. METHODS
STUDY SPECIES
The Alpine marmot is a socially monogamous species living in families of two to 16
individuals composed of a dominant pair, sexually mature (i.e. two years and older) or
immature (i.e. one year old) subordinates of both sexes, and juveniles. All members of a
family share a common territory, mostly defended by the dominant pair (Allainé 2000).
Sun exposure and home-range size are major components of the quality of a territory
(Allainé et al. 1994). Territory quality varies principally with the aspect of the territory.
Territories with a southern or eastern aspect (where snow melts relatively early) and low
grassy slopes are of higher quality than the North aspect territories (Allainé et al. 1998).
Only 15% of females born (N=549) in the study site have obtained a dominant
position. On average, females become dominant between 2 and 6 years of age (with a
median of 4 and a mean of 3.76) and among females obtaining a breeding status, 77%
first reproduce when they are either 3 or 4 years of age. Dominant pairs monopolize
reproduction and remain established for several years until eviction or death. Mating
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occurs during the 15 days following emergence from hibernation (from early to late
April) and dominant females give birth to the sole litter of the year after 30 days of
gestation. The altricial juveniles remain in the natal burrow for 40 days and emerge
above ground once weaned (between mid-June and mid-July). We do not know what
factors determine whether an individual becomes dominant. Early life conditions (litter
size) did not influence the chance to become dominant (Dupont et al. 2015). However,
high adult survival suggests that the eviction of a dominant from a family group is the
main reason why it loses its status. At sexual maturity (two years of age), 27% of
females and 12% of males stay in their natal group either as subordinates or as
dominants if they inherit dominance, but most disperse to gain dominance in another
group. Dispersing individuals never join another family group as subordinates. They
gain a dominant position at immigration (35% and 37% of the dominant females and
males, respectively are born in a neighbouring territory in the studied population).
Dispersing individuals that do not manage to become dominant are at a very high risk of
dying (Stephens et al. 2002). Indeed, secondary dispersal is an extremely rare
phenomenon (only one case for 25 years).
Subordinates are either sexually immature (yearling) or sexually mature
(two-year-olds and older) individuals of both sexes that delay dispersal for one or
several years. Reproduction of subordinates is physiologically suppressed in both sexes
(Hackländer et al. 2003) and sexually immature and mature subordinate males are
considered to be helpers (Arnold 1990, Arnold 1993) because they actively contribute to
heat production in the family hibernacula (social thermoregulation sensu Arnold
(1993)). Indeed, hibernation is characterized by a cyclic process of alternating phases of
hypothermia and euthermia. In each cycle, subordinate males wake up earlier and have
longer euthermic periods than other family members, thus warming the burrow (Arnold
1993). Consequently, subordinate males present in a family group increase the
probability of juveniles to survive their first hibernation (Allainé and Theuriau 2004)
but endure costs in terms of body mass loss (Arnold 1990). On the contrary, female
subordinates decreased juvenile survival during hibernation and therefore are costly for
dominants most probably because subordinate females compete with juveniles for heat
(Allainé and Theuriau 2004).
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DATA COLLECTION
We collected all data from a wild population of Alpine marmots located in La Grande
Sassière nature reserve (2,340 m a.s.l., French Alps, 45° 29’ N, 6° 59’ E). From 1990 to
2014, every year from mid-April to mid-July, we monitored 24 different family groups
using both capture-mark-recapture and observation.
We caught marmots using two-door live traps baited with dandelion (Taraxacum
densleonis). We placed traps in front of the entrance of the main burrow of each
territory so that the assignment of each trapped individual to its family group was
possible. We caught juveniles by hand from their first day of emergence. Once captured,
we tranquillised animals with Zolétil 100 (0.1 ml.kg−1). Animals were individually
marked with a transponder (Trovan™, Munich, Germany) and a numbered ear tag
placed either on the right ear (females) or on the left ear (males). An additional coloured
plastic ear tag was placed on the opposite ear of dominant individuals. We assessed the
social status of adults by considering the scrotum development for males and the
development of teats for females. We further confirmed social status by daily
observations of scent marking and aggressive behaviour (Bel et al. 1995).
We determined group composition by combining daily observations during the
activity periods of the marmots and capture-recapture data. For each family group, we
assessed the number of subordinates of each sex and age class (yearling vs. adult).
Intensive observations of burrows enabled us to know the date of juvenile emergence
and the exact number of weaned juveniles. We thus assessed the age of individuals in
years from birth; the age of 0 was assigned to juveniles.
MEASURES OF REPRODUCTIVE PERFORMANCE
For all dominant females that produced at least one juvenile in a given reproductive
event, we recorded litter size at weaning and survival of their juveniles from weaning to
their first hibernation. We also recorded longevity and lifetime reproductive success
(hereafter named LRS) of dominant females.
We measured litter size as the number of juveniles at weaning (range = 1 to 7, mean
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= 3.60, median = 4), juvenile survival as the probability for a juvenile to survive its first
hibernation (mean = 0.63), and recorded individual longevity (range = 3 to 16, mean =
7.70, median = 7).
LRS is a reliable integrative measure of fitness (Brommer et al. 2004) and is defined
as the number of juveniles produced throughout a female's lifetime that survive a critical
stage in life history (Clutton-Brock 1988). In Alpine marmots 60% of offspring die during
the first hibernation (Cohas er al. 2007a) and annual survival afterwards is high and quite
constant, contributing little to among-female variation in fitness. Therefore, in Alpine
marmots, the total number of juveniles produced by a female throughout her lifespan that
survived their first period of hibernation (range = 0 to 20, mean = 6.18, median = 5)
provides the most accurate and reliable measure of LRS.
ASSESSING THE SOCIAL CONTEXT
For each dominant female, we recorded the number of natal helpers as the number of
subordinate males present at birth (i.e. early social environment) in its natal family
group, and the number of helpers over the female dominance tenure length (i.e. adult
social environment) as the number of helpers present during the entire dominance tenure
divided by the number of years as dominant.
The number of helpers a female had during each year of her dominance tenure
varied slightly in response to offspring survival and dispersal (see electronic
supplementary material A, repeatability was equal to 0.45). Hence a female’s average
number of helpers throughout her dominance tenure is a relatively good measure of the
social environment she experienced during adulthood.
SAMPLE SIZES
Among the 72 known-aged dominant females, we assessed both early and adult social
environments for 42. We recorded litter size for 153 litters produced by these 42 females
and 496 juvenile survival events from 137 litters produced by 40 females. Longevity
and LRS were available for 29 females because 13 dominant females were still alive at
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the end of the study period.
DIRECT EFFECTS OF EARLY AND ADULT SOCIAL ENVIRONMENTS ON FEMALE FITNESS
AND ITS COMPONENTS

Given that early and adult social environments could be correlated, two scenarios
emerge. First, early and adult social environments can directly influence fitness and its
components (scenario 1). Second, early social environment can indirectly influence
fitness and its components through its effect on adult social environment (scenario 2). In
scenario 2, even if early social environment acts indirectly on fitness and its
components, a direct effect of adult social environment on fitness and its components
can occur.
Following Shipley's (2009) recommendations, we built a first path analysis for
LRS. We implemented LRS as a dependent variable with a log-link function and a
negative binomial error distribution. Then, we constructed separate path analyses for
each fitness component (i.e. longevity, litter size and juvenile survival). Longevity was
entered as a dependent variable with a normal error distribution. We entered litter size at
weaning as a dependent variable with a log-link function and a Poisson error
distribution. We included as fixed factors year and the aspect of the territory (South,
North or Valley), the latter encompassing the location of a marmot home range in a
particular direction and associated features, like exposition, slope and vegetation cover.
Litter size of marmots in this population remains constant until females reach 10 years of
age, and declines thereafter (Berger et al. 2015b). We thus included a threshold effect of
age in the litter size model. We included mother identity as a random effect. Juvenile
survival (included as the number of juveniles in a given litter that survived until the
following year as the response variable, and litter size as the binomial denominator) was
entered as a dependent variable with a logit-link function and a binomial distribution.
We included year, the aspect of the territory and the change of dominant male as fixed
factors. Litter size does not influence offspring survival in the studied population (Unpubl.
data). From full models of litter size and juvenile survival, we selected a baseline model
for these two reproductive traits by retaining only the confounding variables with
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statistically significant effects on a given reproductive trait (see electronic supplementary
material B.). To test the fit of the data to the indirect scenario (scenario 2), we compared
the C value associated with scenario 2 to a chi-squared distribution with 2k degrees of
freedom (where k is the number of pairs of variables in the graph that are not associated
in the focal model) (Shipley 2009). We rejected scenario 2 when the p-value was below
0.05 (Shipley 2009). In addition, we used hierarchical partitioning (Chevan and
Sutherland 1991) to evaluate the independent influence of social environments on
fitness components. We reported the proportion of independent explained variance (γ)
by social environments when both have statistically significant effects on fitness
components. The proportion of explained variance can not be compared among two
path analyses.
Models were fitted with generalized linear models for LRS, linear models for
longevity and generalized linear mixed models for juvenile survival and litter size to
account for repeated measures on the same individuals. We estimated parameters (± 1
SE) of LRS and litter size on a log-scale and juvenile survival on a logit-scale. We
performed all analyses in R (R Development Core Team. 2013) using the function
glm.nb in the “MASS” library (Venables and Ripley 2002), the function lm in the
“stats” library (Wilkinson and Rogers 1973), and the function glmmPQL in the “nlme”
library (Pinheiro and Bates 2000). For hierarchical partitioning, we used the function
hier.part in the “hier.part” library (Walsh and MacNally 2004).
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Figure 4.1. Path diagrams showing direct and indirect influences of early social
environment on LRS in dominant female Alpine marmots (Marmota marmota). Path
coefficients are given with their associated standard errors in brackets. Thick lines
indicate statistically supported effects. Percentages of explained independent variance
(γ) associated with the early and adult social environments were indicated.

Figure 4.2. Lifetime reproductive success of dominant female Alpine marmots as a
function of the number of helpers at birth (i.e. early social environment) and the total
number of helpers over a female reproductive lifetime (i.e. adult social environment).
Black squares represent observed data greater than the predicted values. Grey squares
represent observed data lower than the predicted values. The surface corresponds to the
fitted model.
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4.3. RESULTS
Early and adult social environments are independent (N = 29, β = -0.09 ± 0.13, p = 0.53,
R = -0.13).
Early (N = 29, β = 0.17 ± 0.09, p = 0.04) and adult (N = 29, β = 0.69 ± 0.12, p <
0.01) social environments increase LRS only directly (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2),
leading the scenario 2 to be rejected (C = 8.40, p = 0.04). Adult social environment
explains a greater part of the explained variance in LRS (85.13%) than early social
environment (14.87%).
Early (N = 29, β = 0.90 ± 0.31, p < 0.01) and adult (N = 29, β = 0.93 ± 0.43, p =
0.04) social environments directly increase longevity (Figure 4.3a), leading to reject the
scenario 2 (C= 9.92, p < 0.01). Contrary to LRS, early social environment explains a
greater part of the explained variance in longevity (66.77%) than adult social
environment (33.23%). Social environments do not influence litter size (early: N = 153,
β = 0.005 ± 0.03, p = 0.84; adult: N = 153, β = 0.03 ± 0.04, p = 0.44; Figure 4.3b).
Moreover, the early social environment does not influence juvenile survival (N=137, β
= -0.10 ± 0.08, p = 0.19), whereas the adult social environment does (N=137, β = 0.65 ±
0.14, p < 0.01; Figure 4.3c).
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Figure 4.3. Path diagrams showing direct and indirect influences of early social
environment on (a) longevity, (b) litter size at weaning, and (c) juvenile survival in
dominant female Alpine marmots (Marmota marmota). Path coefficients are given with
their associated standard errors in brackets. Thick lines indicate statistically supported
effects. Percentages of explained independent variance (γ) associated with the early and
adult social environments were indicated for longevity.
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4.4. DISCUSSION
Our results provide evidence that both early and adult social environments have
independent additive effects on LRS in a social species. The LRS of breeding female
Alpine marmots markedly increases with both early and adult social environments
through a positive effect on longevity (electronic supplementary material C.). The
positive effect of early social environment is the main driver of longevity while the
positive effect of adult social environment is the main driver of LRS. In addition,
favourable adult social environments increase juvenile survival, and thereby LRS, but
neither early nor adult social environment influence litter size.
Although compelling evidence shows that good early-life environmental
conditions positively influence fitness (Lummaa and Clutton-Brock 2002, Douhard et
al. 2014), evolutionary mechanisms underlying the positive delayed effect of helping on
individual fitness in social species have not been yet investigated. The silver spoon
hypothesis (Grafen 1988) predicts that individuals facing good environmental
conditions during early life might enjoy relatively good body condition when reaching
adulthood, and have therefore greater fitness than individuals suffering adverse early
environmental conditions. Our results on the influence of social environments are thus
consistent with this hypothesis because female marmots born with many helpers
outperform in terms of LRS females born with few or no helpers.
Life-history theory predicts that individuals have to allocate resources either to
growth, reproduction or survival (Stearns 1992). Since the early-life environment
influences the whole individual trajectory mostly through changes in allocation to
growth (Lummaa and Clutton-Brock 2002), the relative allocation (sensu Cody 1966) to
survival is likely to be modified. In Alpine marmots, a favourable social environment is
especially beneficial during hibernation. Indeed, juveniles have low fat reserves and
suffer from huge fat losses during winter (Arnold 1993), therefore reducing the costs
associated with heat production is crucial for them. The presence of adult subordinates
is particularly important because these latter arouse before juveniles and increase the
heat in the hibernaculum. This social thermoregulation (sensu Arnold 1993) leads to
decrease the costs of hibernation and thereby to increase juvenile survival (Allainé and
Theuriau 2004). We hypothesize that a good early social environment should decrease
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energy expenditure in juveniles associated with the succession of euthermic and
hypothermic phases during their first hibernation. Therefore, good early social
environment could permit juveniles to reduce body reserve expenses during the first
hibernation. The saved energy could be allocated to other functions, potentially allowing
females to reproduce earlier or to live longer, as expected from the principle of
allocation (Lemaître et al. 2015).
The positive effect of a good adult social environment on juvenile survival,
longevity and LRS is consistent with the literature (Khan and Walters 2002, Lardy et al.
2015, Allainé and Theuriau 2004). Our findings further reveal that the social
environment does not influence litter size. Until now, studies that have investigated the
influence of social environment on litter size have shown contrasted results. In
agreement with our findings, increasing the number of helpers did not increase litter size
at emergence in Mednyi Island arctic foxes (Alopex lagopus semenovi), in which most
helpers were adult females (Kruchenkova et al. 2009). On the other hand, a high number
of male and female helpers increased litter size at weaning in meerkats (Russell et al.
2003) and African wild dogs (Lycaon pictus) (McNutt and Silk 2008) but decreased
litter size at weaning in the European badger (Meles meles) (Woodroffe and Macdonald
2000). In Alpine marmots, the benefit of having helpers occurs after weaning and
particularly during hibernation (Allainé and Theuriau 2004). Indeed, from birth to
weaning, lactation falls entirely to mothers and there is no evidence that helpers care
juveniles between birth and weaning. However, helpers participate in raising juveniles
after weaning. Specifically during hibernation, helpers wake up before the other
members of the family, allowing mothers to decrease body warmth costs. These results
are in line with the load-lightening hypothesis (Crick 1992), which predicts that
dominant individuals should reduce parental allocation as the number of helpers
increases, which will then enhance their survival, reproductive lifespan and LRS . For
example, in long-tailed tits (Aegithalos caudatus), males with large clutch size decrease
their work-rate in presence of helpers, leading their survival to increase (Meade et al.
2010). Therefore, in Alpine marmots a trade-off between parental care and survival
might explain the increased longevity of females benefiting from favourable social
environment throughout their life.
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Our study provides evidence that individual fitness can be shaped by additive and
independent effects of social environments experienced during early life and adulthood.
In Alpine marmots, a high number of helpers at early and adult stages independently
lead to increase longevity and LRS. While longevity is mostly influenced by early social
environment, LRS is mostly influenced by adult social environment due to the effect of
adult environment on juvenile survival. These independent effects of social
environments on longevity could possibly be an adaptive process. Indeed, when a
female marmot becomes dominant, she will keep this social status until death, as
indicated by the strong correlation between longevity and dominance tenure (N =29, R =
0.95). Therefore, if both early and adult social environments positively influence
longevity, they increase the length of the dominant tenure. Given that only dominant
females produce offspring and that female marmots only reproduce once a year, a strong
selection could occur for increasing the number of reproductive attempts (Clutton-Brock
1988), and thereby the length of a female's dominant tenure.
As path analysis remains a correlative approach, we can not exclude that
spatio-temporal variation in environmental factors could shape annual variation in the
number of helpers and then influence fitness and its components (Cockburn et al. 2008).
Indeed, a high quality territory could allow both a larger number of helpers and higher
fitness. However, we can exclude a temporal variation in adult social environment
because of the high repeatability of the number of helpers over dominant lifetime.
Additionally, the phenotypic and genotypic quality of dominant females could also
influence their fitness and its components. Indeed, as individuals in better than average
quality are expected to live longer, the high LRS and longevity can also reflect a
viability selection favouring high quality females. Moreover, our study focussed on the
15% of females that became dominant. Social factors acting on non-breeding females
can markedly differ from social factors acting on breeding females.
Overall, our findings reveal the importance of considering the whole social
environment experienced by dominant females from birth to death to understand fitness
variation among females. The evidence that early and adult social environments has
strong and independent effects on fitness allows a better understanding of the role of
social environment in shaping fitness in cooperative breeders.
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APPENDIX A. Repeatability of the number of helpers over the reproductive lifetime
To ensure that the number of helpers a given female has during its reproductive life can
provide a reliable measure of its adult social environment, we assessed the repeatability
of the number of helpers per year over females' reproductive life. We entered the
number of helpers per year as a dependent variable with a Poisson error distribution.
Explanatory variables included the identity of the female as a random effect. Following
Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2010), we calculated repeatability as the ratio of the variance
associated with the random effect (i.e. female identity) over the total variance in the
number of helpers per year. Models were fitted with Generalized Mixed Models
(GLMM) and we estimated parameters (± 1 SE) on a log-scale. We performed analyses
in R (R Development Core Team 2013) using the function glmer in the “lme4” library
(Bates et al. 2012).
The repeatability was equal to 0.45. This result is consistent with repeatability values
found in analyses of social behaviours (reviewed in Bell et al. 2009). Therefore, the
reproductive lifetime number of helpers of a female provided a reliable measure of its
social environment during adulthood.
APPENDIX B. Global models of litter size and juvenile survival
Both litter size and juvenile survival depend on environmental factors that vary in time
and space. In mountain areas, environmental conditions vary sharply from one year to the
next. Thus, litter size and juvenile survival are likely to vary also from one year to the
next. Moreover, the location of a marmot’s territory (i.e. in the valley, oriented South or
North) affects environmental factors. For instance, the North aspect territories have the
lowest food resources (Allainé et al. 1998), so that mothers from these territories are
expected to be lighter and to produce fewer offspring of lower quality than females in the
valley or in the South. Berger et al. (2015b) showed that litter size remains constant until
females reached 10 years of age, and declined thereafter, but no effect of age was detected
in juvenile survival. We thus included a threshold effect of age in the litter size model. As
all observed take-overs by males were followed by the infanticide of the entire litter, the
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displacement of the dominant male was also included in the analyses of offspring
survival. We took into account all these potentially confounding effects, retained the
statistically significant ones, and used the residual variation to assess the effect of early
and adult social environments.
Table 4.1. Baseline models for (a) litter size and (b) juvenile survival. We provide the
equation of the full and baseline models obtained after selection of the confounding
variables. F(variable) indicates that the variable is entered as a factor in the model. T(10)
corresponds to a litter size constant until 10 years of age and then includes a linear
decrease with increasing age. (1|variable) indicates that the variable is entered as a
random effect on the intercept. We used Wald’s test to measure the contribution of each
categorical factor to the overall model, and we included the statistic (χ 2), the degrees of
freedom (df) and the p-value (P).
(a) Litter size
Full model

Litter size = F(year) + F(aspect of the territory ) + T(10) + (1|mother)

Baseline model

Litter size = F(year) + (1|mother)

Parameters of the baseline model
Dependent
variable

Distribution

Link
function

Litter size

Poisson

Log

Explanatory
variable

β

SE

P

1.78

0.97

0.07

1995

0.10

0.34

0.77

1996

0.05

0.36

0.89

1997

0.25

0.34

0.46

1998

-0.14

0.34

0.68

1999

-0.13

0.35

0.72

2000

-0.32

0.47

0.50

2001

-0.37

0.36

0.30

2002

-0.07

0.35

0.84

2003

-0.16

0.34

0.64

2004

-0.02

0.34

0.96

2005

-0.09

0.34

0.78

2006

-0.44

0.36

0.22

2007

-0.06

0.33

0.86

2008

-0.17

0.33

0.61

2009

-0.18

0.34

0.59

2010

-0.35

0.34

0.30

2011

-0.31

0.33

0.36

2012

-0.01

0.33

0.97

Intercept
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Wald test
χ

2

df

P

3.3

1

0.07

26.9

20

0.14

Parameters of the baseline model

Territory

2013

-0.14

0.33

0.67

2014

-0.02

0.33

0.96

South

0.07

0.08

0.44

0.6

1

0.44

-0.04

0.10

0.67

0.18

1

0.67

T(10)

(b) Juvenile survival
Full model

Survival = F(year) + F(aspect of the territory) + change of dominant male + (1|mother)

Baseline model

Survival = F(year) + F(aspect of the territory) + (1|mother)

Parameters of the baseline model
Dependent
variable
Juvenile
survival

Distribution

Link
function

Binomial

Logit

Explanatory
variable

β

SE

P

1.40

0.89

0.12

1996

0.60

1.57

0.70

1997

-1.52

1.03

0.14

1998

-0.19

1.04

0.85

1999

-0.67

1.11

0.54

2001

-1.11

1.15

0.33

2002

-0.81

1.10

0.46

2003

-0.86

1.00

0.39

2004

-0.68

1.04

0.52

2005

0.03

1.04

0.98

2006

-1.78

1.20

0.14

2007

-0.63

0.97

0.51

2008

-0.27

0.97

0.78

2009

-1.32

0.99

0.19

2010

-1.47

0.99

0.14

2011

-0.57

0.94

0.55

2012

-1.29

0.95

0.18

2013

-0.87

0.98

0.38

South

-0.88

0.38

-0.35

0.38

Intercept
Year

Territory

Change of male
dominant
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Wald test
χ

2

df

P

2.5

1

0.12

14.0

17

0.67

0.02

5.5

1

0.02

0.35

0.86

1

0.35

APPENDIX C. Effect of early and adult social environments on LRS corrected for
longevity
A potential change of LRS can result either from direct effects of either or both early
and adult social environments (scenario 1) or from an indirect effect of the early and
adult social environments on longevity, which in turn influences fitness (scenario 2). To
quantify the relative importance of these two scenarios, we built two path analyses and
analysed both direct (scenario 1) and indirect (scenario 2) effects of the early and adult
social environments on the variation in female LRS (Shipley 2009).
We implemented LRS as a dependent variable with a log-link function and a
negative binomial error distribution. To test the fit of the data to a given scenario, we
compared the C value associated with each scenario to a chi-squared distribution with
2k degrees of freedom (where k is the number of pairs of variables in the graph that are
not associated in the focal model) (Shipley 2009). We rejected a given scenario when
the p-value was below 0.05.
Models were fitted with generalized linear models for LRS and linear models for
longevity. We estimated parameters (± 1 SE) of LRS models on a log-scale. We
performed all analyses in R using the function glm.nb in the “MASS” library (Venables
and Ripley 2002) and the function lm in the “stats” library (Wilkinson and Rogers
1973).
We showed that early social environment leads to increased LRS only through its
effect on longevity (Figure 4.4a) while the adult social environment leads to increased
LRS through and independently of its effect on longevity (Figure 4.4b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4. Path diagrams showing direct and indirect influences of (a) early and (b)
adult social environment on LRS in female Alpine marmot (Marmota marmota). Path
coefficients are given with their associated standard errors in brackets. Thick lines
indicate statistically supported effects.
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CHAPTER 5

AGE-SPECIFIC SURVIVAL IN THE SOCIALLY MONOGAMOUS ALPINE
MARMOT (MARMOTA MARMOTA): EVIDENCE OF SENESCENCE

A version of this chapter has been submitted in Journal of Mammalogy as:
Berger V, Lemaître JF, Dupont P, Allainé D, Gaillard JM, Cohas A.
Age-specific survival in the socially monogamous Alpine marmot (Marmota marmota):
evidence of senescence.

Photography: Carole et Denis Favre-Bonvin.
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Abstract
We investigated age-specific variation in survival of dominant individuals in a
long-lived and monogamous mammal, the Alpine marmot (Marmota marmota) from a
large dataset collected during a 24-year intensive monitoring of a free-ranging
population. We found evidence for senescence in survival of dominant individuals for
both sexes. Survivorship was constant with age until dominant marmots were between
6 and 8 years of age and declined markedly thereafter. The onset of actuarial
senescence occurred much later than the age at first reproduction, which could be
related to the high level of sociality displayed by Alpine marmots. No
between-sex-differences occurred in the intensity of actuarial senescence, which might
be related to the weak intensity of sexual selection in this socially monogamous
mammal. Our findings suggest that sociality and monogamy both contribute to shape
senescence patterns in mammals.
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5.1. INTRODUCTION
Actuarial senescence, the increase in annual mortality with age, has evolved because of
the decline of natural selection forces with increasing age (Medawar 1952, Williams
1957, Hamilton 1966). During the last century, it was widely accepted that ageing does
not occur in wild populations because individuals die before the occurrence of any sign
of senescence (Medawar 1952, Comfort 1956). However, thanks to detailed analyses of
long-term individual monitoring, actuarial senescence has been widely documented in
free-ranging and age-structured populations during the last two decades, especially in
vertebrates (review in Nussey et al. 2013). In addition, there is now compelling
evidence that senescence displays highly variable patterns across the tree of life (Jones
et al. 2014).
As senescence is grounded into life history evolution (Jones et al. 2008; Lemaître et
al. 2015), having a comprehensive view of senescence patterns allows understanding
factors shaping population dynamics. To date, most senescence studies have focused on
the analysis of the rate of senescence (e.g. Ricklefs 2010), which has been shown to
vary a lot among individuals (Bouwhuis et al. 2010), populations (Lemaître et al. 2013)
and species (Jones et al. 2008). However, variation in the age at the onset of senescence
also contributes to shape senescence patterns (Péron et al. 2010). Although both
Williams (1957) and Hamilton (1966) explicitly assumed that actuarial senescence
should start at the age at first breeding, accumulating empirical evidence indicates that it
is not the case (Péron et al. 2010). For example, in Alpine ibex (Capra ibex), the age at
first reproduction is between 2 and 3 years old, whereas actuarial senescence only
occurs from 7 years of age onwards (Toïgo et al. 2007).
Studying senescence in the wild requires longitudinal data on known-aged
individuals over their entire lifespan, which are mostly collected in solitary or
gregarious species like passerines or ungulates (Clutton-Brock and Sheldon 2010).
Consequently, our understanding of actuarial senescence for monogamous and highly
social mammals is currently limited. In particular, widespread evidence of senescence is
reported for solitary but not for social sciurids (e.g. Spermophilus columbianus,
Broussard et al. 2003; Spermophilus richardsonii, Broussard et al. 2005; Tamiasciurus
hudsonicus, Descamps et al. 2008). Since 1990, a free-ranging population of Alpine
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marmots (Marmota marmota) has been monitored on an individual basis. The Alpine
marmot is a socially monogamous species breeding cooperatively. For a rodent, this
species displays an exceptionally long lifespan relative to its size. The oldest individual
observed in our population was 16 years old, whereas the maximum longevity reported
for the similar-sized woodchuck (Marmota monax) is only 10 years in wild populations
(Hayssen 2008). Previous studies of this population have pointed out the complexity of
senescence patterns in life history traits of Alpine marmots. Tafani et al. (2013b) found
that male body mass peaks at eight years of age and declines thereafter, whereas female
body mass does not show any sign of senescence. Likewise, Berger et al. (2015b) found
that litter size remains constant with age until females reach ten years of age and
declines thereafter, whereas pup mass does not show any evidence of senescence. As
senescence is a heterochronous process (‘mosaic ageing’ sensu Walker and Herndorn
2010), it is crucial to analyse both demographic and phenotypic traits to have a
comprehensive view of ageing processes within a given species. However, to date,
age-specific changes in survival have not been yet investigated in this species.
Using an exceptional long-term individual monitoring of an Alpine marmot
population, we estimated age-specific changes of survival and tested for sex differences
of the rate of senescence. Based on previous analyses of age-specific variation in body
mass that provided evidence of sex-specific senescence pattern (Tafani et al. 2013b), we
expected that actuarial senescence should be more intense in males than in females,
assuming that body mass is a good indicator of condition and survivorship in this
species similarly to what has been reported for other mammals (e.g. Gaillard et al. 2000
in large herbivores).

5.2. METHODS
STUDY SPECIES
Alpine marmots live in family groups of two to 16 individuals composed of a dominant
couple, sexually mature (individuals from two years of age onwards) and immature
subordinates of both sexes (yearlings), and offspring of the year (Allainé 2000). Alpine
marmots are territorial. The territory is shared by all family members but is mainly
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defended by the dominant pair.
The status of dominance is established for several years until the dominant marmot
will be evicted by another individual or will die (Lardy et al. 2011). Dominant marmots
mate during the 15 days following the emergence from hibernation (i.e. from early to
late April). After 30 days of gestation, dominant females give birth to the sole litter of
the year. The altricial offspring stay in the natal burrow during 40 days and once weaned
emerge above ground between mid-June and mid-July. At sexual maturity (i.e. two years
of age), an individual can stay as a subordinate in its natal group or attempt to become
dominant by either inheriting the dominance status in its natal group or dispersing to
gain dominance in another territory. An individual never joins another family group as a
subordinate.
Subordinates include both sexually immature individuals and sexually mature males
and females that delay dispersal for one or several years. Dominants monopolize
reproduction by physiologically suppressing reproduction of mature subordinates of
both sexes (Arnold and Dittami 1997; Hackländer et al. 2003). Hibernation is
characterized by a cyclic process with alternate hypothermia and euthermia phases
(Arnold 1990). Group members hibernate together from mid-October to early April, and
produce heat during periodic arousal, a phenomenon called social thermoregulation
(Arnold 1993). However, all members of a family group do not have the same length
and rhythm of hibernation. In particular, at each cycle, subordinate males wake up
earlier and have longer euthermic periods than other family members, leading them to
warm the burrow more than other group members (Arnold 1993). Consequently,
subordinate males are considered to act as helpers and their presence in a family group
increases the probability of offspring to survive their first hibernation (Allainé and
Theuriau 2004) while they pay the costs in terms of body mass loss (Arnold 1988).
STUDY SITE AND DATA COLLECTION
Marmots were captured in a free-ranging population located in the Grande Sassière
nature reserve (2340 m a.s.l., French Alps, 45°29'N, 6°59'E), from 1990 to 2013. Every
year, marmots from 24 territories were monitored, from mid-April to mid-July, using
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both capture-mark-recapture and observations. Marmots were captured using two-door
live-capture traps baited with dandelion (Taraxacum densleonis). Traps were placed
near the entrances of the main burrows to assign easily each captured individual to its
family group. Juveniles were counted and caught by hand within the three days
following their first emergence from the natal burrow (i.e. approximately 40 days after
their birth). Captured animals were tranquillized with Zolétil 100 and marked with a
transponder (Trovan (TM), Germany) and a numbered ear tag. Tags were put on the
right ear of females and on the left ear of males. In addition, a colored plastic ear-tag
was placed on the opposite ear of dominant marmots. At each capture, marmots were
sexed and their social status was determined according to scrotal development for males
and teat development for females. Thanks to daily observations, we further assessed the
number of individuals of each sex and age class (pup, yearling and adult) for each
family. Scent-marking behavior was used to confirm the identity of the dominant pair
(Bel et al. 1995).
We measured age (in years) from birth and assigned the age of 0 to offspring. The
Alpine marmot is a long-lived mammal, the age of dominant individuals varying from 2
to 16 years. We knew exactly the age of dominant individuals born on the study site (84
females, 82 males), but not the age of immigrants (29 females, 47 males). As most
marmots disperse at two years of age and almost never reproduce before three years of
age (no female among the 84 females of known age, 3 males among the 82 males of
known age), we assigned the age of three to immigrants when they became dominant (45
females and 37 males of known age became dominant at age three).
Genetic analyses were performed to assess the certainty of the maternity and
paternity of individuals. When a given individual was not captured in a given year, its
survival could be assessed through genetic analyses by revealing a pup production this
year. Details of genetic and kinship analyses are fully detailed in Dupont et al. (2015).
CAPTURE-RECAPTURE ANALYSIS

We considered 1,206 individuals (550 females and 656 males) captured between 1990
and 2013. Among them, 242 were captured as dominants (113 females and 129 males).
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Model structure
We used Multi-Event Capture–Recapture models (ME-CR, Pradel 2005) to investigate
the influence of age on survival of dominant marmots because recapture probability of
individuals was much lower than 1 (recapture probability varying from 0.380 to 0.886,
Cohas et al. 2007a) and not accounting for imperfect detection indeed leads to biased
survival estimates (Gimenez et al. 2008). In these models, as in multistate models
(Lebreton et al. 2009), each individual can only be in one of the three following states:
subordinate (s), dominant (D), or dead (†). Therefore, we were able to estimate different
probabilities of survival for animals in the two live states and of transition probabilities
from one state to another (Figure 5.2). In addition, multi-event models allow taking into
account uncertainty about the state of individuals and/or any additional information.
Here, we incorporated additional information about the reproductive status. Indeed,
based on kinship analyses, we were able to determine whether an individual
successfully reproduced (i.e. pups emerging from the burrows) or not in a given year,
even when the individual was not captured that given year, thus allowing us to refine the
survival probabilities estimates (Dupont et al. 2015). The different observable events
retained were: no information (event 0), individual not captured but its pups were
captured (event 1), individual captured as dominant but none of its pups were captured
(event 2), individual captured as dominant with its pups captured (event 3), individual
captured as subordinate but none of its pups were captured (event 4), individual
captured as subordinate with its pups captured (event 5). Based on these events,
capture-recapture histories were constructed for each individual.
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Table 5.1. Abbreviations used in model notations.
Abbreviations
p
Φ
ΦD
1- Φ
ᴪ
E
Subscript
a
a1
a2
a3
ax-y
ax+..+y
sex
t
*
+
helpm
Superscript
s
D
†

Meanings
recapture probability
survival probability
survival probability of dominant individuals
mortality probability (encompassing both mortality and dispersal probabilities
for individuals older than 2 years of age)
state transition probability (conditional on survival)
event probability (probability of successful reproduction)
all age classes (1 to 3)
age from 0 to 1 year
age from 1 to 2 years
age more than 2 years
age from x to y
age classes x +...+ y
sex
Time effect (years)
interactive effects
additive effects
number of male helpers present during the first hibernation
subordinate status
dominant status
dead

The constructed multi-event model can be summarized by a transition matrix and
associated vectors of survival, capture and successful reproduction probabilities (only
the two live states are shown since the parameters of the dead state are fixed to: p† = 0;
Ψ††= 1; E† = 0).

where probabilities of capture (p), survival (Φ), reproduction (E) and state transition
conditional on survival (Ψ) are defined as: pxt , the probability that an individual in state
x was captured during the year t; Φxt , the probability that an individual in state x in
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year t survived and did not permanently emigrate from the study area between t and t+1;
Ψxyt, the probability that an individual in state x in year t is in state y in year t+1 given
that it survived and did not permanently emigrate from the study area between t and t+1
and Ext, the probability that an individual in state x at time t had successfully
reproduced this same year. Since dominant individuals never revert to subordinate state
(Grimm et al. 2003), the transition probability from the dominant state to the
subordinate state was fixed to 0 (ΨDs = 0), thus constraining the state transition
probability from dominant to dominant to 1.
Model selection
To investigate the influence of age on survival, we followed three steps as proposed by
Lebreton et al. (1992).
1. Goodness-of-fit tests
We first tested whether a general model compatible with our biological knowledge fitted
our data. To this purpose, we performed goodness-of-fit (GOF) tests (Pradel et al. 2005)
using the program U-CARE (Choquet et al. 2009a).
2. Obtaining a baseline model
Then, we selected the most parsimonious model, starting from a general model.
Following Burnham and Anderson (2002), we built the general model by considering
only a priori biological hypotheses based on literature (Arnold 1993; Farand et al. 2002;
Stephens et al. 2002; Grimm et al. 2003, Cohas et al. 2008, Dupont et al. 2015). We thus
considered effects of age, time, sex and their two-way interactions on all capture, state
transition and reproduction probabilities. For survival probabilities, we also considered
the effects of time, sex and the simplest age structure in three-classes for subordinates
(yearling, two years old, and aged from two to six) and age structure in two-classes for
dominants (two-year old and aged from three to six). In addition, we considered an
effect of the number of male helpers since a high number of these latter appear
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beneficial in terms of juvenile survival (Allainé and Theuriau, 2004).
Consequently, we denoted the most general model as:
ps(a2; a3-7)*t*sex Φs(a1*helpm; a2; a3; a4-7 )*t*sex Es a3-7*t*sex pD (a3-7) * t*sex
ΦD (a 3; a4-17)*t*sex ED (a3-17)*t* sex ᴪsDa1:a7-17;( a2; a3-6)*t*sex
Following a step-down approach, models were sequentially fitted with constrained
parameterizations for recapture, survival, transitions and reproduction probabilities, in
that order. We then checked that the best model could not be improved by exploring all
nested models differing by only one effect.
3. Testing for age-specific survival
To test for age-specific variation in survival we fitted age-specific models by
considering age as a linear or quadratic covariate, or as a categorical factor. We further
fitted threshold models by holding survival constant until a threshold age, beyond which
it linearly depended on age. The tested threshold age varied between 5 and 15 years. For
each of these models, we also included a possible sex effect. Model selection and
parameter estimation were performed using the program E-SURGE 1.8.5 (Choquet et
al. 2009b). Estimates and standard errors of regression slopes reported in the result
section are on the logit scale. All other parameters are given on the absolute scale. The
associated standard errors were obtained by the delta method (Burnham and Anderson
2002). When several candidate models were competitive (i.e. differences in AIC less
than 2), we performed a multi-model inference based on AIC weights (w i) to produce
mean estimates averaged across the different models of interest.
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5.3

RESULTS
GOF TESTS

The overall GOF test of the Cormack-Jolly-Seber model (i.e. the fully time-dependent
model) was statistically significant (χ2 = 159.58, d.f. = 79, P < 0.01) due to transience
detected by the 3SR component test (χ2 = 93.55; d.f. = 22, P < 0.01). Individuals
considered as transients were in fact pups that did not survive to their first hibernation
and were thus captured only once. A second GOF test was thus run on a dataset from
which the first occasion of capture for individuals caught as pups were removed. The
overall GOF test was no longer statistically significant (χ2 = 28.87, d.f. = 56, P = 0.99),
nor was the transience test (test 3SR; χ2 = 21.55, d.f. = 22, P = 0.49). Yet, taking into
account age classes in the baseline model solved the original problem of apparent
transience.

BASELINE MODEL
After selection using AIC (see Supporting Information S1), the baseline model, was:
ps(a1; a2; a3; a4-7) + t + sex Φs (a1*helpm ; a2; a3; a4-7) + t Es a3; a4; a5-7 pD
(a3; a4-7) + t + sex ΦD (a3; a4-17) + t ED (a3; a4; a5-17) + t ᴪsDa1:a7-17; a2; a3;
a4-7
Survival varied over time, between status and age classes. Dominant adults had a
higher survival (0.773 ± 0.016) than subordinate adults (0.550 ± 0.024), which can
result from natal dispersal of subordinates outside the study site (Magnolon 1999) that
cannot be distinguished from death.
AGE SPECIFIC SURVIVAL
Dominant Alpine marmots displayed clear evidence of senescence in survival (Table
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5.1.). Both linear and quadratic models performed poorly compared to the baseline
model. Our results rather showed a threshold pattern of survival where survival
remained constant until a threshold age and declined thereafter (Figure 5.1.). Three
threshold models received strong support with an age at the onset of senescence at six,
seven and eight years of age, respectively. As these models provided similar fit, we
performed a model-averaging procedure to estimate the constant survival during early
ages and the rate of actuarial senescence, and thereby age-specific survival estimates.
Survival remained constant at 0.79 ± 0.02 from 3 years of age until the threshold age (in
females: 0.82 ± 0.02, in males: 0.78 ± 0.02) until 6 years of age and then declined to
0.31 at sixteen years of age (βaveraged = -0.25, Figure 5.1., see Supporting Information
S2). Neither early adulthood survival nor the rate of senescence differed between sexes
(Table 5.2).

Table 5.2. Model selection for the effects of age on survival of dominant Alpine marmots
marked from 1990 to 2013 (N=242). ΦD corresponds to survival of dominant individuals.
Ti corresponds to a constant survival until the threshold age (i) followed by a linear
decline of survival with increasing age. ΦDa2-a16 corresponds to a linear decrease of
survival from age 2 to age 16. ΦDa2+...+a16 corresponds to the full age-dependent model. All
other parameters (transition, capture, reproduction) are fixed as in the baseline model.
AICc: Akaike Information Criterion corrected for small sample sizes; k: number of
identifiable parameters; ΔAICc: difference in AICc between the candidate model and the
model of the set with the lowest AICc; Wi: AICc weight. The selected model including an
age effect is in bold and is highlighted with grey shading, and the competitive candidate
models are in bold.

Model notation

Deviance

k

AICc

ΔAICc

Wi

ΦDT8 + t

6108.39

113

6334.39

0

0.25

ΦDT7 + t

6108.48

113

6334.48

0.09

0.24

ΦDT6 + t

6110.36

113

6336.36

1.97

0.09

ΦDT7 . sex + t

6106.55

115

6336.55

2.16

0.08

ΦDT8 . sex + t

6106.56

115

6336.56

2.17

0.08

ΦDT9 + t

6110.78

113

6336.78

2.39

0.07

ΦDT6 . sex + t

6108.38

115

6338.38

3.99

0.03

ΦDT5 + t

6112.54

113

6338.54

4.15

0.03
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ΦDa2-a16 + t

6112.80

113

6338.8

4.41

0.03

ΦDT9 . sex + t

6109.08

115

6339.08

4.69

0.02

ΦDT10 + t

6113.97

113

6339.97

5.58

0.01

ΦDT5 . sex + t

6110.55

115

6340.55

6.16

0.01

ΦDa2-a16 + ΦDa2-a162 + t

6110.64

115

6340.64

6.25

0.01

ΦDa2-a16 . sex + t

6110.89

115

6340.89

6.5

<0.01

ΦDT10 . sex + t

6112.42

115

6342.42

8.03

<0.01

ΦDT11 + t

6116.44

113

6342.44

8.05

<0.01

ΦDT14 + t

6117.74

113

6343.74

9.35

<0.01

ΦDT15 + t

6117.94

113

6343.94

9.55

<0.01

ΦDT12 + t

6118.39

113

6344.39

10

<0.01

ΦDa2-a16 . sex + ΦDa2-a162. sex + t

6108.67

118

6344.67

10.28

<0.01

ΦDT13 + t

6118.81

113

6344.81

10.42

<0.01

ΦDT11 . sex + t

6115.03

115

6345.03

10.64

<0.01

ΦDT14 . sex + t

6115.89

115

6345.89

11.5

<0.01

ΦDT15 . sex + t

6116.68

115

6346.68

12.29

<0.01

ΦDT12 . sex + t

6117.14

115

6347.14

12.75

<0.01

ΦDT13 . sex + t

6117.53

115

6347.53

13.14

<0.01

ΦDa2+...+a16 + t

6097.49

127

6351.49

17.1

<0.01

ΦDa2+...+a16 . sex + t

6077.17

142

6361.17

26.78

<0.01
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Figure 5.1. Age-specific variation in survival of dominant adult marmots. The solid line
represents survival estimated from model-averaging of the 3 competitive models (in bold
in Table 2) and the dashed lines the associated standard errors. The circles and the
associated error bars represent the age-specific survival estimates and their associated
confidence intervals for females (in red) and males (in blue).

5.4

DISCUSSION

Survival starts to decrease between six and eight years of age onwards in dominant
Alpine marmots and is close to the predicted value from Péron et al. (2010)'s model (6
years) based on early life history traits. As most marmots start reproducing at three
years of age, the onset of actuarial senescence of Alpine marmots is delayed compared
to the theoretical expectation that actuarial senescence should start from the age at first
reproduction (Medawar 1952, Williams 1957, Hamilton 1966). Finally, contrary to our
expectation based on senescence patterns observed in body mass, the rate of actuarial
senescence did not differ between sexes.
The absence of sex-difference in the strength of actuarial senescence we report
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for Alpine marmots does not support the expected 'live fast, die young' life-history
strategy expected to be displayed by males (Bonduriansky et al. 2008). Indeed, our
finding markedly contrasts with studies of other mammal species that reported earlier or
stronger senescence in males compared to females (e.g. Gaillard et al. 2003; Lemaître
and Gaillard 2013). However, these studies included polygynous species for which
reproductive effort is much greater in males than in females (Clutton-Brock and Isvaran
2007; Bonduriansky et al. 2008 but see Greiner et al. 2013). In polygynous species, the
intensity of sexual selection is expected to drive the magnitude of sex-differences in
actuarial senescence (Clutton-Brock and Isvaran 2007, but see Tidière et al. 2014). On
the contrary, in monogamous species, like the Alpine marmot, the intra-sexual
competition is similar in both sexes and sex-specific differences in ageing should not be
marked in monogamous species (Bonduriansky et al. 2008), which is supported by
several empirical studies (Clutton-Brock and Isvaran 2007; Larson et al. In press).
In females, the onset of actuarial senescence is consistent with the onset of
senescence reported for reproductive success (around 8 years of age, Berger et al.
2015b) but markedly differs from the senescence pattern reported in body mass (with an
absence of senescence, Tafani et al. 2013b). In males, no information on age-specific
variation in reproduction is available but body mass starts to decrease from about 8
years of age, which is consistent with the onset of actuarial senescence we report here.
Surprisingly, Alpine marmots displayed sex-differences in body mass senescence, which
involves chronological senescence in males but only a last year effect in females (Tafani
et al. 2013b), whereas no sex-difference occurred in the rate of actuarial senescence.
Two possible explanations may explain this pattern. First, in the Alpine marmot, the
senescence in body mass is independent of the senescence in other traits as proposed by
the 'mosaïc ageing' hypothesis (Walker and Herndorn 2010). Such variable patterns of
senescence has been recently reported in Soay sheep (Ovis aries) across 20 phenotypic
traits (Hayward et al. in press). Second, the senescence in body mass has implications
for senescence in fitness traits. Because no sex-difference in actuarial senescence is
observed in alpine marmots, sex-differences in ageing could target reproduction rather
than survival in marmots. As males consume more energy than do females during
hibernation (Arnold 1993), sex-difference in body mass could result from highest costs
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of hibernation in males and we speculate that this may potentially strengthen
reproductive senescence. In red deer (Cervus elaphus), males with long rut periods have
higher rates of reproductive senescence (Lemaître et al. 2014). However, in
monogamous species such as the Alpine marmot where the reproduction of dominant
males is entirely associated to the reproduction of dominant females and where the loss
of dominance (reproduction) is associated to death (Lardy et al. 2012) it is not easy to
understand how reproductive senescence can be stronger in males than in females. In
absence of more detailed analysis of reproductive senescence in male Alpine marmots,
the mosaic ageing hypothesis appears more parsimonious.
The delayed onset of actuarial senescence of Alpine marmots compare to the
theoretical expectation that actuarial senescence should start from the age at first
reproduction (Medawar 1952, Williams 1957, Hamilton 1966) supports previous
findings from comparative analyses in bird and mammal populations (Péron et al.
2010). An increasing number of ageing studies have recently identified factors
influencing senescence patterns at the interspecific level (e.g. Jones et al. 2008) but to
our knowledge, none have investigated whether sociality could play a role. In sciurids,
we found that the median rate of actuarial senescence between solitary and social
species of sciurids (N = 11) is higher in solitary (median = -0.42, mean = -0.84, SE =
0.85 on a logit scale) than in social (median = -0.33, mean = -0.35, SE = 0.23 on a logit
scale) species (see Supporting Information S3). The rate of senescence in the Alpine
marmot was low (-0.25) and conform to that of social sciurids. The senescence pattern
displayed by Alpine marmots (delayed onset and low rate) could thus be the result of its
high level of sociality. In cooperative breeders, helpers may contribute to decrease the
reproductive effort of dominant individuals (Crick 1992) which might ultimately delay
both the onset and intensity of actuarial senescence (e.g. Hammers et al. 2013). Indeed,
the released energy costs of reproduction for breeders offered by helpers can be
allocated in somatic maintenance and potentially delay senescence (Bourke 2007). At
the intra-specific level, associations between sociality and senescence are poorly
provided (e.g. Paquet et al. 2015). Although further investigation is required, we suggest
that a high level of sociality should delay the intensity of actuarial senescence in
mammals by both delaying the onset of senescence and decreasing the rate of
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senescence.
We showed that actuarial senescence does occur in dominant Alpine marmots of
both sexes from about 6 years of age. As a highly social mammal, the Alpine marmot
displays a delayed senescence relatively to the age at first reproduction. The rate of
senescence of Alpine marmots is consistent with the rate observed in social sciurids.
The absence of sex-differences in senescence patterns we report on Alpine marmots
could be associated with the weak intensity of sexual selection experienced by
monogamous species.
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at Journal of Mammalogy online. The materials consist of data provided by the author
that are published to benefit the reader. The posted materials are not copyedited. The
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Supporting Information S1. Alpine marmot’s life cycle and Selection of the multi-event
baseline model.
Supporting Information S2. Model averaging.
Supporting Information S3. Onset and rate of senescence in solitary and social sciurids.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION S1. Life cycle and selection of the multi-event root model
1. Alpine marmot's life cycle

Figure 5.2. Life cycle of Alpine marmots with two social status (s: subordinate and D:
dominant); arrows represent the transition from one age to the next with its associated
probability: Φ represents survival probabilities and ᴪ represents transition from the
subordinate to the dominant status. ᴪ is conditional on Φ.
2. Selection of the multi-event baseline model
We selected the most parsimonious model (called the baseline model) from the general
model. Following Burnham and Anderson (2002), we built the general model by
considering only a priori biological hypotheses based on our field experience and on
literature (Arnold 1993; Farand et al. 2002; Stephens et al. 2002; Grimm et al. 2003,
Cohas et al. 2008, Dupont et al. 2015). We thus considered age, time and sex effects and
their two-way interactions on all capture, survival, state transition and event
probabilities. Consequently, we denoted the most general model as:
ps (a2; a3-7)*t*sex Φs(a1*helpm; a2; a3; a4-7 )*t*sex Es a3-7*t*sex pD (a3-7) * t*sex ΦD
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(a 3; a4-17)*t*sex ED (a3-17)*t* sex ᴪsD a1:a7-17;( a2; a3-6)*t*sex

After AIC selection (see Tables A1 to A4), the baseline model (R), was:
ps (a1; a2; a3; a4-7) + t + sex Φs (a1*helpm ; a2; a3; a4-7) + t Es a3; a4; a5-7 pD (a3; a4-7) +
t + sex ΦD (a3; a4-17) + t ED (a3; a4; a5-17) + t ᴪsD a1:a7-17; a2; a3; a4-7

Table 5.3. Multi-event model selection for capture. The parameterization of all other
parameters of the baseline model (initial state, survival, transition and reproduction) was
left unchanged. The number of parameters is indicated by k. The selected model is
highlighted with grey shading.
Model notation

k

Deviance

AICc

ΔAICc

p (a2; a3; a4-7) + t + sex
pD (a3; a4-17) + t + sex

64

6292.76

6420.76

0.00

p (a2; a3; a4-17) + t + sex

62

6298.47

6422.47

1.71

ps (a2; a3; a4-7) + t
pD (a3; a4-17) + t

63

6297.55

6423.55

2.79

p (a2; a3; a4; a5-17) + t + sex

63

6298.47

6424.47

3.71

ps (a2; a3-7) + t + sex
pD (a3-17) + t + sex

62

6300.73

6424.73

3.97

p (a2; a3; a4-17) + t

61

6303.27

6425.27

4.51

p (a2; a3; a4; a5; a6-17) + t + sex

64

6298.46

6426.46

5.7

p (a2; a3; a4; a5; a6; a7-17) + t + sex

65

6297.37

6427.37

6.61

p (a2 : a17) + t + sex

76

6278.82

6430.82

10.06

p (a2-17) + t + sex

60

6376.43

6496.43

75.67

ps (a2; a3; a4-7) + sex
pD (a3; a4-17) + sex

42

6439.75

6523.75

102.99

p (a2; a3; a4-17) + sex

40

6446.42

6526.42

105.66

s
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Table 5.4. Multi-event model selection for the initial state. The parameterization of all
other parameters of the baseline model (recapture, survival, transition and reproduction)
was left unchanged. The number of parameters is indicated by k. The selected model is
highlighted with grey shading.
Model notation

k

Deviance

AICc

ΔAICc

stade (1:2) + stade (3) + stade (4:5) + sex + t

86

6240.86

6412.86

0.00

stade (1:2) + stade (3) + stade (4:5) + t

85

6247.55

6417.55

4.69

stade (1:2) + stade (3) + stade (4:5) + sex

64

6291.18

6419.18

6.32

stade (1:2) + stade (3) + stade (4:5)

63

6293.55

6419.55

6.69

stade (1:2) + stade (3) + stade (4) + stade (5)

64

6292.76

6420.76

7.9

stade (1:2) + stade (3:5)

62

6322.45

6446.45

33.59

Table 5.5. Multi-event model selection for transition. The parameterization of all other
parameters of the baseline model (initial state, recapture, survival and reproduction) was
left unchanged. The number of parameters is indicated by k. The selected model is
highlighted with grey shading.

Model notation

k

Deviance

AICc

ΔAICc

ᴪsD a1:a7-17; a2; a3; a4-6

87

6235.53

6409.53

0.00

ᴪsD a1:a7-17; a2; a3; a4-6 + sex

88

6233.68

6409.68

0.15

ᴪsD a1:a7-17; a2; a3; a4; a5-6

88

6234.28

6410.28

0.75

ᴪsD a1:a7-17; a2; a3; a4; a5; a6

89

6232.74

6410.74

1.21

ᴪsD a1:a7-17; a2; a3; a4-6 + t

109

6192.81

6410.81

1.28
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Table 5.6. Multi-event model selection for reproduction. The parametrization of all other
parameters of the baseline model (initial state, recapture, transition and survival) was left
unchanged. The number of parameters is indicated by k. The selected model is
highlighted with grey shading.

Model notation

k

Deviance

AICc

ΔAICc

Es a3; a4; a5-7 ED (a3; a4; a5-17) + t

90

6190.33

6370.33

0.00

Es a3; a4; a5-7 ED (a3; a4; a5-17) + t + sex

91

6188.74

6370.74

0.41

Es a3; a4-7 ED (a3; a4; a5-17) + t

89

6197.70

6375.70

5.37

Es a3; a4-7 ED (a3; a4; a5-17) + t + sex

90

6196.14

6376.14

5.81

Es a3; a4-7 ED (a3; a4; a5; a6-17) + t + sex

91

6196.00

6377.00

6.67

Es a3; a4-7 ED (a3; a4; a5; a6; a7-17) + t + sex

92

6195.95

6379.95

9.62

Es a3; a4; a5-7 ED (a3; a4-17) + t + sex

90

6202.16

6382.16

11.83

Es (a3; a4; a5-7)+ t ED (a3; a4; a5-17) + t

113

6158.60

6384.60

14.27

Es a3; a4-7 + t ED (a3; a4; a5-17) + t

112

6162.46

6386.46

16.13

Es a3; a4-7 + t ED (a3; a4; a5-17).sex + t

115

6157.26

6387.26

16.93

Es a3; a4-7 ED (a3-17) + t + sex

89

6209.36

6387.36

17.03

Es a3; a4; a5-7 ED (a3-17) + t + sex

90

6208.06

6388.06

17.73

Es a3; a4-7 ED (a3; a4-17) + t + sex

89

6210.38

6388.39

18.06

Es a3-7 ED (a3-17) + t + sex

88

6217.63

6393.63

23.3

Es a3; a4; a5-7 ED (a3; a4; a5-17) + sex

69

6444.47

6582.47

196.01

Es a3; a4-7 ED (a3; a4; a5-17) + t

68

6451.45

6587.45

207.5

Es (a3; a4; a5-7) + t ED a3; a4; a5-17

91

6411.80

6593.80

223.47
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION S2. Model averaging

As specified in Material and Methods section, when several candidate models were
competitive (i.e. differences in AIC less than 2), we performed a multi-model inference
based on AIC weights (wi) to produce mean estimates averaged across the different
models of interest. In Alpine marmots, in the analyse of the age-specific variation in
survival, models including a threshold at six, seven and eight years of age were
competitive. For this reason, we built a model averaging following Burnham and
Anderson (2002) and obtained estimations with SE (Table B2).
Table 5.7. Model selection for the effects of threshold age on survival of dominant Alpine
marmots. ΦD corresponds to survival of dominant individuals. Ti corresponds to a constant
survival until the age of i followed by a linear decline with increasing age. AICc: Akaike
Information Criterion corrected for small sample sizes; k: number of identifiable
parameters; ΔAICc: difference in AICc with the best model of the set; Wi: AICc weight.
Model notation

k

Deviance

AICc

ΔAICc

Wi

ΦDT8 + t

113

6108.39

6334.39

0.00

0.43

ΦDT7 + t

113

6108.48

6334.48

0.09

0.41

ΦDT6 + t

113

6110.36

6336.36

1.97

0.16

Table 5.8. Estimation of the model averaging including threshold ages at six, seven and
eight years of age as covariates with standard errors.
Age

Survival

SElow

SEup

2

0.788

0.769

0.805

3

0.788

0.769

0.805

4

0.788

0.769

0.805

5

0.788

0.769

0.805

6

0.788

0.769

0.805

7

0.783

0.763

0.802

8

0.762

0.733

0.789

9

0.715

0.685

0.743

10

0.662

0.622

0.700

11

0.605

0.548

0.659

12

0.545

0.469

0.619
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13

0.484

0.390

0.578

14

0.423

0.317

0.537

15

0.364

0.251

0.495

16

0.309

0.194

0.454
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION S3. Onset and rate of senescence in solitary and social
sciurids

We collected information on age-specific survival in sciurids living in free-ranging
conditions using the keywords “life table”, “age-specific variation in survival”,
“survival senescence”, “actuarial senescence” in the topic window of Web of
Knowledge. We ended up with a dataset of 10 sciurid species for which estimates of
age-specific survival were available for females. As we estimated senescence rate in
Alpine marmots on a logit scale, we transformed age-specific survival of sciurid
females to the logit of survival from the 11 studies found. We estimated the onset of
senescence between the age at first reproduction and the two thirds of life and we
estimated the rate of senescence between the onset of senescence and the maximum
longevity.

Table 5.9. Onset and rate of senescence for published studies investigating age-specific
variation in survival in female sciurids (n = 11 species). Social degree (0: non social, 1:
social), ref (references). In grey, the population of Alpine marmots under study.
Species

Onset of
senescence
(years)

Rate of
senescence
(logit scale)

Longevity
(year)

Body mass
(kg)

Social
degree

Ref

Cynomys ludovicianus

2

-0.42

7

0.737

1

1, 2, 3

Marmota flaviventris

3

-0.11

14

2.792

1

4, 2, 5

Marmota marmota

6

-0.25

16

3.518

1

Our study, 6

Sciurus carolinensis

1

-0.42

7

0.513

0

7, 2, 8

Spermophilus armatus

1.75

-0.64

4

0.347

1

9, 2, 10

Spermophilus beldingi

6

-0.49

8

0.265

0

11, 2, 12

Spermophilus brunneus

4

-1.55

7

0.117

0

13, 2, 14

Spermophilus lateralis

4

-2.48

6

0.159

0

15, 2, 12

Spermophilus townsendi

2

-0.29

3

0.183

0

16, 2, 17

Tamias striatus

4

-0.36

11

0.094

0

18, 2, 19

Tamiasciurus hudsonicus

2

-0.31

7

0.213

0

20, 2, 21

[1] Hoogland (1995), [2] Hayssen (2008), [3] Lukas and Clutton-Brock (2012), [4] Schwartz et al. (1998),
[5] Blumstein et al. (2004), [6] Allainé (2000), [7] Mosby (1969), [8] Leaver et al. (2007), [9] Slade and
Balph (1974), [10] Eshelman and Sonnemann (2000), [11] Sherman and Morton (1984), [12] Isler and
van Schaik (2012), [13] Sherman and Runge 2002, [14] Yensen and Sherman (1997), [15] Bronson
(1979), [16] Smith and Johnson 1985, [17] Ebensperger et al. (2012), [18] Tyron and Snyder (1973), [19]
Martin and Réale (2008), [20] Descamps et al. (2008), [21] Flyger and Gates (1982).
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Figure 5.3. The effect of social status (solitaire and social) on the rate of senescence.
Filled circles represent mean rate of senescence per social status with their associated
standard error bars. Open circles represent the raw data.
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CHAPTER 6

SEX-SPECIFIC RESPONSES OF ACTUARIAL SENESCENCE TO EARLY AND
ADULT SOCIAL ENVIRONMENTS: EVIDENCE IN A HIGHLY SOCIAL
MAMMAL

This chapter is in preparation for publication
Berger V, Lemaître JF, Allainé D, Gaillard JM, Cohas A. 2015.

Photography: Carole et Denis Favre-Bonvin.
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Abstract
We assessed the sex-specific influence of social factors both in early life and during
adulthood on actuarial senescence in a cooperative breeder mammal, by taking advantage
of an extensive dataset spanning 25 years of study in free-ranging Alpine marmots. The
presence of helpers early in life had opposite influence between sexes. Early presence of
helpers caused actuarial senescence to occur earlier and to be stronger in males, whereas
females benefited from having helpers early in life by living for longer. On the other
hand, the presence of helpers during adulthood had a positive influence in both sexes by
delaying actuarial senescence and decreasing its strength. These findings provide a first
evidence that social factors shape actuarial senescence in a complex way, involving
differential responses depending on the timing of social factors and on sex.
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6.1. INTRODUCTION
Actuarial senescence, the increase of annual mortality with age, has been increasingly
documented in wild age-structured populations, especially in the last decade (review in
Nussey et al. 2013, Jones et al. 2014). There is now compelling evidence that
senescence displays highly variable patterns across the tree of life (Jones et al. 2014).
Senescence also varies among individuals within a population, mostly in response to
variation in environmental conditions early in life. For instance, in red deer (Cervus
elaphus), female born in years of high population density senesce faster (Nussey et al.
2007). Moreover, in great tits (Parus major), immigrant females showed faster
senescence than locally born females (Bouwhuis et al. 2010). However, whether the
social environment of individuals influences the timing or the strength of senescence in
social species such as communal, cooperative breeder or eusocial species, in which
relatives help in raising young, has been poorly investigated. As the presence and/ or the
number of individuals in the social group can influence life history trajectories of their
relatives (Bourke et al. 2007, Brouwer et al. 2012, Berger et al. 2015a), sociality should
play a non-negligible role in shaping senescence.
Helping individuals influence individuals' trajectory from birth to late life in their
social groups. For example, the number of helpers the first year of life increases
longevity of dominant females in Alpine marmots (Marmota marmota) (Berger et al.
2015a), prolongs reproductive life in red wolves (Canis rufus) (Sparkman et al. 2011)
and increases the probability that pup gain access to reproduction in meerkats (Russell
et al. 2007). Few studies have investigated the influence of sociality on senescence. In
insect societies, the division of labour leads to different rates of senescence among
worker castes. In the weaver ant (Oecophylla smaragdina), the major workers
performing the most risky tasks outside the nest display a faster senescence than the
minor workers staying within the highly protected arboreal nest (Chapuisat and Keller
2002). However, in females of both meerkats and wolves (Canis lupus), no effect of the
number of helpers nor of pack size during adult life could have been detected on the rate
of reproductive senescence (Sharp and Clutton-Brock 2010, Stahler et al. 2013). While
a recent study has shown that early and adult social environments had additive and
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independent influences on fitness and its components (Berger et al. 2015a), no study to
date has investigated the influence of social factors experienced in early life and during
adulthood on senescence patterns.
Sex-specific differences in helping occurs in birds and mammals. In the sociable
weaver (Philetairus socius), Paquet et al. (2015) showed that helpers at birth increased
survival in females but decreased it in males. In red wolves, helper number at birth
increase the lifetime reproductive success in males but not in males (Sparkman et al.
2011). In Alpine marmots, Lardy et al. (2015) showed that lifetime reproductive success
increased with the average number of same-sex subordinates until an optimum. The
differential effect of helpers between sexes could lead to sex-differences in ageing.
Evidence of sex-specific senescence patterns are growing on various life history traits
(e.g. Clutton-Brock and Isvaran 2007 in survival; Tafani et al. 2013, Beirne et al. 2015
in body mass; Nussey et al. 2009 in reproduction). Males showed shorter lifespan and
faster senescence than females. However, factors leading to sex-specific variation in
ageing are poorly investigated. In European badgers (Meles meles), Beirne et al. (2015)
suggested that early intra-sexual competition explained sex-differences in ageing. The
role of sociality on sex-specific variation in senescence has not been yet investigated.
Taking advantage of an exceptionally detailed individual-based longitudinal
monitoring, we investigate the influence of helpers both at birth and during adulthood
on the actuarial senescence of dominant Alpine marmots. Alpine marmot is a long-lived
mammal, the age of dominant varying from 2 to 16 years. Alpine marmots are
cooperative breeder rodents living in family groups typically including a dominant pair,
sexually mature and immature (yearling) subordinates, and pups of the year (Perrin et
al. 1993). Subordinates are non-breeders, and delay both dispersal and reproduction.
They play a role on anti-predator alarm, on play-fights with young, on maintenance of
the burrow (Lardy 2011) and on warming juveniles during hibernation (Allainé and
Theuriau 2004). We expected that the number of helpers early in life and during adult
life should postpone and/or decrease the strength of senescence in both sexes.
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6.2. METHODS
STUDY SPECIES
Alpine marmots are territorial, socially monogamous and cooperative breeding
ground-dwelling squirrels (Allainé 2000). They live in family groups of

2 to 16

individuals composed of a dominant pair, sexually mature (individuals from two years
of age onwards) and immature (individuals of one year of age) subordinates of both
sexes, and offspring of the year (Allainé 2000). All family members share the same
territory that is mainly defended by the dominant pair.
The status of dominance is established for several years until the dominant
marmot will be evicted by another individual or will die (Lardy et al. 2011). Within
family groups, reproduction is highly skewed towards the dominant pair (Cohas et al.
2006). Dominants mate during the 15 days following the emergence from hibernation
(i.e. from early to late April). After 30 days of gestation, dominant females give birth to
the sole litter of the year. The altricial offspring stay in the natal burrow during 40 days
and once weaned emerge above ground between mid-June and mid-July. At sexual
maturity (i.e. two years of age), an individual can stay as a subordinate in its natal group
and can delay dispersal for one or several years or attempt to become dominant by
either inheriting the dominance status in its natal group or by dispersing to gain
dominance in another territory. An individual never joins another family group as a
subordinate.
Subordinates are both sexually immature and sexually mature males and females
that delay dispersal for one or several years. The reproduction of subordinates is
inhibited by the same-sex dominant individual through aggressive behaviour (Arnold &
Diatami 1997, Hackländer et al. 2003). Aggressiveness undergone by subordinates
results in a high level of corticosteroids limiting testes maturation and spermatogenesis
in subordinate males (Arnold and Diatami 1997), and in the failure of embryo
implantation and development in subordinate females (Hackländer et al. 2003).
Reproductive suppression is often not complete in subordinate males that can
sometimes sire extra-pair young while subordinate females experience complete
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reproductive suppression (Cohas et al. 2006). Only subordinate males are considered
helpers. Indeed, all group members hibernate together from mid-October to early April.
Hibernation is a cyclic process involving a succession of hypothermia and euthermia
phases (Arnold 1990). All family members do not have the same length and rhythm of
hibernation, and at each cycle, subordinate males wake up earlier and have longer
euthermic periods than other family members, thus warming the burrow (Arnold 1988).
Consequently, the presence of subordinate males in a family group increases the
probability of offspring to survive their first hibernation (Allainé and Theuriau 2004)
but subordinate males pay costs of these energy expenditures in terms of body mass loss
(Arnold 1990).
FIELD PROCEDURES
From 1990 to 2014, we monitored, using both capture-mark-recapture methods and
observations, a wild population of Alpine marmots located in La Grande Sassière nature
reserve (2340 m a.s.l., French Alps, 45°29'N, 6°59'E). Marmots from 24 territories were
captured annually, between mid-April and mid-July, using two-doors live traps baited
with dandelions (Taraxacum densleonis). Traps were placed near the entrances of the
main burrows in order to assign each captured individual to its family group. Once
captured, individuals were anesthetized with Zolétil 100 (0.1 ml.kg-1), sexed, and their
social status was confirmed through examination of sexual characteristics (scrotum for
males and teats for females). All individuals were marked using a transponder and a
numbered metal ear-tag placed on the right ear of females and on the left ear of males
for permanent individual recognition. An additional coloured plastic ear-tag was placed
on the opposite ear of dominant individuals. Thanks to daily observations, we further
assessed the number of individuals of each sex and age class (offspring of the year,
yearling and adult) for each family group and we used scent marking behaviour to
confirm the identity of the dominant pair (Cohas et al. 2008).
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AGE
We measured age (in years) from birth to death for all dominant individuals that died
during the course of the study. We assigned the age of 0 to offspring. We knew exactly the
age of dominant individuals born on the study site (62 females, 56 males), but not the age
of immigrants (18 females, 36 males). As most marmots disperse at two years of age and
almost never reproduce before three years of age (0 out of 62 known aged females and 3
out of 56 known aged males), we assigned the age of three to immigrants when they
became dominant.
SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT
For each individual, we recorded the presence of helpers at birth as the presence of
subordinate males in the natal family group at its birth (i.e. early social environment),
and the presence of helpers over the dominance tenure length (i.e. adult social
environment) as the number of year subordinate males that were present over its entire
dominance tenure divided by the duration (in years) of its dominance tenure. We
recorded early social environment for 41 females and 38 males and adult social
environment for 54 females and 64 males. The number of helpers at birth and the
average number of helpers over the dominance tenure length were nor correlated (R =
0.126, t = 1.01, df = 63, p = 0.32).
STATISTICAL ANALYSES
The exact age of death was known for all individuals in the data set. We consequently did
not need to correct for the confounding effects of imperfect detection on survival
estimates (Gimenez et al., 2008). We thus modelled survival as a function of age using
accelerated failure-time models fitted with the function ‘‘survreg’’ in the R ‘‘survival’’
package (Therneau, 2014). These parametric models assume that the effect of a covariate
accelerate or decelerate the survival curve by a constant and are particularly appropriated
to analyse senescence because they provide estimations of covariates effects on ageing
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patterns (Swindell 2009). The response variable was the proportion of individuals
surviving to each age. In a first model, we tested for the effect of early social factors on
the age-specific survival by including the presence of helpers at birth, the sex of the
individual and their first order interaction. In a second model, we tested for the effect of
adult social factors on the age-specific survival by including the presence of helpers over
the dominance tenure length, the sex of the individual and their first order interaction. We
further incorporated individual frailty (sensu Vaupel et al. 1979) as a normally distributed
random effect with one degree of freedom, using the function frailty (Therneau 2014).
Indeed, selective disappearance (via fertility and viability selections, Fisher 1930) leads to
the over-representation of individuals with high performance at old ages, thus masking
senescence (Vaupel and Yashin 1985, Nussey et al. 2008). Frailty models assume that
each individual has a constant and fixed probability of dying at a given age relative to
other individuals in the population (Vaupel et al. 1979). For instance, an individual with a
frailty of five will have a probability to die at any age five times higher than the average
probability of dying at the same age among all individuals.
First, we determined which survival function – Weibull, Gaussian, exponential,
extreme or logistic – best described the data by comparing model fit using AIC. For all
analyses, a Weibull distribution best described the data (Appendix A). Thus, the
proportion of individuals surviving to each age was modelled as S(x) = exp(-(x/a)b) where
a is the scale parameter and b is the shape parameter. Although the two-parameter Weibull
models constrain mortality to be null from the first age to the next (see Gaillard et al.
2004), dominant alpine marmots never reach dominance before two years of age,
meaning that they could not die between 0 and 2 years of age. The use of two-parameter
Weibull models was therefore suitable. Second, we assessed in a first model the statistical
significance of the interaction between sex and the presence of helpers at birth and in a
second model the statistical significance of the interaction between sex and the presence
of helpers during adult life. Third, model fit was evaluated based upon a graphical
comparison between empirical Kaplan-Meier survival curves and predicted survival
curves generated from the AFT model (Appendix B).
The biological interpretation of the two parameters of the Weibull model is not
straightforward. Some authors looked for combinations of scale and shape parameters to
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assess patterns of variation in survival patterns (e.g. Lynch and Fagan 2009 across
mammalian species). To illustrate the differences in survival patterns at old ages in
relation to sex and to the presence of helpers both early in life and during adulthood, we
defined a set of metrics describing senescence and longevity. From the estimations of the
Weibull model, we defined the onset of senescence as the age at which the acceleration of
the increase in the proportion of dying individuals was the strongest. This age corresponds
to the earlier age at which the second derivative of the cumulative survival function
estimated from the model reaches an extremum. We further searched for the age at which
the senescence rate is the highest. This age corresponds to the age at the inflection point
of the cumulative survival curve. We estimated the rate of senescence as the survival
slope between the predicted ages where 50% (lx=0.5) and 10% (lx=0.1) of dominants are
still alive in the population (see Bronikowski et al. 2011 for an application to Primates).
We measured the predicted longevity as the predicted age when 10% of dominants are
still alive. To assess the robustness of our modelling approach, we further defined two
metrics directly from the observed case-dependent survival curves (i.e., observed l x
series). We thus estimated the rate of senescence from the raw data as the survival slope
between the observed ages where 50% and 10% of dominants are still alive in the
population and the longevity as the observed age at which 10% of individuals are still
alive.
Finally, helpers at each stage of the life cycle could contribute to individual
heterogeneity. To test for the contribution of helpers at birth and helpers during adult life
to the variance of the frailty component, we considered only individuals for which we
knew the presence/absence of both helpers at birth and during adult life. We created two
datasets: one with females only and one with males only. For each dataset, we estimated
Vf for the model with no covariate, the model including the presence of helpers at birth as
a covariate, the model including the presence helpers during adult life and the model
including both the presence/absence of helpers at birth and during adult life. We tested for
each models whether the variance of the random effect was statistically significant based
on LRT tests between the model of interest and the corresponding one not including the
frailty component.
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6.3. RESULTS
The influence of helpers in early life was sex-specific. Indeed, in females, the presence
of helpers the year of birth was strongly beneficial for longevity through postponing
senescence and decreasing its strength (Table 6.1., Figure 6.1.). On the contrary, the
presence of helpers the year of birth led to an earlier and stronger senescence in males
(Table 6.1., Figure 6.1.). The onset of senescence was delayed by 2.55 years and the rate
of senescence decreased by a factor of 1.35 between females born with and without
helpers while the onset of senescence was earlier of 1.76 years and the rate increased by
a factor of 1.25 between males born with and without helpers. Predicted and observed
longevities showed the same trend, females born with helpers at birth lived 1.38 times
longer than those born without helpers at birth. Males born without helpers at birth lived
1.27 times longer than males with helpers at birth.

Figure 6.1. Effects of the presence and absence of helpers at birth on the cumulative
survival of dominant male (in blue) and female (in red) Alpine marmots. Blue and red
lines represent the predicted cumulative survival and their associated standard error
(dashed) obtained from the best Weibull model including an interaction between sex and
helpers at birth. Thick and thin lines correspond to the presence and absence of helpers at
birth, respectively.
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On the other hand, the presence of helpers during adult life was beneficial for both
sexes: the presence of helpers during adult life postponed senescence and decreased its
strength in female and male dominant marmots (Table 6.1., Figure 6.2.). Senescence
was delayed by 4.37 years in females and 4.96 years in males and its intensity decreased
by a factor of 2.11 in females and 1.73 in males when they benefit from the presence of
helpers during adult life and longevity was twice-longer.

Figure 6.2. Effects of the presence and absence of helpers during adult life on the
cumulative survival of dominant male (in blue) and female (in red) Alpine marmots. Blue
and red lines represent the predicted cumulative survival and their associated standard
error (dashed) obtained from the best Weibull model including an interaction between sex
and helpers during adult life. Thick and thin lines correspond to the presence and absence
of helpers during adult life, respectively.
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Table 6.1. Characterization of the predicted and observed survival curves for dominant male and female Alpine marmots in the presence and absence of
helpers at birth and during adult life. Predicted curves were obtained from the best Weibull model including an interaction between sex and helpers and
were characterized by the onset of senescence, senescence onset, defined as the age at which the acceleration of the increase in the proportion of dying
individuals is maximal, the age at which the senescence rate is the highest, age at maximal senescence rate. Both predicted and observed curves were
characterized by the rate of senescence, rate[50%-10%], defined as the survival slope between the ages where 50% (l x=0.5) and 10% (lx=0.1) of
dominants were predicted or observed to be still alive and the longevity, longevity[10%] as the age when 10% of dominants were predicted or observed to
be still alive. Whenever possible, parameters are given with the corresponding standard error.

Obtained from the predicted
survival curves
Obtained from
the observed
survival curves

Characteristics of senescence patterns

Helpers at birth
Absence
Presence
Female
Male
Female
Male
Senescence onset 6.21 ± 0.64

Helpers during adult life
Absence
Presence
Female
Male
Female
Male

7.74 ± 0.63

8.76 ± 0.67

5.98 ± 0.66

4.93 ± 0.44

3.44 ± 0.48

9.30 ± 0.52

8.40 ± 0.57

Age at maximal
senescence rate

8.65 ± 0.64

10.70 ± 0.63

12.07 ± 0.67

8.34 ± 0.66

6.62 ± 0.44

4.71 ± 0.48

12.24 ± 0.52

11.09 ± 0.57

Rate[50%-10%]

-0.13
[-0.21;-0.09]

-0.10
[-0.15;-0.08]

-0.09
[-0.13;-0.07]

-0.13
[-0.23; -0.09]

-0.18
[ -0.30;-0.13]

-0.24
[-0.56; -0.16]

-0.11
[-0.14;-0.09]

-0.11
[-0.13; -0.01]

Longevity [10%] 11.62 ± 0.64

14.29 ± 0.63

16.08 ± 0.67

11.21 ± 0.67

8.62 ± 0.45

6.20 ± 0.47

15.71 ± 0.52

14.26 ± 0.57

Rate[50%-10%]

-0.11

-0.09

-0.10

-0.12

-0.21

-0.47

-0.12

-0.09

Longevity [10%]

7

8

10

7

6

5.5

12.5

11

Both male and female dominant Alpine marmots showed significant individual
heterogeneity in age-specific survival (Table 6.2.). While the helping context at birth did
not impact the individual heterogeneity observed in males (Vf =0.0022 vs 0.0021) and
in females (Vf =0.0022 vs 0.0019), the helping context during adult life reduced
similarly the amount of individual heterogeneity in both sexes (males: -45.46 % of Vf,
females: -31.82 % of Vf). However, despite taking into account these helping contexts,
a significant amount of individual heterogeneity in age-specific survival remained in
both sexes (Table 6.2.).

Table 6.2. Contribution of helpers at birth and during adult life to individual
heterogeneity in dominant male and female Alpine marmots. The variance of the frailty
components (Vf) were estimated from Weibull models including an intercept only
(Constant), the presence of helpers at birth (Helpers at birth) and the presence of
helpers during adult life (Helpers during adult life) as covariates.

Model
Constant
Helpers at birth
Helpers during adult life

Female

Male

Vf

Likelihood ratio test

Vf

0.0022

χ = 8.2 ; df =1 ; p<0.01

0.0022

χ2 = 7

0.0019

χ = 6.8 ; df = 1 ; p<0.01

0.0021

χ = 6.2 ; df = 1; p = 0.01

0.0015

χ = 8.2 ; df = 1 ; p<0.01

0.0012

χ2 = 8

2
2
2

Likelihood ration test
; df = 1; p <0.01

2

; df = 1; p <0.01

6.4. DISCUSSION
We provided the first evidence that the effect of helpers at birth had differential effect on
females and males. Females benefiting from the presence of helpers in early life
displayed a slower and later senescence than females suffering from the absence of
helpers. On the contrary, dominant males with helpers in early life senesced faster and
earlier than males without helpers at early life stages. The presence of helpers during
adult life was highly beneficial for both female and male dominant marmots. We
showed that dominant Alpine marmots of both sexes display individual heterogeneity in
survival. To date, only one study in roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) estimated the
variance of frailty component using the same method and did not detect any effect
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(Plard et al. 2015). Indeed, the variance of frailty component varied between 0.07 and
0.15. Additionally, we showed that helpers contributed in the same way to the individual
heterogeneity in each sexes. While helpers at birth did not influence the individual
heterogeneity, helpers during adulthood contributed markedly to the individual
heterogeneity.
Very few studies have quantified the effect of helpers on senescence and they
were focused on female reproduction (e.g. Sharp and Clutton-Brock 2010, Stahler et al.
2013). Interactive effects between age and the yearly group and pack size in meerkats
and wolves respectively, influenced litter size, but no effect was detected on the rate of
reproductive senescence. Our findings in Alpine marmots therefore provide a first
evidence that of the number of helpers at birth and during adulthood influence the
strength of actuarial senescence in dominant females. Helpers at birth, which are
beneficial for female LRS and longevity (Berger et al. 2015a), allow dampening the
senescence costs by postponing senescence and decreasing its intensity (this study). The
presence of helpers at birth might contribute to decrease delayed costs of growth and of
somatic maintenance during early life. According to the principle of allocation (Cody
1966), all the energy saved by the presence of helpers can be potentially re-allocated
into the maintenance of the organism and could delay senescence and decrease its
intensity (Lemaître et al. 2015).
Surprisingly, while the presence of helpers at birth had the expected positive
influence on juvenile survival of both sexes (Allainé and Theuriau 2004), it had a
detrimental effect on late life survival of males. In red wolves (Canis rufus), another
mammalian cooperative breeder, the presence of helpers at birth leads to increase pup
mass and juvenile survival and thereby has long-term fitness benefits for females. On
the other hand, the presence of helpers at birth is associated with decreasing lifetime
reproductive success for males (Sparkman et al. 2011). The authors suggested that
helpers could have long-term sex-specific detrimental costs and hypothesized that the
presence of helpers could change the early-late life trade-off for pup males by favouring
growth and reproductive performance in early life. Such increased energy expenditures
in early life could have late life costs and thus lead to both an earlier onset and a
stronger intensity of senescence. More investigations on the influence of helpers on pup
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mass are needed to validate this interpretation in Alpine marmots.
In addition, the recent work by Paquet et al. (2015) on the sociable weaver
(Philetairus socius), a cooperative breeder bird, highlighted opposite responses of
sex-specific adult survival to changes in the number of helpers. Increasing number of
helpers was beneficial for females at young breeding ages, whereas it was detrimental
for males. However, contrary to our findings in marmots, the opposite responses of
sexes to changes in the number of helpers vanished when individuals were older. The
authors proposed that intra-sexual competition could cause the negative effect of the
presence of helpers on male survival at all ages. In female meerkats (Suricatta suricata)
intra-sexual competition markedly influences reproductive senescence patterns.
Dominant females having a larger number of female subordinates during their adult life
had faster reproductive senescence. However, the interpretation of the negative effect of
the presence of helpers at birth on male late life survival is not straightforward. In lions
(Panthera leo), another high social mammalian species, sexually mature and related
males disperse together and form coalitions (Packer et al. 1991). Such a behaviour has
also been observed in Alpine marmots although not frequently. A coalition, which
involves the simultaneous arrival of several intruders, makes easier the chase of a
dominant male. In such conditions, however, while one subordinate male becomes the
new dominant, its brothers still in the territory are not likely to stay as subordinates and
should become soon potential intruders. Fighting with lots of brothers should be more
costly than fighting with a low number of brothers. Thus, males born in years with low
number of helpers are likely to disperse alone or with fewer brothers than males born in
years with a high number of helpers.
The negative effect of helpers at birth on male senescence can be the result of a
differential viability selection between males and females. In roe deers (Capreolus
capreolus), the high juvenile mortality experienced by females entailed females to
display longer lifespan than males (Garratt et al. 2015). In Alpine marmots, the first
hibernation is the critical period in their life history. Indeed, only 40% of pup survive to
the first hibernation and afterwards, annual survival is high and quite constant (between
0.85 and 0.92) (Cohas 2007a). However, our analyses contained only dominant
individuals, they have thus crossed the critical stage of the first hibernation with the
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presence or not of helpers. The negative effect of helpers at birth on male senescence is
thus not likely to be the result of a differential viability selection between sexes.
We also showed that the presence of helpers during adult life markedly delayed
the onset of senescence and decreased its intensity in both sexes. These results are in
line with the 'load lightening' hypothesis (Crick 1992), which states that dominant
individuals may profit from helping to reduce their parental investment, thereby
improving their survival and lifetime reproductive success. In Alpine marmots,
increasing the number of helpers leads to increase juvenile survival (Allainé and
Theuriau 2004), longevity and lifetime reproductive success of dominant females
(Berger et al. 2015a). The presence of helpers during adult life likely leads to decrease
reproductive costs of dominant females.
Social factors such as social status (e.g. Chapuisat and Keller 2002, Sharp and
Clutton-Brock 2010) can explain individual differences in survival, in reproduction and
senescence. Our results showed that helpers during adulthood contributed to the
individual heterogeneity in survival but not helpers at birth. The contribution of helpers
during adulthood to individual differences is similar between sexes. We thus provided
evidence that helpers during adult life explain individual differences and the diversity of
actuarial senescence patterns in Alpine marmots.
Our findings provide evidence that social factors both early in life and during
adulthood shape senescence with sex-specific influences. Moreover, we highlighted that
differential social conditions in adulthood contribute to the amount of individual
differences. Our study thus demonstrates how important the interplay between social
factors and sex is for shaping observed survival patterns.
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Appendix A. Weibull distribution best describes the data

We determined which survival function – Weibull, Gaussian, exponential, extreme or
logistic – best described the data by comparing model fit using AIC. We selected the
best model based on the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC). We calculated AIC
weights (wi) to assess the relative likelihood of each model to be the best among all the
fitted models (Burnham and Anderson 2002) and selected the model with the lowest
AIC as the final model. When the difference of AIC (noted △AIC) between 2 competing
models was within 2 units, we retained the simplest model to satisfy parsimony rules.
Table 6.3. Model selection for the distribution of cumulative survival. k: the number of
parameters ; AIC: Akaike Information Criterion ; ΔAICc: difference in AICc between the
candidate model and the model of the set with the lowest AICc; Wi: AICc weight. The
best model is in bold and the best model overall is highlighted with grey shading.

Model

k

AICc

ΔAICc

Wi

Weibull

2

551.04

0.00

0.63

Lognormal

2

552.850

1.81

0.25

Loglogistic

2

554.48

3.43

0.11

Gaussian

2

562.52

11.47

<0.01

Exponential

2

747.43

196.38

<0.01

Weibull

2

806.18

0.00

0.96

Loglogistic

2

812.54

6.36

0.04

Gaussian

2

823.03

16.86

<0.01

Lognormal

2

830.76

24.59

<0.01

Exponential

2

1155.09

348.91

<0.01

Helpers at birth (N=79)

Helpers during adult life (N=118)
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Appendix B. Fit of the Weibull model

We checked whether the Weibull model fitted the observed data by comparing
graphically empirical Kaplan-Meier survival curves and predicted survival curves
generated from the Weibull model. The predictions of the Weibull models are consistent
with estimates of Kaplan-Meier curves.

Figure 6.3. Modelled cumulative survival function and Kaplan-Meier plot according to
the presence (thick lines) and absence (thin and dotted lines) of helpers at birth. The red
lines correspond to female dominant marmots and the blue lines correspond to male
dominant marmots.
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Figure 6.4. Modelled cumulative survival function and Kaplan-Meier plot according to
the presence (thick lines) and absence (thin and dotted lines) of helpers during adult life.
The red lines correspond to female dominant marmots and the blue lines correspond to
male dominant marmots.
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CHAPTER 7

SOCIALITY SHAPES THE ONSET OF SENESCENCE IN MAMMALS

This chapter is an article in preparation for publication
Berger V, Tidière M, Allainé D, Cohas A, Gaillard JM, Lemaître JF. 2015.

Photography: National Geographic
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Abstract
A recent research field in evolutionary ageing looks for identifying factors influencing
senescence patterns. Studies investigating at the inter-specific the influence of sociality
on longevity reported contrasted results that made difficult the statement of a clear
prediction. However, evidence showed that sociality influences the timing of maturity,
the age at first reproduction and survival, as a consequence sociality influences
biological times. Biological times co-varying, sociality should shape senescence
patterns. No study has investigated the influence of sociality on senescence at the
inter-specific level. In this study, we used the age-specific variation in survival of 107
female mammals. We provided the first evidence that sociality is a reliable driver of the
onset of senescence. However, sociality did not influence the rate of senescence and
longevity. The costs linked to early life such as growth and early reproduction could be
reduced with sociality. Energy saved could be reallocated and delayed senescence. More
investigations are needed to understand the underlying mechanisms the influence of
sociality on senescence.
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7.1

INTRODUCTION

Actuarial senescence is defined as the increase of mortality rate with age. The recent
works of Nussey et al. (2013) and Jones et al. (2014) highlighted that senescence is
largely widespread across the tree of life. An important and growing field of research in
evolutionary ageing aims to identify and understand factors shaping senescence patterns
at the interspecific level. For example, previous studies revealed that the slow-fast
continuum was a strong predictors of the diversity of senescence patterns. Indeed,
species with a slow pace of life displayed a delayed onset of senescence and a decreased
rate of senescence (Jones et al. 2008). This study highlighted that the onset and the rate
of senescence are components of the pace of life. No study has yet investigated the
influence of sociality on actuarial senescence. Studies that have investigated the
influence of sociality on longevity have revealed contrasted results. They predicted that
longevity should be extended with sociality. Longevity increased with sociality in
insects (Keller and Genoud 1997), birds (Wasser and Sherman 2010) and mammals
(Bro-Jørgensen 2012). However, counter-examples are not rare such as in birds
(Blumstein and Møller 2008, Beauchamps 2010) and mammals (Kamilar et al. 2010).
The heterogeneity in the detection of longevity effect makes difficult the prediction of
the influence of sociality on senescence.
Yet, sociality is likely to influence senescence because sociality acts throughout
lifetime

and

influences

biological

times.

First,

sociality

decreases

environmentally-driven mortality risks (e.g. Keller and Genoud 1997). Indeed, some
social species live in environments protected by conspecifics that carefully watch for
predators, defend their habitat against intruders, huddle to warm up, and/or forage in
groups. As examples, numerous studies showed that the presence of helpers (siblings,
grand-mothers) leads to increased juvenile survival (Allainé and Theuriau 2004,
Lahdenperä et al. 2004, Russell et al. 2007, Sparkman et al. 2011, Brouwer et al. 2012)
and subsequent adult survival (Brouwer et al. 2012). Second, in ground squirrels,
Armitage (1981) showed that sociality has delayed maturity and delayed the age at first
reproduction. Sociality alters thus the timing of maturity and first reproduction.
Therefore, by decreasing mortality risks, delaying maturity, the first reproduction,
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sociality slows down the pace of life. Given that biological times co-vary (Stearns 1992,
Péron et al. 2010, Gaillard et al. 2015b), sociality, as a driver of biological time, should
co-varies with other biological times such as senescence. We can hypothesize that
whether sociality slows down the pace of life, it should delay senescence and/or
decrease its intensity.
At the interspecific level, the contrasted results of the influence of sociality on
longevity and this absence of study on the influence of sociality on senescence can
come from the fact that there is no existence of a clear classification of sociality even
across vertebrates. An explosion of sociality metrics can be found in literature (see 1.2.
in the general introduction). For example, Kamilar et al. (2010) used group size in
mammals as measure of sociality while Wasser and Sherman (2010) compared
longevity between solitary and social birds. Most of sociality metrics are discrete and
ordered variables (Perez-Barberia et al. 2007, Blumstein and Moller 2008, Lukas and
Clutton-Brock 2012). However, because of the constellation of social behaviours and
the social flexibility of species, sociality varies along a continuum and do not
correspond to a collection of non-overlapping boxes. Some researchers have provided
excellent classifications of sociality taking account social complexity and thus measured
sociality as a continuum (see Blumstein and Armitage 1998, Bordes et al. 2007), but
because of the difficulty to record social interactions such classifications were
performed only within taxa (e.g. orders). Entomologists were the first to propose a
classification of sociality based on care to pups. Refinements of the classification has
emerged from recent discussions (Costa and Fitzgerald 2005, Wcislo 2005, Silk et al.
2007) and allowed to create a continuum of sociality based on parental and allo-parental
care to pups. In the general introduction of the thesis, I tended to provide a classification
based on care to pups. I ranged species from solitary to cooperative breeding life (see
Table 1).
In light of this observation, it is becoming urgent to investigate whether sociality
influences senescence patterns and survival after correction for the allometry and the
pace of life. In this study, we address these issues using data from 107 mammal species
with a contrasting range of body size and sociality in females. We expected that
sociality should delay the onset of senescence, decrease the rate of senescence and
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increase longevity.

7.2

METHODS
LIFE TABLES AND AGE-SPECIFIC SURVIVAL

We collected information on age-specific survival in species living in free-ranging
conditions first, using the keywords “life table” in the topic window of Web of
Knowledge. We conducted our search protocol on papers citing the two “classic” papers
by Deevey (1947) and Caughley (1966). These two papers reported the first
comprehensive analyses of age-specific survival and are therefore likely to be quoted by
most relevant studies containing age-specific survival data for wild populations
(Lemaître and Gaillard 2013). We also extracted raw data on age-specific survival,
using data displayed in tables or in graphs. For the graphs, we extracted data using
OOodigitizer

version

0.3.1.

(http://extensions.services.openoffice.org/)

allowing

extraction of coordinates from graphs. We ended up with a dataset of 107 species with
estimates of age-specific survival for female mammals.
For 12 species, authors provided several life tables or age-specific survival data in
the same study from different populations (Alces alces, Capra aegagrus, Capreolus
capreolus, Cervus canadensis, Hemitragus jemlahicus, Muscardinus avellanarius,
Neovison vison, Odocoileus hemonius, Ovis aries, Ovis canadensis, Tamias striatus,
Vulpes vulpes). For 9 species, we collected different life tables in different authors of the
same species from different populations (Cervus canadensis, Connochaetes taurinus,
Lynx rufus, Meles meles, Mirounga angustirostris, Mirounga leonina, Mustela erminea,
Ovis aries, Pan troglodytes, Papio cynocephalus, Rangifer tarandus, Rupicapra
rupicapra, Syncerus caffer, Vulpes vulpes). In all cases, data from longitudinal studies
using or not CMR methods were chosen in priority. In the case of only low quality data
were provided (transversal data), we averaged survival per age.
For each population, we knew the number of individuals per age. When we can not
have access to the exact sample size (2 cases: Cynomys gunnisoni, Phocarctos hookeri),
we evaluated from the text whether the population is small or large. If small, we
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considered that 30 individuals occur at young ages and 100 if large.
SENESCENCE METRICS AND LONGEVITY
To measure female species-specific patterns of survival and senescence, we used three
different and complementary metrics: the onset of senescence, the rate of senescence
and the longevity.
Comparative analyses in evolutionary ageing used various metrics of onset and rate
of senescence to characterize patterns (Clutton-Brock and Isvaran 2007, Jones et al.
2008, 2014, Péron et al. 2010, Tidière et al. 2014, 2015). In our study, we extracted the
age-specific survival. Based on the Gompetz model, we transformed survival in
logarithm of mortality rate (log(M)) and constrained survival at 1 to be equal to 0.99.
Longevity
Longevity is not a direct measure of senescence because it does not include any
information about age-dependent survival, and is particularly sensitive to sample size
(larger samples increase the likelihood of having particularly long-lived individuals,
Krementz et al. 1989). However, longevity allows measuring the overall difference in
survival between species. We measured longevity as the age when 90% of individuals in
the population are dead (Moorad et al. 2012).
Onset of senescence
After the juvenile stage, the Gompertz model displays a constant mortality rate until a
threshold age beyond which mortality rate increases. We defined the onset of
senescence as the threshold age for which the logarithm of mortality rate increases
between the age at sexual maturity (Hamilton 1966) and the age at which only five
individuals were still alive. To determine the threshold age, we built models with a
varying threshold and selected the best model based on the Akaike’s Information
Criterion (AIC).
For 24 species, a very low number of individuals (between 1 and 3 individuals) were
present in the last third of life preventing us from finding a threshold age because at old
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ages survival is regularly equal to 1. In these cases, we measured the onset of
senescence between the age at first reproduction and the last twenty individuals alive.
Rate of senescence
The rate of senescence is established as the slope of the linear regression between the
age at the onset of senescence and the age when only five individuals were still alive
and when twenty individuals were still alive when a low number of individuals are
present in the last third of life. In 10 cases, the logarithm of mortality decreased with
age (Arctocephalus australis, Bos javanicus, Cebus capucinus, Dama dama, Macropus
agilis, Nycteris thebaica, Pecari tajacu, Pteropus conspicillatus, Saccopteryx bilineata,
Spermophilus beldingi), we did not include these species in analyses of the onset and
the rate of senescence because we tested the influence of sociality on actuarial
senescence, the decline of survival with age. For two species (Mustela nivalis, Mustela
putorius), the slope was estimated between only two ages, we thus removed these two
species from analyses of the onset and the rate of senescence.
SOCIALITY LEVEL
A continuum of sociality
We consider sociality as a continuum and we proposed a sociality metric based on
adult-adult, parent-pup and non parent-pup interactions (see section 2 in the general
introduction for more details). We extracted seven social spots in this continuum. The
lowest social level was represented by solitary species, often territorial, displaying no
interaction between conspecifics. Male-female interactions are restricted to the mating
period and only females rear pup. Mostly polygynous, gregarious species can form
groups of endless size (limited by the availability of resources) and was divided into
two sub-levels of sociality: gregarious species and gregarious species displaying
fostering behaviours (i.e allomaternal cares consisting in allosuckling). In species
organized in social groups, regular interactions between adults occur, including sexual,
cooperative, and teaching behaviours. Strong and reliable recognition and
communication occur among group members. As gregarious species, social group can
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be divided into to sub-levels of sociality. Indeed, some social groups do not provide
allo-parental care while in some species allopaternal care are provided by other
members of the group (males and/ or females) and also the grand-mother in
post-reproductive lifespan. In communal breeders, most adult females breed regularly
and share care such as allonursing or feeding offspring. Finally, in cooperative
breeders, a proportion of individuals do not breed regularly or delay reproduction (male
and/or female subordinates) and show alloparental care.
Sociality levels
We proposed an alternative classification based on Silk (2007). Indeed, Silk (2007)
proposed to rank high social species from plural breeders without communal care of
pups, plural breeders with communal care of pups to singular breeders with cooperative
care of pups. We proposed a simpler classification: solitary species, gregarious species,
plural breeder including social groups without and with allo-parental and communal
cares and singular breeders (See Table 7.1).

Table 7.1. Sociality continuum and levels in mammals
Sociality Continuum

Sociality level

1: Solitary

Solitary

2: Gregarious without allo-maternal cares

Gregarious

3: Gregarious with allo-maternal cares
4: Social group without allo-parental cares

Plural breeders

5: Social group with allo-parental cares
6: Communal breeding
7: Cooperative breeding

Singular breeders

CONFOUNDING VARIABLES
We tested the influence of sociality level on survival and senescence patterns. However,
several factors can influence log(M) independently from sociality.
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Species with a slow pace of life have slower senescence than species with a fast pace
of life (Jones et al. 2008, Péron et al. 2010, Ricklefs 2010). In absence of generational
time measure, the age at first reproduction is a good proxy of the pace of life (Gaillard
et al. 2005). Moreover, although BM and AFR are strongly correlated, indeed species
with large body mass display a slower pace of life, we added an allometric correction
because the effect of body mass can still persist on the variation of life history traits
after correcting for the slow-fast continuum (Stearns 1983, Gaillard et al. 2015b). For
each species, we collected the female age at first reproduction in years (AFR) and adult
female body mass in kg (BM) corresponding to the populations where data were
recorded. When we did not have access to AFR and BM for the given populations, we
used databases (e.g. AnAge (de Magalhães and Costa 2009) and studies gathering this
information (e.g. Wootton et al. 1987).
As the quality of life tables and age-specific survival data were variable, we
quantified and sorted in two categories each tables. The more reliable information came
from longitudinal monitoring of populations and the second information, from
transversal studies, is more debatable because it does not consider of individual
heterogeneity. All senescence metrics were corrected by these confounding variables.
The rate of senescence was corrected by two other confounding variables. First, as
the onset of senescence is a mathematical function of the rate of senescence, species
displaying an early onset of senescence are likely to have a lower rate of senescence
than species displaying a late onset of senescence. Second, in some cases the slope was
not statistically significant but had a strong value. To prevent from comparing strong
slopes but non significant with weak slopes but statistically significant, we created for
each species a weighting measured as the inverse variance of the slope (Burnham et al.
2010).
STATISTICAL ANALYSES
To avoid biased assessment of the relationships between sociality and survival patterns
due to phylogenetic inertia, we controlled all the analyses for the non-independence
between

species

due

to

sharing

ancestry
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using

"Phylogenetic

Generalized

Least-Squares" (PGLS) models (Freckleton et al. 2002). The PGLS method provides an
estimate of the phylogenetic signal λ, which allows controlling for the phylogenetic
dependence (between 0 and 1). If λ is not statistically different from 0, phylogeny does
not have a detectable effect and a linear regression without correcting for phylogeny can
be safely used. A phylogeny of the 107 species used in this study (see Appendix A) was
built using the phylogenetic super-tree of mammals published by Bininda-Emonds et al.
(2007, 2008). Phylogenically controlled analysis were performed in R version 3.0.1
using the package “caper” (Orme 2012).
Selection of the baseline model
In order to take account of the allometric nature of the relationships (Houle et al. 2011),
we log-transformed the onset, the rate of senescence and longevity. We included the
logarithm of the onset and the rate of senescence and the logarithm of longevity as the
dependent variables with a Gaussian distribution. For each dependent variable, we
added the logarithm of the age at first reproduction, the logarithm of body mass as a
covariate and the quality of data as a factor.
Only for the rate of senescence, we added the logarithm of the onset of senescence
and the weighting as covariates. However, PGLS models do not allow to include a
weighting argument. We thus tested first of all, the effect of the weighting on the rate of
senescence using linear models. In absence of the effect of weighting, we performed
model selection of confounding variable using PGLS models. We selected the baseline
model for each senescence metric.
As no lambdas were statistically different from 0, we fitted linear models without
correcting for phylogeny to avoid any possible bias induced by the inclusion of a
non-required phylogenetic correction and provided estimates from simple linear models
(Revell 2010).
Selection of model for sociality metrics
We added in the baseline models sociality continuum as a covariate following a linear,
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quadratic and also we fitted threshold models by increasing log(M) until a threshold
sociality value, beyond which it remained constant with sociality. We used the deviance
profiles of a continuous-sociality model with a varying threshold and selected the
sociality value leading to the lowest deviance as the threshold sociality (see Ulm 1989).
We also added the second measure of sociality, the 4-levels of sociality variable, as a
factor. We selected the best model for each senescence metric.
As sociality delayes maturity, reproduction and decreases mortality risks, sociality
slows down the pace of life. It is thus possible that the effect of sociality on senescence
is only explained by the slow-fast-continuum. In order to know whether sociality
influences senescence through the slow-fast continuum, we performed a new model
selection for the sociality metrics by removing AFR.
We selected the best model based on the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC). We
calculated AIC weights (wi) to assess the relative likelihood of each model to be the best
among all the fitted models (Burnham and Anderson 2002) and selected the model with
the lowest AIC as the final model. When the difference of AIC (noted △AIC) between 2
competing models was within 2 units, we retained the simplest model to satisfy
parsimony rules.

7.3

RESULTS
ONSET OF SENESCENCE

We did not find a phylogenetic signal in the onset of senescence (λ = 0, p = 1). We thus
used linear models to analyze the effect of sociality on the onset of senescence. The
model selected for the onset of senescence included AFR (w i = 0.45; Table 7.3.). The
onset of senescence increased with increasing AFR (β = 0.73 ± 0.07).
We found that sociality increased the onset of senescence (wi = 0.50 ; β = 0.08 ±
0.04 ; Table 7.2.; Fig. 7.3.). After removing AFR from the model selection, the model
including a quadratic effect of sociality was the best model (w i=0.47, β = 0.80 ± 0.19;
β² = -0.08 ± 0.02).
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RATE OF SENESCENCE
We also did not find a phylogenetic signal in the rate of senescence (λ = 0.543, p =
0.39). We thus used linear models to test the effect of sociality on the rate of senescence.
The weighting did not influence the rate of senescence. Indeed the constant model had a
difference of 321.86 units of AIC with the model including the weighting (AIC(constant
model)=-123.57, AIC(weight model)=198.29). The best model selected for the rate of
senescence included BM and the quality of data (wi = 0.18; Table 7.3.). However, the
model including only AFR and the model including only BM were competitive and the
most parsimonious ones. As the correlation between BM and AFR are strong (r = 0.62,
p < 0.01), we selected the model including AFR. The rate of senescence decreased with
increasing AFR (β = -0.034 ± 0.02).
Even if the model with a linear effect of sociality was the best one (wi = 0.41, β =
-0.01 ± 0.007, Table 7.2.), the constant model was the most parsimonious one with a
difference of 0.50 units of AIC. Therefore, sociality did not influence the rate of
senescence once corrected for the pace of life. After removing AFR from the model
selection, the model including a linear effect of sociality was the best one. Sociality
decreased significantly the rate of senescence (β = -0.02 ± 0.007).
LONGEVITY
We found a strong phylogenetic signal in longevity (λ = 0.843) and thus used a PGLS
method to analyze variation in longevity. The model selected for longevity included
BM, the quality of data and AFR (w i = 0.91; Table 7.3.). Longevity increased with
increasing body mass (β = 0.11 ± 0.03), increased with the quality of data (β = 0.22 ±
0.08) and increased with increasing AFR (β = 0.48 ± 0.09).
The best model included a linear effect of sociality (wi = 0.41, β = 0.05 ± 0.03, Table
7.2.) however, the most parsimonious model was the constant one. Therefore, sociality
did not influence longevity. However, after removing AFR from model selection, the
model including the linear effect of sociality was the best one. Sociality increased
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significantly longevity (β = 0.07 ± 0.03).

Table 7.2. Model selection of senescence metrics for a) the baseline model and, b)
sociality effects. In a), Log(BM) corresponds to the logarithm of female body mass.
F(quality) is a 2-levels variable for quality of data either transversal or longitudinal.
Log(onset) corresponds to the logarithm of the onset of senescence. In b), Base
corresponds to the baseline model (i.e. selected model determined in a). Soc. and Soc.2
correspond to linear and quadratic relationships, respectively, between sociality
continuum and senescence metrics. T(i) corresponds to a senescence metric linearly
increasing or decreasing until sociality value of i and then remaining constant with the
sociality continuum. F(Soc.) corresponds to the 4-levels variable of sociality (see
Methods for further details). (lm) means that we performed model selections with linear
models. k: the number of parameters ; AIC: Akaike Information Criterion ; ΔAICc:
difference in AICc between the candidate model and the model of the set with the lowest
AICc; AICw: AICc weight. The best model is in bold and the best model overall is
highlighted with grey shading.

Metric

Model

k

AIC

ΔAIC

Wi

log(AFR)

2

175.79

0.00

0.45

log(BM) + log(AFR)

3

176.78

0.99

0.27

F(Quality) + log(AFR)

3

177.74

1.95

0.02

F(quality) + log(BM) + log(AFR)

4

178.73

2.94

0.01

log(BM)

2

190.73

14.94

<0.01

log(BM) + F(Quality)

3

192.71

16.92

<0.01

Constant

1

215.33

39.54

<0.01

F(Quality)

2

217.31

41.52

<0.01

Base + Soc. (lm)

3

174.30

0.00

0.50

Base + Soc. + Soc.² (lm)

4

176.30

2.00

0.18

Base + T(4) (lm)

4

177.20

2.90

0.12

Base + F(Soc.) (lm)

5

177.50

3.18

0.10

Base (lm)

2

177.79

3.48

0.09

log(BM) + F(quality)

3

-131.75

0.00

0.18

log(BM)

2

-131.19

0.56

0.14

Onset of senescence (N=95)
a)

b)

Rate of senescence (N=95)
a)
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b)

log(AFR)

2

-130.15

1.60

0.08

log(BM) + F(Quality) + log(onset)

4

-130.11

1.64

0.08

F(Quality) + log(AFR)

3

-129.99

1.75

0.07

log(BM) + F(Quality) + log(AFR)

4

-129.98

1.77

0.07

log(Bmf) + log(AFR)

3

-129.62

2.13

0.06

log(Bmf) + log(onset)

3

-129.43

2.32

0.06

log(Bmf) + F(Quality) + log(onset) + log(AFR)

5

-128.68

3.07

0.04

log(AFR) + log(onset)

3

-128.41

3.34

0.03

F(Quality)

2

-128.37

3.38

0.03

log(Bmf) + log(AFR) + log(onset)

4

-128.28

3.46

0.03

Constant

1

-128.28

3.47

0.03

F(Quality) + log(onset) + log(AFR)

4

-128.23

3.51

0.03

log(onset)

2

-126.93

4.81

0.02

F(Quality) + log(onset)

3

-126.92

4.82

0.02

Base + Soc. (lm)

3

-127.90

0.00

0.27

Base (lm)

2

-127.40

0.50

0.24

Base + Soc. + Soc.² (lm)

4

-126.16

1.74

0.22

Base + T(4) (lm)

4

-125.94

0.66

0.19

Base + F(Soc.) (lm)

5

-123.98

2.56

0.07

log(BM) + F(quality) + log(AFR)

4

147.40

0.00

0.91

log(BM) + log(AFR)

3

152.50

5.09

0.07

F(quality) + log(AFR)

3

156.15

8.75

0.01

log(AFR)

2

159.94

12.54

<0.01

log(BM) + F(quality)

3

169.72

22.32

<0.01

log(BM)

2

178.09

30.69

<0.01

F(quality)

2

212.30

64.88

<0.01

Constant

1

216.40

68.99

<0.01

Base + Soc.

4

145.77

0.00

0.41

Base + Soc. + Soc.²

5

147.39

1.62

0.18

Base

5

147.40

1.64

0.18

Base + T(4)

6

147.96

2.20

0.13

Base + F(Soc.)

3

148.61

2.84

0.10

Longevity (N=107)
a)

b)
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 7.1. Relationships between senescence metrics and sociality metrics. Panels a)
and b) represent relationships between the onset of senescence and sociality continuum
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a) corrected for AFR and b) not corrected for AFR. Panels c) and d) represent
relationships between the rate of senescence and a) sociality continuum c) corrected for
AFR and d) not corrected for AFR. Residuals are corrected for confounding factors (see
Table 7.2). Blue solid circles represent mean residual traits per sociality value with their
blue associated standard error bars. Open circles represent the observed residual traits.
Red solid lines represent predictions of the best model, with standard error indicated as
dashed lines in panels.

a)

b)

Figure 7.2. Relationships between longevity and sociality metrics. Panels a) and b)
represent relationships between the longevity and sociality continuum a) corrected for
AFR and b) not corrected for AFR. Residuals are corrected for confounding factors (see
Table 7.2). Blue solid circles represent mean residual longevity per sociality value with
their blue associated standard error bars. Open circles represent the observed residual
longevity. Red solid lines represent predictions of the best model, with standard error
indicated as dashed lines in panels.

7.4

DISCUSSION

We investigated the influence of sociality on senescence patterns in mammals. Our
findings showed that sociality delayed the onset of senescence but did not influence the
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rate of senescence or longevity. When not accounting for the pace of life, sociality
decreased the rate of senescence and extended longevity. Our results suggest that the
pace of life explains most of variation in the rate of senescence and longevity. However,
even though the onset of senescence is a component of the pace of life, the timing of
senescence is also influenced by sociality.
Our study provides the first evidence that sociality influences the onset of
senescence in mammals even when correcting for the pace of life. However, it is still
unclear how sociality influences the onset of senescence independently of the age at
first reproduction. A possible answer arises from the study of Péron et al. (2010). They
showed that the onset of senescence is a non-linear combination of early life traits.
Namely, the onset of senescence varies according to basal survival, early fecundity and
age at first reproduction. Therefore, it is possible that sociality influences the onset of
senescence through its influence on early survival and/or fecundity. Empirical evidence
showed at the intra-specific level that sociality increases juvenile survival (e.g. Allainé
and Theuriau 2004, Lahdenperä et al. 2004, Russell et al. 2007, Sparkman et al. 2011,
Brouwer et al. 2012). Moreover, Crick (1992) proposed that helpers may contribute to
decrease the reproductive effort of dominant individuals which might ultimately delay
the onset of actuarial senescence (e.g. Hammers et al. 2013). The hypothesis of Crick
(1992) was formulated in cooperative breeders but we can hypothesize that such
decreased reproductive costs can also occur in all social groups displaying allo-parental
care. Consistent with our hypothesis, Vaupel (2010) showed in several human
populations that, thanks to the improvement of medicine and public-health efforts that
decreased early mortality, the onset of senescence was delayed by a decade. Therefore,
sociality is likely to increase early survival and/or decrease reproductive costs which
ultimately delay the onset of senescence.
Mechanistically, the principle of allocation originally proposed by Cody (1966)
postulates that the organisms have a limited amount of energy intake to extract from
their environment leading them to share their finite pool of resources between growth,
reproduction, and maintenance (see also Williams 1966). Therefore, an individual that
allocates more resources for reproduction and growth will have in turn fewer resources
available for somatic maintenance. As a consequence, all factors that decrease the
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energy allocated into one or several biological functions, for example growth and /or
reproduction, should make available the released energy for other functions, for
example somatic maintenance. Sociality could decrease costs of growth and
reproduction associated to early life. In turn, the energy saved could be re-allocated into
somatic maintenance and delay the onset of senescence. To confirm this hypothesis, it
would require to analyse the influence of sociality on the allocation into growth and
reproduction in early life.
When we did not include the age at first reproduction as a proxy of the pace of life,
sociality decreased the rate of senescence. However, this effect was not found when
correcting for the pace of life. Consistent with our results, previous studies detected an
effect of the intensity of sexual selection on the onset of senescence but not on the rate
(Lemaître and Gaillard 2013, Tidière et al. (Unpublished)). Therefore, for a given
position on the slow-fast continuum, the rate of senescence appears to be constrained.
The work of Vaupel (2010) supported this hypothesis and suggested that the rate of
senescence is physiologically constrained within species. At the intra-specific level,
Vaupel (2010) showed that in humans the onset of senescence was delayed by a decade
thanks to medicine without any change in the rate of senescence. In humans, although
genes that accelerate senescence were found (e.g. for the progeria disease), to date it is
not the case of genes decelerating senescence. In non-human vertebrates, although some
manipulated genes extended longevity (reviewed in Nussey et al. (2013)), genes
decelerating actuarial senescence have to be looked for. In mammals, sociality would
allow species to reach old ages in better health but would not take part in deceleration of
senescence.
We did not show any effect of sociality on longevity in mammals. However, when
not accounting for the age at first reproduction, sociality did increase longevity. The
extended longevity of social species is thus explained by a delayed first reproduction.
As for the rate of senescence, variation in longevity could be explained by the position
of a species on the slow-fast continuum. Previous studies investigating the influence of
sociality on longevity are not comparable because authors used other metrics of
sociality. For example, group size (e.g. Kamilar et al. 2010) or a 2-level variable
distinguishing solitary and social life (e.g. Wasser and Sherman 2010) were used as
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measures of sociality. Even though metrics differ, previous studies that revealed a
positive effect of sociality on longevity (Keller and Genoud 1997, Wasser and Sherman
2010, Bro-Jørgensen 2012) did not account for the pace of life by using proxies such as
the age at first reproduction or generation time (Gaillard et al. 2005). More
investigations are needed to understand the underlying mechanisms of the influence of
sociality on longevity and the role of the pace of life.
Our study provides the first evidence that sociality shapes the onset of senescence.
Variations in the rate of senescence and longevity are best explained by the pace of life.
Our findings confirmed the importance of considering both the onset and the rate of
senescence to have a comprehensive vision of ageing.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Appendix A. Phylogenetic tree.
Appendix B. Summary of data for the 107 mammal species
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APPENDIX A. Phylogenetic tree

Figure 7.3. Phylogenetic tree built on the 107 mammal species analysed. The colour
scale corresponds to sociality continuum from solitary species in blue to cooperative
breeder species in red.
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Appendix B. Summary of data for the 107 mammal species

Table 7.3. Summary of metrics of senescence (the onset and the rate of senescence),
longevity (L90), quality of data (Qual), female body mass (BM), age at first
reproduction (AFR). We provide references for each information. In quality of data, L
and T correspond to longitudinal and transversal studies, respectively. Sociality is
classified from 1 to 7 (see table 7.1. for details). For Nycteris thebaica, no information
on the age at first reproduction was found, we thus used the age at first reproduction of a
closely related species Tylonycteris pachypus.
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Order/group

Scientific name

Carnivore

Acinonyx jubatus

Ungulate

Aepyceros melampus

Ungulate

Primate

Sociality

BM

AFR

L

1

37.9

2.4

T

2

43.8

1.4

Onset

Rate

L90

Quality

2

0.123

8

2

0.280

8

Alces alces

Antilocapra americana

Carnivore

Arctocephalus australis

Carnivore

Arctocephalus gazella

Carnivore

Arctocephalus pusillus

Ungulate

Bos gaurus

Ungulate

Bos javanicus

Primate

Brachyteles hypoxanthus

Carnivore

Callorhinus ursinus

Ungulate

Capra aegragus

Capra ibex

Ref Senescence

Ref Sociality

Ref BM

Ref AFR

Kelly et al. 1998

Brown 2011

Krausman and
Morales 2005

Kelly et al. 1998

Spinage 1972

Averbeck et al.
2009 ; Mooring
and Hart 1992

BrØ-Jorgensen
2007

Sibly et al. 2012

Ericsson and
Wallin 2001

Franzmann
Sand et al. 1995
1981 ; Lukas and
Clutton-Brock
2012

Sibly et al. 2012

Wootton et al.
1987

9

0.304

17

L

1

187.16

4

5

0.357

17

T

7

5.161

4.13

Froehlich et al.
1981

Zandonà 2011;
Clarke et al.
1998

2

0.276

15

L

3

45.4

1.33

Byers 1997

White et al. 2012 Weckerly 1998

O'gara et al. 1978

Arnould 2002

-

14.5

T

3

45.0

3

Lima and Páez
1997

Cassini 2001

-

Vaz-Ferreira and
Ponce de Leon
1987

3

0.081

14

L

3

34.1

3

Boyd et al. 1995

Gemmell 2003

Weckerly 1998

Boyd et al. 1995

5

0.257

15

T

2

57

4

Gibbens and
Arnould 2009

Garlep et al.
2014

Wickens and
York 1997

Wickens and
York 1997

9

0.250

17

T

2

590

3

Ahrestani et al.
2011

Nguyen et al.
2007

Weckerly 1998

Ahrestani et al.
2011

-

-

12

T

2

450

1

Choquenot 1993

Hassanin et al.
2006

BrØ-jorgensen
2012

Sibly et al. 2012

9

0.011

40

L

4

8.33

9

Bronikowski et
al. 2011

Tokuda et al.
2012

Bronikowski et
al. 2011

Brito and Grelle
2006

5

0.173

17

T

2

42

5

Lander 1981

Wilson et al.
2014 (p89)

Weckerly 1998

York 1983

Magomedov et
al. 2004

Zohary et al.
1998; Nowak
1999
(p1220-1225)

Loison et al.
1999

AnAge

BrØ-Jorgensen
2007

Loison et al.
2002

Alouatta palliata

Ungulate

Ungulate

Senescence and survival data

2

0.157

11

T

2

20.125

1.56

2

0.111

20

L

2

48.9

2

Toïgo et al. 2007 Parrini et al.
2009

Glander 2005

Ungulate

Rodent

Capreolus capreolus

Cebus capucinus

Primate

Cebus olivaceus

Primate

Cercopithecus mitis

Ungulate

Cervus elaphus

Ungulate

Cervus elaphus
canadensis

Ungulate

Cervus eldii

Ungulate

Cervus nippon

Ungulate

Connochaetes taurinus

Carnivore

Crocuta crocuta

L

2

26.5

2

Nowak 1999
(p1131-1132
vol1)

Gaillard et al.
2003

3

0.050

3

T

7

18.6

2

Bergerud and
Miller 1977

Lukas and
Clutton-Brock
2012

Baker and Hill.
2003

Wootton et al.
1987

-

-

26

L

6

2.28

6

Bronikowski et
al. 2011

Sargeant 2014

Bronikowski et
al. 2011

Carnegie et al.
2011

Robinson 1988a

Robinson 1988b

0.286

34

L

6

2.39

6

Lukas and
Clutton-Brock
2012

Ford 1994

24
8

0.124

30

L

5

4.2

7.2

Bronikowski et
al. 2011

Förster and
Cords 2005

Bronikowski et
al. 2011

Cords and
Chowdhury 2010

4

0.198

16

L

2

125

3.0

Catchpole 2004

Vander Wal et al. Plard 2011
2012

Catchpole et al.
2004

0.160

13

T

2

258

1.3

Houston 1982;
Knight 1970

Vander Wal et al. Sibly et al. 2012
2012

Sibly et al. 2012

11
2

0.070

9

L

2

67

2

Nie et al. 2011

Nowak 1999
(p702 volI)

Plard 2011

Nie et al. 2011

4

0.384

14

L

2

37

4

McCullough et
al. 2009

Matsuno and
Urabe 1999

Plard 2011

McCullough and
Tatsuki 2009

9

0.248

13

T

2

184.9

2

Attwell 1982;
Watson 1970

Grobler and Van
der Bank 1993

BrØ-Jorgensen
2007

Heppell et al.
2000

4

0.174

14

L

6

70

3.53

Frank et al. 1995 Lukas and
Clutton-Brock
2012

Skinner and
Smithers 1990

Holecamp et al.
1996

Hoogland 1995
2

0.293

6

L

6

0.737

2

Lukas and
Clutton-Brock
2012

Silva and
Dauwning 1995

Dobson et al.
1997

-

-

16

L

3

44

1.5

Saltz 1996

Ekvall 1998

Plard 2011

Sibly et al. 2012

Mertens 1985
0.317

4

T

3

120.1

1.80

Averbeck et al.
BrØ-Jorgensen
2009, Nowak
2012
1999 (p702 vol1)

Sibly et al. 2012

2
0.82

0.052

6

L

1

0.126

0.82

Waser and Jones
1991

Steinwald et al
2013

Best 1988

Cynomys ludovicianus

Ungulate

Dama dama

Ungulate

Damaliscus lunatus

Rodent

13.5

Castor canadensis

Primate

Rodent

0.164

Gaillard Pers
info

Plard 2011

2.5

Dipodomys spectabilis

Best 1988

Carnivore

Ungulate

Enhydra lutris
0.019

19

T

4

21.5

4.5

9

0.17

16

T

2

219

1.58

1

0.203

2

L

0.61

0.77

9

0.116

6

L

5

6.3

3.1

43

0.041

52

T

6

467.5

7

15

0.099

40

T

4

672

6

10

0.080

43

L

3

97.7

4

0.050

7

L

7

1

0.210

12

T

2

Equus burchellii

Insectivore

Erinaceus europaeus

Primate

Erythrocebus patas

Cetacea

Globicephala
macrorhynchus

Cetacea

Globicephala melas

Primate

Gorilla beringei

Carnivore

Helogale parvula

Ungulate

Hemitragus jemlahicus

Hyracoidea

Heterohyrax brucei

Ungulate

Hydropotes inermis

Ungulate

Kobus ellipsiprymnus

Ungulate

Kobus leche

Ungulate

5

Loxodonta africana

Gerber et al.
2004

Garshelis 1984
; Isler and van
Schaik 2012;
Gittleman 1994

Carranza 1996

Wootton et al.
1987

Spinage 1972

Nowak 1999
(p1021-1024
vol2)

Grubb 1981

Grubb 1981

Kristiansson
1990

Rautio 2014

Carranza 1996

AnAge

Nakagawa et al.
2003

Mitani and Watts Cords and
Cords and
1997
Chowdhury 2010 Chowdhury 2010

Foote et al. 2008 Foote 2008

Trites and Pauly
1998

Heppell et al.
2000

Foote et al. 2008 Mussi et al. 2000 Trites and Pauly
1998

Wootton et al.
1987

9.9

Bronikowski et
al. 2011

McFarlin 2012

McFarlin 2012

1.14

Waser et al. 1995 Lukas and
Clutton-Brock
2012

Creel 2013

0.265

Wootton et al.
1987

24

1

Caughley 1966

Nowak 1999
(p1219-1220)

Forsyth 2004

Heppell et al.
2000

Hoeck 1982

Barry and
Shoshani2000;
Nowak 1999
(p1044-1046)

Silva and
Dauwning 1995

AnAge

Dubost 2008

Dubost et al.
2011

Loison et al.
1999

Sibly et al. 2012

Spinage 1970

Dorst and
Dandelot 1970

BrØ-Jorgensen
2007

Heppell et al.
2000

Isler and van
Schaik 2012

1.5

0.603

5

L

4

2.9

1.98

1

0.607

6

L

1

11.9

0.60

2

0.357

9

T

2

187.3

2

0.385

8

T

2

78.7

1.9

Sayer and
VanLavieren
1975

Isler and van
Schaik 2012

BrØ-Jorgensen
2007

Sibly et al. 2012

3
10

0.046

65

L

5

3050

10

Moss 2001

Isler and van
Schaik 2012;
Cohen 2004;
Wilson et al.

Silva and
Dauwning 1995

Wootton et al.
1987

2011 (p69-77).
Carnivore

Lutra lutra

Carnivore

Lycaon pictus

Carnivore

Lynx rufus

Primate

Macaca fascicularis

Primate

Macaca mulatta

Primate

Macaca sinica

Marsupiala

Macropus agilis

Rodent

Marmota flaviventris

Rodent

Marmota marmota

Carnivore

Meles meles

Carnivore

Mephitis mephitis

Rodent

Microtus oeconomus

Carnivore

Mirounga angustirostris

Carnivore

Mirounga leonina

Carnivore

Kruuk et al. 1987 Quaglietta et al.
2014

Carranza 1996

Kruuk et al. 1991

Creel and Creel
2002

Lukas and
Clutton-Brock
2012

Silva and
Dauwning 1995

Wootton et al.
1987

Crowe 1975

Benson et al.
2006

Carranza 1996

Heppell et al.
2000

van Noordwijk
and van Schaik
1999

Isler and van
Schaik 2012

Cords and
Cords and
Chowdhury 2010 Chowdhury 2010

Meikle and
Vessey 1988

Isler and van
Schaik 2012

Weckerly 1998

Dittus 1975

Mittermeier et al. Cords and
Cords and
2013 (p638)
Chowdhury 2010 Chowdhury 2010

Stirrat 2008

Nowak 1999
Sibly et al. 2012
(p119-128, vol1)

Sibly et al. 2012

Schwartz et al.
1998

Blumstein et al.
2004

Carranza 1996

Blumstein and
Armitage 1999

Berger et al.
2015 Submitted

Allainé 2000

Berger. Perso
communication

Blumstein and
Armitage 1999

Rogers 1997;
Wilkinson 2000

Lukas and
Clutton-Brock
2012

Carranza 1996

Wootton et al.
1987

1.17

Casey and
Webster 1975

Nowak 1999
(p736, vol1)

Carranza 1996

Wootton et al.
1987

0.047

0.14

Liang and Sun
1985

Odden et al.
2014

Silva and
Dauwning 1995

AnAge

3

488

4

Condit et al.
2014

Riedman and Le
Bœuf 1982

Deutsch et al.
1994

AnAge

2

900

3

Hindell 1991;
Pistorius et al.
1999

Isler and van
Schaik 2012

Weckerly 1998

L

Heppell et al.
2000

3

250

7.4

Harting et al.
2007

Boness et al.
1998; Isler and
van Schaik 2012

Weckerly 1998

L

Harting et al.
2007

3

0.370

7

T

1

7.4

2

4

0.201

7

L

7

22.3

2.21

4

0.170

3

T

1

9

1

6

0.287

22

L

4

3.60

5.2

9

0.243

17

L

5

3

3

10

0.214

24

T

5

3.60

4.5

-

-

14.5

T

2

15

1

3

0.09

6

L

4

2.792

2

6

0.23

9

L

7

3.518

2

7

0.219

8

L

5

10.1

1.14

1.5

0.179

3.4

T

1

2

0.625

0.026

1.625

T

1

14

0.170

13

L

10

0.100

10

8

0.114

18

Monachus schauinslandi

Wootton et al.
1987

Rodent

Muscardinus avellanarius

Carnivore

Mustela erminea

Carnivore

Mustela nivalis

Carnivore

Mustela putorius

Carnivore

Neovison vison

Carnivore

Nyctereutes procyonoides

Bat

Nycteris thebaica

Ungulate

Odocoileus hemionus

Ungulate

Odocoileus virginianus

Cetacea

Orcinus orca

Lagomorphe

Oryctolagus cuniculus

Ungulate

Ovis aries

Ungulate

Ovis canadensis

Primate

Pan troglodytes

Juskaitis 1999

Juskaitis 1997

Carranza 1996

Wootton et al.
1987

Erlinge 1983

Isler and van
Schaik 2012

Carranza 1996

Wootton et al.
1987

0.43

Mcdonald and
Harris. 2002

Isler and van
Schaik 2012

Carranza 1996

Wootton et al.
1987

0.623

0.96

Kristiansen et al. Isler and van
2007
Schaik 2012

Carranza 1996

AnAge

1

0.90

1

Bonesi et al.
2006

Isler and van
Schaik 2012

Carranza 1996

Bonesi et al.
2006

T

1

3.8

0.92

Helle and
Kauhala 1993

Lukas and
Clutton-Brock
2012

Ward and
Wurster-Hill
1990

Wootton et al.
1987

3

T

2

0.012

1

Monadjem 2006

Gray 1999

Monadjem 2001

Wootton et al.
1987

0.060

9

L

2

55.5

1

Taber and
Dasmann. 1957

Isler and van
Schaik 2012

Plard 2011

Heppell et al.
2000

11

T

1

68.5

0.80

Schwede et al.
1993; Isler and
van Schaik 2012

Sibly et al. 2012

0.032

McCullough
1979

Plard 2011

1
32

0.045

79

T

5

1974

13

Foote et al. 2008 Foote 2008;
Ward et al. 2009

Trites and
Pauly1998

Heppell et al.
2000

5

0.208

8

L/T

4

1.6

0.83

Gibb et al. 1985

Isler and van
Schaik 2012

Carranza 1996

von Holst et al.
2002

0.261

10

L

2

31.8

1.5

Catchpole 1998;
Coulson and
Crawley 2004

Nowak 1999
(p1233-1234)

Baskin et al.
2003

Sibly et al. 2012

3
2

0.140

14

L

2

68.2

1.90

Loison et al.
1999

Wilson et al.
2011 (p738)

Sibly et al. 2012

Sibly et al. 2012

14

Hill 2001;
Bronikowski et
al. 2011; Muller
and Wrangham
2014

Briga et al. 2012; Bronikowski et
Mitani and Watts al. 2011
1997

2

Packer et al 1988 Vanderwall 2009; Wilson et al.
Lukas and
2009
Clutton-Brock
2012

1

0.086

2

L

1

0.033

0.27

1

0.192

2

L

1

0.213

1

-

-

0.75

T

1

0.0591

-

-

2

T

1

1

0.192

4

T

4

0.313

1

-

-

1

23

Carnivore

0.054

43

L

4

31.3

Panthera leo
3

0.190

14

L

6

126

Heppell et al.
2000

Heppell et al.
2000

Primate

Papio cynocephalus
9

Ungulate

22

L

4

12.8

6.10

Pecari tajacu

Marsupiala

Petrogale assimilis

Carnivore

Phoca groenlandica

Carnivore

Phocarctos hookeri

Bat

Pipistrellus pipistrellus

Bat

Pipistrellus subflavus

Bat

Plecotus auritus

Primate

Propithecus diadema

Primate

Propithecus verreauxi

Bat

Pteropus conspicillatus

Ungulate

Rangifer tarandus

Rodent

0.110

Rhabdomys pumilio

-

-

7

T

6

22

1.07

3

0.302

9

L

4

4.3

1.5

2

0.020

14

T

2

92.2

2

3

0.040

20

L

3

112.5

3

2

0.180

6

L

3

0.0043

1.36

4.5

0.189

3.5

L

2

0.0067

0.70

4

0.276

9

T

3

0.0079

1.18

8

0.193

19

T

5

5.68

3.5

7

0.081

26

L

5

2.76

2.86

-

-

6

T

2

0.553

2.49

2

0.241

10

T

3

76

2

2

0.140

11

L

7

0.0462

0.25

Bronikowski et
al. 2011

Isler and van
Bronikowski et
Schaik 2012;
al. 2011
Mittermeier et al.
2013

Wootton et al.
1987

Hellgren et al.
1995

Lukas and
Clutton-Brock
2012

Silva and
Dauwning 1995

Wootton et al.
1987

Delean 2007

Davies 2013;
Barker 1990

Croft and
Eisenberg 2006

Sibly et al. 2012

Bowen et al.
1981

Van Opzeeland et Trites and Pauly
al. 2009 ; Nowak 1998
1999 (vol 2)

Chilvers and
MacKenzy 2010

Childerhouse and Costa et al. 2004 Ferland 2013
Gales 2010

Thompson 1987

Lopez-Roig and Silva and
Serra-Cobo
Dauwning 1995
2014; Gerell and
Lundberg 1985

AnAge

Davis 1966

Fujita and Kunz
1984

Silva and
Dauwning 1995

AnAge

Boyd and
Stebbings 1989

McLean and
Speakman 1997;
De Fanis and
Jones 1996

Silva and
Dauwning 1995

AnAge

Pochron et al.
2004

Tattersall 1982

King et al. 2011

Morelli et al.
2009

Bronikowski et
al. 2011

Isler and van
Bronikowski et
Schaik 2012;
al. 2011
Mittermeier et al.
2013 (p169)

Wootton et al.
1987

Fox et al. 2008

Parsons 2010

Silva and
Dauwning 1995

Mueller 2000

Leader-Williams Engelhardt et al.
1988; Reimers
2014; Nowak
1983; Meissier et 1999
al. 1988

Plard 2011

Heppell et al.
2000

David and Jarvis Lukas and

Silva and

Wootton et al.

Wootton et al.
1987

Ungulate

Rhinoceros unicornis

Ungulate

Rupicapra pyrenaica

Ungulate

Rupicapra rupicapra

Bat

Sacopteryx bilineata

Insectivore

Scalopus aquaticus

Rodent

Spermophilus beldingi

Rodent

Spermophilus brunneus

Rodent

Spermophilus lateralis

Rodent

Spermophilus townsendii

Ungulate

Sus scrofa

Ungulate

Syncerus caffer

Rodent

Tamias striatus

Rodent

Tamiasciurus hudsonicus

Primate

Theropithecus gelada

Ungulate

Tragelaphus strepsiceros

Marsupiala

Trichosurus vulpecula

1985

Clutton-Brock
2012

Dauwning 1995

1987

Dinerstein and
Price 1991

Kleiman et al.
2003 (p218)

Laurie et al. 1983 Laurie et al. 1983

Loison et al.
1999

Gerard and
Richard-Hansen
1992

Loison et al.
1999

Caughley 1970

Hardenberg 2000 BrØ-Jorgensen
2007

Loison et al.
2002

7.1

0.0006

35

T

1

1625

7.1

3

0.110

17

L

2

24

2

2

0.160

12

T

2

31.7

2

-

-

11

L

2

0.0082

1

Greiner et al.
2013

Kerth 2008

Silva and
Dauwning 1995

AnAge

1

0.406

3

T

1

0.79

1

Davis and
Choate 1993

Kamm et al.
2008

Stockley and
Parker 2002

AnAge

-

-

4

L

1

0.265

1

Sherman and
Morton 1984

Isler and van
Schaik 2012

Hayssen 2008

Wootton et al.
1987

4

0.167

4

L

1

0.117

1

Sherman and
Runge 2002

Yensen and
Sherman 1997

Hayssen 2008

Vang 2004

4

0.661

5

T

1

0.159

1.3

Bronson 1979

Isler and van
Schaik 2012

Hayssen 2008

Wootton et al.
1987

2

0.255

3

T

1

0.183

1

Smith and
Johnson 1985

Ebensperger
2012

Hayssen 2008

Wootton et al.
1987

3

0.010

10

L

6

70

1

Gamelon et al.
2014

Kaminski et al.
2005

Carranza 1996

Kaminski et al.
2005

0.189

14

T

2

467.5

4

Sinclair 1977;
Mertens 1985;
Spinage 1972

Averbeck et al.
2010

BrØ-Jorgensen
2007

Sibly et al. 2012

4
3

0.199

7

L

1

0.094

0.21

Tryon and
Snyder 1973

Martin and Réale Hayssen 2008
2008

Wootton et al.
1987

2

0.243

6

L

1

0.213

1.42

Descamps et al.
2008

Flyger and Gates Hayssen 2008
1982

McAdam et al.
2007

7

0.30

11

T

4

14

4

Dunbar 1980

Isler and van
Schaik 2012

6

0.568

13

L

2

159.2

1.5

4

0.821

9

L

1

1.54

0.85

Loison et al.
2002

Cords and
Cords and
Chowdhury 2010 Chowdhury 2010

Grosbois V et al. Mammals of
unpublished
Africa,
manuscript.
Owen-Smith

BrØ-Jorgensen
2007

Sibly et al. 2012

Isaac 2005

Silva and
Dauwning 1995

Wootton et al.
1987

Freeland and
winter 1975

Insectivore

Tupaia glis

Cetacea

Tursiops truncatus

Carnivore

Urocyon
cinereoargenteus
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CHAPTER 8

GENERAL DISCUSSION
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8.1. INFLUENCE OF SOCIALITY ON SENESCENCE: FROM THE
INTRA-SPECIFIC LEVEL ...
The first part of the discussion aims to summary age-specific variation in body mass,
reproduction and survival and the influence of helpers on actuarial senescence in Alpine
marmots. I will point out the necessity to explore the influence of other aspects of
sociality on ageing in Alpine marmots and underline that the probable interplay between
hibernation and sociality, and between environmental factors and sociality should
influence ageing. I will raise a methodological issue when analysing the influence of
helper number on ageing at the intra-specific level. Finally, I will propose a recent and
interesting metric of sociality at the intra-specific level.

8.1.1.

Age-specific patterns in Alpine marmots
SUMMARY OF SENESCENCE PATTERNS IN ALPINE MARMOTS

Male Alpine marmots displayed senescence in body mass in but not females (Tafani et
al. 2013b). Dominant females displayed a reproductive senescence (Berger et al.
2015b). We showed that the trade-off between size and number of offspring did not
change with age, which allowed maintaining constant the allocation per pup. Female
and male dominants exhibited actuarial senescence (Berger et al. Submitted). Alpine
marmots displayed sex-differences in body mass senescence, which involved
chronological senescence in males but only a last year effect in females (Tafani et al.
2013b), whereas no sex-difference occurred in the rate of actuarial senescence (see
figure 8.1.).
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Figure 8.1. Summary of the age-specific variation in body mass, reproduction and
survival in female and male Alpine marmots. Results about the age-specific variation in
body mass come from Tafani et al. (2013), about the age-specific variation in
reproduction from Berger et al. (2015) and about the age-specific variation in survival
from Berger et al. (Submitted).
REPRODUCTIVE SENESCENCE IN DOMINANT MALES
We only analysed the age-specific variation in reproduction of females. As offspring
care during gestation and lactation is only provided by mothers we assumed that
maternal effects are more influential than paternal effects. We assumed that paternal
effects on reproductive senescence in females represented a noise that did not involve
senescence of litter size starting at 10 years of age or senescence of reproductive success
starting around 8 years of age. Because of a lack of data, we were not able to investigate
the age-specific variation in reproduction in males. On average, the dominance tenure
lasts 4 years of age in males. Thus, a dominant male can experience no more than 4
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changes of dominant females. Dissociating maternal from paternal effects implies to
have lots of males and females involved in different pairs. The current lack of pairs
involving one individual with different partners prevented us from dissociating such
effects.
MOSAIC AGEING IN ALPINE MARMOTS
Patterns of senescence are heterogeneous and this holds for both the onset and the rate
of senescence in both sexes (figure 8.1.). Two possible explanations may explain these
patterns. First, in the Alpine marmot, senescence is independent among traits as
proposed by the 'mosaic ageing' hypothesis (Walker and Herndorn 2010). Such
asynchronous patterns of senescence have been recently reported in Soay sheep (Ovis
aries) across 20 phenotypic traits (Hayward et al. in press). Second, senescence in body
mass could drive senescence in fitness traits. In the evidence of sex-differences in
senescence pattern of body mass but not on survival senescence (Chapter 5),
sex-differences could target reproduction rather than survival in marmots. As explained
above, we did not investigate age-specific variation in reproduction in males however,
the loss of dominance (reproduction) is associated to death (Lardy et al. 2012). As a
consequence, the reproduction of dominant males is associated to the reproduction of
dominant females. In this context, it is not easy to understand why reproductive
senescence would be stronger in males than in females. The mosaic ageing hypothesis
appears the most parsimonious.
Further studies should investigate the proximate mechanisms involved in senescence
patterns of survival and reproduction and test whether mosaic ageing also occurs in
physiological traits. In this direction, studying variation in blood cells and hematocrit
concentrations with age could provide a better assessment of the general health and
variation in immunity with age. It is feasible in Alpine marmots. Blood samples and
smears are collected since 2003 and 2010, respectively for each captured individual.
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8.1.2. Age-specific patterns in Alpine marmots: importance of
cooperative breeding
8.1.2.1. Importance of helpers in shaping survival senescence
I provided evidence that social factors measured as the presence of helpers (i.e.
subordinate males) early in life or during adulthood play a key role in shaping dominant
female's longevity, female lifetime reproductive success (Berger et al. 2015a), and
actuarial senescence in female and male dominants (Chapter 6). We showed that the
influence of helpers at birth on survival senescence was sex-specific. The presence of
helpers at birth is detrimental for late life in dominant males while it is beneficial in
dominant females. Intra-sexual competition could be at the origin of the detrimental
effect of helpers at birth on dominant male senescence. The presence of helpers during
adult life was beneficial for both sexes.
Additionally, although we could not test the influence of the number of helpers on
senescence because of a lack of data, data seemed to show that an excessive number of
helpers have detrimental consequences in late life for both sexes (Table 8.1.). Indeed,
dominants benefiting from the maximum average number of helpers during adulthood
did not survive after 10 years of age. An optimal number of helpers seem to occur in
families with the highest fitness. However, the optimal number differs between sexes
(about two for dominant females and less than two for dominant males) (Allainé and
Theuriau 2004, Lardy et al. 2015). A too high number of helpers entails higher
intra-sexual competition (Lardy et al. 2015) and could lead to advance and/or increase
senescence.
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Table 8.1. The average number of helpers during adulthood in function of dominant age.
Nb. helpers during
adulthood

Age
0

1

2

3

2

31

45

34

8

3

31

45

34

8

4

26

45

34

8

5

19

44

33

7

6

8

39

31

5

7

5

31

23

4

8

1

28

21

3

9

0

21

19

2

10

0

16

12

1

11

0

9

9

0

12

0

5

6

0

13

0

2

4

0

14

0

1

3

0

15

0

1

1

0

16

0

1

1

0

These findings show that helping behaviours and intra-sexual competition shape
actuarial senescence in Alpine marmots and that the negative dimension of sociality
such as competition shall not be neglected.
8.1.2.2. Importance of other aspects of sociality in shaping senescence
I insist on the fact that at the intra-specific level, we studied only one aspect of sociality,
the cooperative breeding for which a key feature is the number of helpers. However,
sociality is influenced by multiple features such as group size or group composition.
Sociality entails benefits and costs that impact positively or negatively senescence (see
figure 8.2). The influence of sociality on senescence goes through the influence of
positive effects such as allo-parental care and/or social thermoregulation (this thesis).
The influence of sociality goes also through the influence of negative effects such as
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intra-sexual competition. For example, intra-sexual competition between female
subordinates and dominants intensifies reproductive senescence of female dominant
meerkats (Sharp and Clutton-Brock 2011). It would be very interesting to analyse other
aspects of sociality in Alpine marmots.

Figure 8.2. Negative and positive effects of sociality on senescence. In this thesis, we
focused on the influence of helpers on senescence in Alpine marmots. We do not
provide an exhaustive list of the negative and positive effects of sociality.

THE EFFECT OF SUBORDINATE FEMALES ON DOMINANT SENESCENCE PATTERNS
In Alpine marmots, the positive effect of subordinate females on dominant or pups
fitness is not clear. Although the negative influence of subordinate females per year on
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juvenile survival has been firmly established (Allainé and Theuriau 2004), increasing
the average number of subordinate females over the reproductive life leads to increase
juvenile survival (Lardy et al. 2015). Subordinate females take part in the defence of the
territory against intruders or predators by providing alarm calls and also they collect hay
regularly to convert the burrow.
I call for investigating the effect of subordinate females on dominant senescence. As
no negative influence of subordinate females has yet been reported in dominant males, I
expect that subordinate females should not influence or decrease senescence of survival
in males. However, because of intra-sexual competition (Lardy et al. 2015), I expect that
subordinate females should accelerate senescence of survival in dominant females and
increase its intensity. As a complementary analysis, it would be interesting to investigate
stress levels of dominants during the active season in relation to the number of male and
female subordinates. Indeed, a growing number of studies make a link between intense
competition, stress level and ageing in cooperative breeders (Monaghan et al. 2008,
Spencer et al. 2010, Sharp and Clutton-Brock 2011).
SENESCENCE PATTERNS OF SUBORDINATES
In our population a large proportion of females never reach a dominant status. For
example, over 549 females born during the study period, only 15% obtained a dominant
position. I call for investigating actuarial and body mass senescence in male and female
subordinates. I warn against the absence of senescence. Indeed, we showed that
actuarial senescence begins between 6 and 8 years of age in dominants. In our
population, subordinates were never older that seven years old. It is thus possible that
we could not detect any senescence. However, whether senescence occurs in
subordinates, as subordinate females do not wake up before other members of the
family group (Arnold 1993), they should undergo lower mass loss than males during
hibernation. In other words, male subordinates could expense more energy in social
thermoregulation than female subordinates. I thus expect that male subordinates should
display an earlier and/ or faster senescence than female subordinates.
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8.1.3.

The interplay between sociality and hibernation on senescence

When analysing the effect of sociality on senescence in Alpine marmots and more
generally in species living in cold habitats such as mountain habitats, one key challenge
is to dissociate the effect of hibernation from social thermoregulation on senescence
patterns.
Hibernation is an energy-saving adaptation that strongly affects survival (Turbill
2011). In bats, hibernation is a key driver of the variation in maximum longevity
(Wilkinson and South 2002). Turbill et al. (2011) performed a comparative analysis in
mammals showing that hibernation slows down the pace of life. In particular, they
found that small hibernating mammals have longer maximum longevities (50% greater),
survive better over the winter (by 15%), reproduce at slower rates, mature at older ages
and have longer generation times than non-hibernating mammals of similar-size. As
senescence is strongly linked with the pace of life (Jones et al. 2008), hibernation should
also strongly impact senescence patterns.
In Alpine marmots, hypothermia periods represent 90% of the hibernation period
during which energy is saved by the drastic decline of the metabolism rate. On the
contrary, euthermia periods represent less than 10% of the hibernation duration but
cause 85% of the energetic expenditure during the hibernation period (Arnold 1988). All
members of the family group hibernate altogether. As males enter the first at each cycle
in euthermia phases, they warm the hibernaculum. The heat available for the other
members of the family group leads to increase juvenile survival (Allainé and Theuriau
2004). The phenomenon is called social thermoregulation (sensu Arnold 1990). Social
thermoregulation is an energy-saving tactic to buffer the harsh season and to reduce
energy spent during the cold season. The energy saved during the winter thanks to
hibernation and to social thermoregulation could thus be re-allocated into somatic
maintenance. The interplay of hibernation and social thermoregulation as an aspect of
sociality should play a non-negligible role in shaping senescence in Alpine marmots.
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8.1.4. The interplay between social and environmental factors on
senescence
Previous studies showed that environmental conditions influence senescence patterns.
Population density, by modifying the per capita food available, is a strong predictor of
senescence patterns in red deer (Cervus elaphus). Females born at high density have a
faster reproductive senescence than females born at low density (Nussey et al. 2007). In
our population of Alpine marmots, Tafani et al. (2013b) reported that litter size
decreased throughout the study period in response to a thinning of snow cover. Rézouki
et al. (Submitted) showed in our population that juvenile survival also decreased
throughout the study period. The decrease of litter size and juvenile survival might be
the result of the ongoing climate change. These changes lead to decrease the recruitment
of helpers, and, as a consequence, the proportion of family group with helpers decreases
over time. The decrease of the number of helpers causes in turn the decrease of juvenile
survival because of the reduced efficiency of social thermoregulation.
We showed that the number of helpers at birth and during adulthood markedly
influenced senescence patterns (see chapter 6), the interplay between social and
environmental factors is likely to shape senescence patterns. It is likely that, in the
context of climate change, marmots senesce faster in response to the deterioration of
social conditions. To date, no studies have explored such a question. We call for further
analyses of the interaction between social and environmental conditions on ageing.

8.1.5. Studying the effect of sociality on senescence at the individual level:
a methodological problem
Very few studies have analysed the effect of the number of helpers on reproductive
senescence and none on actuarial senescence. The work of Sharp and Clutton-Brock
(2010) in meerkats and by Stahler et al. (2013) in wolves tested the interaction between
age effect and group size per year (pack size per year for Stahler et al. (2013)). They
predicted that the rate of senescence should decrease with group and pack size. They
added a random factor to take into account repeated measures performed on the same
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individual. None of these studies detected an effect of group and pack size on the rate of
senescence.
These results cannot be interpreted at the individual level. As explained in figure
8.3, individuals that do benefit from having no helper should exhibit a faster senescence
than individuals benefiting from the presence of helpers. However, a given individual
age and varies in its number of helpers. In figure 8.3, an individual trajectory is
displayed from 3 to 14 years of age. This trajectory reflects the number of helpers that a
dominant benefits each year until its death. While a given trait of this dominant
individual declines with increasing age, it is not realistic to say that it will stay with the
same number of helpers over its late life. As illustrated by the black line, the dominant
will experience different numbers of helpers when aging.

Figure 8.3. The effect of the number of helpers per year on trait senescence. The graph
displays the predictions of the influence of the number of helpers on age-specific
variation in a given trait. The black line illustrates the individual trajectory of a
dominant.
This approach is common when testing senescence of breeding and non-breeding
individuals (e.g. McElligott et al. 2002), no individual consistently remains as a
non-breeder. However, all analyses testing factors that vary along individual trajectories
should be presented in the appropriate context of the population scale. As a
consequence, it is appropriate to present studies analysing the effect of social factors per
year on senescence at a population level rather than at an individual level.
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A proper way to test the effect of a social factor on senescence at the individual level
is to average a social factor at the individual scale. It is for this reason that in chapter 7,
we tested the effect of the presence/absence helpers at birth and during adult life on
senescence. An individual is associated either to the absence or presence of helpers. In
that way, when adding individual identity as a random factor, we modelled individual
trajectories.

8.1.6. A new approach to measure social factors
Evidence shows that social factors at birth and during adult life have a deep influence
on actuarial senescence in Alpine marmots. We used the number of helpers as a measure
of social factor. However, social features are not concentrated on helpers. Social
interactions occur between parent and pups, female subordinates and pups, or dominants
and subordinates. It is likely that we under-estimated social interactions and thus, their
influence on senescence. Recently, a new approach, the social network, has been
adopted by researchers studying social species. This approach consists in representing
social groups as networks of nodes connected by social ties (Wey et al. 2008). This
approach examines individuals and groups according to relationships between group
members. All affiliative and agonistic interactions and the complexity of each of them
are recorded to take into account the multiple dimension of social factors.
Such a protocol could be conceivable in Alpine marmots through behavioural
observations, such as the one established in a similar species, the Yellow-bellied marmot
(Marmota flaviventris) (Wey and Blumstein 2012). In this study, behavioural
observations of marmots were conducted during the active period, in the morning and
afternoon from mid-April to mid-September. They distinguished affiliative (i.e.
cohesive behaviours, such as greeting, allo-grooming, sitting in close proximity, and
foraging together) and agonistic interactions (competitive behaviours such as aggression
(biting, chasing, fighting) and displacements). A set of social attributes was retained
after performing a Principal Component Analysis, which described accurately social
organization and social structure. Further, this approach allows measuring the level of
sociality of the species because, in addition to measure accurately social organization
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and social structure, social network also measures a part of mating system through the
strength of pair bonds (Wey and Blumstein 2012). The social network offers a very
promising tool at the intra-specific level to answer multiple questions on social species
in Evolutionary Ecology.
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8.2. INFLUENCE OF SOCIALITY ON SENESCENCE: … TO THE
INTER-SPECIFIC LEVEL
Studying the influence of sociality on senescence requires using appropriate metrics of
sociality and senescence. I will propose some alternative metrics of sociality and
senescence. I will also underline that sociality can influence ageing through direct an
indirect effects.

8.2.1

Various metrics of sociality: toward a continuum of sociality?

In the general introduction, I indicated the willingness of researchers to have a unified
classification of sociality at least in vertebrates and I highlighted the explosion of
sociality metrics in literature. The metrics proposed in the literature are continuous such
as group size (that do not take account for social complexity) or qualitative such as
solitary/social species (see General introduction) but these metrics are not satisfying.
My proposition brought forward a classification of sociality based on care to pups (Silk
2007), that allows including numerous species. In chapter 7, we classified mammals
along a continuum of sociality.
Considering the diversity of social behaviours that lead to so many social
organisations and compositions, assessing a continuum looks like a big challenge. Our
metrics can be criticized. Indeed, how to evaluate that a social behaviour is more social
than another? Do social groups displaying allo-parental care by sisters, aunts (that are
not subordinates) or grand-mothers during post-reproductive life such as observed in
elephants correspond to less social organizations than that observed in a communal or
cooperative breeder species? The definition of a sociality continuum based on parental
and allo-parental care to pups would be more representative than a continuous variable
such as group size but would be still questionable. Here, I would provide new
approaches to measure sociality at the inter-specific level. I tried to propose two other
classifications for which data could be collected in literature.
First, the complexity of communication could be an interesting measure. In solitary
species, interactions are limited to mother-pup interactions, pair bonds during mating
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periods and agonistic behaviours when an adult crosses the border of a territory and
meets another adult. In social species, individuals have to handle multiple interactions
and complex situations between individuals. In complex social groups, group members
have to understand each other to accomplish tasks, obey, command, coordinate, or
cooperate. The ‘social complexity hypothesis’ for communication states that social
groups with complex social systems require more complex communication systems to
handle interactions among group members (Freeberg et al. 2012). For example,
McComb and Semple (2005) showed that the grooming time (their measure of social
bond) and group size increased with vocal repertoire size in non-human primate species.
Details on the complexity and level of communication are available from literature,
especially for the vocal repertoire size (McComb and Semple 2005 in primates).
However, animals display an important variety of communication types (visual,
olfactory, tactile/vibratory and electrical), which could be a difficulty for providing a
unified classification of sociality according to their complexity in communication. This
classification could be relevant for creating a sociality continuum on specific taxa.
The second alternative proxy is based on the “social brain hypothesis” (Byrne and
Whiten 1988, Dunbar 1992). This hypothesis states that maintaining group cohesion is
cognitively demanding. Indeed, social individuals need to be able to solve various
conflicts that impact access to resources (food, partners). Whether sociality is
cognitively demanding, relative brain size should be positively associated to sociality.
This proxy is potentially related to the complexity of communication because to develop
complex communication requires developing cognitive capacities. Perez-Barberia et al.
(2007) tested the relationship between sociality and relative brain size in 206 species of
ungulates, carnivores, and primates. They showed that sociality and relative brain size
are closely correlated in these three mammalian orders. However, their classification of
sociality was very simple. Indeed, the social measure opposed solitary and social
species. More recently, Isler and van Schaik (2012) performed a comparative analysis
on 445 mammalian species that showed that the relative brain size was positively
associated to allo-maternal care once corrected for body mass. These findings provide a
promising avenue to build a continuum of sociality, especially in vertebrates.
Finally, in the first part of the discussion, I presented an interesting measure of
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sociality at the intra-specific level, the social network. Whether for a given population
an average measure of social network can be assessed, it is likely that social network
could represent a continuum of sociality using a continuous variable. However, the
development of a protocol measuring social network at a larger scale is very complex
in terms of time, people and complex for species with large social groups, nocturnal,
discrete or living in marine environments.

8.2.2

Various metrics of senescence: necessity to compare metrics

Like for sociality metrics, multiple metrics of senescence can be found in literature. In
the study of Tidière et al. (2014), the rate of senescence was measured as the
proportional decrease of survival between 6 and 12 years of age. These age-thresholds
were chosen based on previous detailed analyses of age-specific variation in intensively
monitored populations of large herbivores (e.g. Loison et al. 1999, Festa-Bianchet et al.
2003, Gaillard et al. 2004, Toïgo et al. 2007). Moreover, the Gompertz rate of
senescence (i.e. the exponential increase of mortality with age) is considered as a
reliable measure of the intensity of senescence, especially in large herbivores (Gaillard
et al. 2004). In the comparative analysis of senescence patterns across mammals
(chapter 7), we measured the onset of senescence as the threshold age when mortality
starts to increase with age and the rate of senescence as the slope of the regression
between the onset of senescence and the last five individuals alive in the population.
Recently, Baudisch (2011) raised the issue of the current methods to measure
senescence that cannot distinguish how much or how fast species age. Indeed, in
comparative studies, the same unit of time is used among species to compare the onset
and the rate of senescence. Baudisch proposed a new way to measure senescence and
distinguished the pace and the shape of ageing, which allows taking into account the
pace of life. The pace of life corresponds to the co-variation among all biological times,
and includes thereby the timing of death such as longevity. The shape reflects the
trajectory of age-specific mortality relative to average adult mortality. Jones et al.
(2014) used the shape and pace metrics. Specifically, the pace was measured as the
terminal age to which only 5% of adults survive and the shape as the ratio of mortality
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at the terminal age to the average level of adult mortality.
As a perspective, I would compare the metric of senescence used in chapter 7 with
the metric proposed by Baudisch (2011) that reflects the pace and shape of ageing.

8.2.3 Studying the influence of sociality on senescence: phylogenetic path
analysis
Species can be ranked according to their pace of life along a slow-fast continuum of life
histories (see Gaillard et al. 2015b for a recent review). We showed in the third part of
the general introduction that sociality slows down the pace of life. Indeed, sociality is
associated with a delayed maturity, delayed reproduction, and a decreased mortality.
Jones et al. (2008) showed in 20 populations that the onset and the rate of senescence
were components of the pace of life. The onset of senescence was delayed and the rate
of senescence decreased with slower pace of life. By influencing biological times,
sociality should shape senescence patterns similarly to the slow-fast continuum but no
studies have investigated this question at the inter-specific level.
One important question is to know whether the effect of sociality on senescence is
entirely explained its effects on the slow-fast continuum or whether sociality influences
senescence independently of the slow-fast continuum. Indeed, body mass is strongly
correlated to the slow-fast continuum however, even after corrected for body mass, the
pace of life, still accounts for a large part of life history trait variation (Stearns 1983,
Gaillard et al. 2015b). Therefore, sociality could influence senescence once taking
account of the pace of life.
In chapter 8, we showed that once corrected by the pace of life (using the age at first
reproduction as a proxy), sociality delays the onset of senescence but has no influence
on the rate of senescence or the longevity in mammals. After removing the influence of
the age at first reproduction, sociality decreased the rate of senescence and increased
longevity. We can hypothesize that sociality influences the rate of senescence and
longevity because sociality is associated to the pace of life. The influence of sociality on
the onset of senescence would be independent of the pace of life.
To test the direct and indirect influences of sociality on senescence, it could be
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appropriate to use a path analysis. However, classical path analysis performed by
Shipley et al. (2009) did not include a phylogenetic component. After searching, I found
that a recent method can be applicable in comparative analysis (Hardenberg and
Gonzalez-Voyer 2013). I will explore this new methodological approach to test the
direct and/or indirect effects of sociality on senescence.
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8.3. CO-EVOLUTION BETWEEN SENESCENCE AND SOCIALITY
Throughout my thesis, I investigated the influence of sociality on senescence. In this
last part, I would introduce through some examples that ageing process could influence
some aspects of sociality and that senescence and sociality are likely to have
co-evolved.

8.3.1.

The influence of senescence on sociality

Empirical evidence has demonstrated that longevity has shaped some aspects of
sociality. In social wasps, adult females shall live long enough to be present when their
pup emerge, then females can feed directly offspring. As a consequence, the overlap of
generations is necessary for the evolution of extended longevity (Evans 1958).
Ronce et al. (1998) showed in offspring female lizards (Lacerta vivipara) that
patterns of senescence affect the evolution of natal dispersal. The common lizard
produces both dispersing and non-dispersing offspring. The dispersal rate of female
offspring decreases when their mother reaches 4 years of age and enters the senescent
stage. The proportion of non-dispersing offspring increases with mother age because the
probability that the site becomes available (at the death of mother) increases. Therefore,
senescence patterns of the mother partly drive the pattern of dispersal in this species.
More recently, Ross et al. (2015) posited that the causality between senescence and
sociality is more complex than expected. They showed theoretically that a long lifespan
and a long post-reproductive life entails the evolution of cooperation. The earlier and
faster reproductive senescence of species exhibiting a post-reproductive life would have
promoted the evolution of a complex social system in which the grand-mothering is a
typical social behaviour.
Sociality has led to increase juvenile survival in marmots (e.g. Allainé and Theuriau
2004). Moreover, my thesis and numerous studies have shown that the early social
environment has deep consequences on individual trajectories (e.g. Sparkman et al.
2011, Russell et al. 2007, Dupont et al. 2015). For example, Vaupel (2010) showed in
humans that the decrease of basal mortality caused by progress in medicine has allowed
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a delay of the onset of senescence and ultimately has extended average longevity by one
decade. One important challenge would be to dissociate the effect of sociality on basal
mortality and its repercussion on senescence from the influence of senescence on
sociality at adult ages.

8.3.2.

Senescence and Sociality: The co-evolution

The effects of the interplay between senescence and sociality on individual trajectories
highlight that senescence and sociality are likely to have co-evolved. At the
intra-specific level, Bourke (2007) stated that once group living has evolved, a positive
self-reinforcement occurs in social groups with the selection of post-reproductive
individuals with an extended post-reproductive life. In social groups with non-breeder
helpers, the self-reinforcement occurs between the selection of a reduced lifespan of
helpers (exposed to higher mortality risks and high costs of helping) and an extended
lifespan of breeders.
At the inter-specific level, the co-evolution between sociality and senescence can be
formalized more generally in life history theory. I indicated in the third part of the
general introduction that sociality influenced biological times and senescence metrics
(the onset and the rate of senescence) represents biological times and are components of
slow-fast continuum. All life-history traits measuring biological times covary and are
likely to co-evolve. Therefore sociality and senescence is likely to have co-evolved.
Even if my thesis focused on the influence of sociality on senescence, I call for
investigating the co-evolution between sociality and senescence and its influence on life
histories at the intra- and inter-specific levels.
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Conclusion
Sociality is an important driver of senescence patterns both at the intra- and
inter-specific levels. At the intra-specific level, the presence of helpers both in early and
in adult life delayed the onset of senescence and decreased its intensity. I studied only
one aspect of sociality, the presence of helpers, but studying the influence of other
aspects of sociality such as the number of female subordinates or group size is
necessary. Further, analysing both the positive (e.g. helping) and negative (e.g.
competition) effects of sociality is essential to have a comprehensive vision of the effect
of sociality on senescence. At the inter-specific level, sociality influences biological
times and as a biological time, the onset of senescence is shaped by sociality in
mammals. However, using appropriate classification of sociality is essential. I proposed
a classification based on parental and allo-parental cares to pups in vertebrates. This
classification has also weaknesses for this reason, I proposed alternative classifications
and called for analysing their influence on senescence. More investigations are needed
to understand at both intra- and inter-specific levels mechanisms underlying the
influence of sociality on ageing.
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Empirical evidence for declines in fitness components (survival and
reproductive performance) with age has recently accumulated in wild populations, highlighting that the process of senescence is nearly ubiquitous in the
living world. Senescence patterns are highly variable among species and current evolutionary theories of ageing propose that such variation can be
accounted for by differences in allocation to growth and reproduction
during early life. Here, we compiled 26 studies of free-ranging vertebrate
populations that explicitly tested for a trade-off between performance in
early and late life. Our review brings overall support for the presence of
early-late life trade-offs, suggesting that the limitation of available resources
leads individuals to trade somatic maintenance later in life for high allocation
to reproduction early in life. We discuss our results in the light of two closely
related theories of ageing—the disposable soma and the antagonistic pleiotropy theories—and propose that the principle of energy allocation roots
the ageing process in the evolution of life-history strategies. Finally, we outline research topics that should be investigated in future studies, including
the importance of natal environmental conditions in the study of trade-offs
between early- and late-life performance and the evolution of sex-differences
in ageing patterns.

1. Introduction
Patterns of senescence1 (i.e. the decline in fitness components with age) are
highly variable both within and among species (e.g. [1–3]). Understanding
the selective forces shaping this variation has become a key topic in the
study of ageing [4,5]. Medawar [6] initially proposed that senescence comes
from the accumulation of deleterious mutations that are expressed late in life,
when the forces of natural selection are weaker and prevent these mutations
from being purged [6]. Hamilton formalized Medawar’s ideas by demonstrating that senescence could arise because of the decreasing strength of natural
selection with age, starting from age at sexual maturity ([7] but see [8]). Hamilton concluded that senescence is inevitable for all age-structured populations
[7], including most vertebrate populations [9]. Medawar’s pioneer work has
also been expanded by Williams who proposed the antagonistic pleiotropy
theory of ageing, which states that an allele with a negative effect on performance in late life could be selected if it has a positive effect on reproduction
during early life [10]. Relationships between reproduction and body growth
early in life and late-life performance are also at the core of the disposable
soma theory of ageing introduced by Kirkwood [11]. This latter hypothesis proposes that individuals should optimize their resource allocation between body
growth, reproductive expenditures and the set of mechanisms involved in the
maintenance of their soma (e.g. enzyme-based repair mechanisms) as a function
of their average lifespan or their risk of environmentally driven mortality [12].
When resources are allocated to reproduction rather than to somatic maintenance, molecular errors should accumulate more rapidly in somatic cells,
leading reproduction or survival to decline faster as individuals age (i.e. a
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(a) Results of the literature survey
To find all published papers testing for a trade-off between
allocation to body growth or reproduction early in life and
allocation to survival or reproduction late in life in wild
populations of vertebrates, we used a strict search protocol
(see the electronic supplementary material). This protocol
allowed us to identify 26 studies in 24 vertebrate species
(12 birds, 10 mammals and two reptiles, table 1). Fishes
and amphibians were absent from the compiled papers,
which might be owing to the scarcity of long-term individual-based studies of these species in the wild [44] and
to the difficulty of detecting senescence in species with
indeterminate growth [45].
Our literature survey revealed that more than threequarters (21 out of 26 studies, see table 1) of the studies
provided support for the expected trade-off, which is statistically supported by a sign test ( p ¼ 0.002). Most authors
concluded that evidence for a trade-off between allocation to

(b) Early-life traits
Recovered studies have assessed a wide array of traits, which
prevented us performing a formal and accurate meta-analysis
(e.g. [47]). Age at first reproduction was the most commonly
used metric to describe allocation to reproduction early in life
(table 1). Many correlations between early reproduction and
late-life performance were not negative on statistical grounds.
Sometimes, early reproductive allocation was associated with
higher performance later in life (table 1). For instance, red
deer females giving birth at the earliest ages produce heavier
offspring at late ages [31]. This suggests that early reproduction
might reflect individual quality (sensu [48]), which prevents the
expected trade-off to be revealed. Testing for long-term costs of
reproduction requires accurate measures of energy allocation
to the reproductive effort. Moreover, traits that are used to
describe this type of allocation need to display some variability
among individuals within a given population and age at first
reproduction varies only little in some species. For instance,
in roe deer (Capreolus capreolus), almost all females give birth
at 2 years of age, even when the environmental conditions
strongly deteriorate [49]. However, when scrutinizing the
published correlations between age at first reproduction and
late-life traits, a sign test reveals that early reproduction is
often associated with long-terms costs ( p ¼ 0.008, n ¼ 33
relationships with 22 negative relationships, seven positive
relationships and four relationships where the information
was not available in the published study).
Studies investigating allocation to body growth remain rare
from the compiled data (but see [29,42]). So far, most studies
linking fast growth and performance in late life have been
performed in laboratory conditions [50]. For example, in the
three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus), fast-growing
individuals have shorter longevity, which suggests that
energy allocation to body development early in life leads to
increased actuarial senescence [51]. Moreover, individuals
that allocate strongly to reproduction early in life have often
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2. Tests of early-late life trade-offs in the wild

body growth or reproduction in early life and allocation to
survival or reproduction in late life was supported when
at least one of the negative correlations was statistically significant. When looking specifically at the number of relationships
tested across the 26 studies (n ¼ 74 relationships), a sign test
revealed a statistically significant overall support for an earlylate life trade-off ( p ¼ 0.005; 43 negative relationships, 20
positive relationships and 11 where the information was not
available in the paper (i.e. only the statistical significance was
reported)). For instance, in both free-living jackdaws (Corvus
monedula) and red deer (Cervus elaphus), individuals with the
highest reproductive effort during early adulthood senesced
the fastest in terms of actuarial and reproductive performance,
respectively [28,31]. It is worth noticing that a publication bias
in favour of statistically significant results could potentially
lead to an over-representation of the occurrence of trade-offs
[46]. We also showed that the probability of finding a statistical
support within a study for a statistically significant negative
correlation between early and late life traits was not related
to the number of tested relationships (electronic supplementary material, table S2). In addition, by fitting generalized
linear mixed models including the focal study as a random
effect, we observed that the statistical support for a trade-off
between early and late life is less likely in mammals than in
birds (electronic supplementary material, table S3).

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

stronger senescence) [12,13]. It is generally considered that
both antagonistic pleiotropy and disposable soma theories
of ageing lead to similar predictions in terms of life-history
trade-offs between allocation to reproduction during early
life and intensity of ageing in late life [12,14,15].
A large number of studies challenging predictions of a
trade-off between allocation to body growth and reproduction
in early life and fitness-related traits (survival and reproduction) in late life were conducted in the laboratory [16]. Until
quite recently, senescence was thought to be almost absent in
wild populations [5], which provides the most likely explanation for the long-standing focus on laboratory models.
However, the situation is changing thanks to the accumulation
of long-term individual monitoring of known-aged animals in
the wild, which are providing increasing evidence of senescence in a wide range of traits in free-ranging conditions [5]
and offer the necessary material for testing evolutionary theories of ageing in the wild. Empirical tests of early-late life
trade-offs in the wild (compiled in table 1), where food availability and energy acquisition are generally limiting, are
particularly relevant because individuals living under laboratory or captive conditions are usually fed ad libitum, which
can potentially mask any trade-off between early- and latelife performance [5,43]. However, whether these study cases
provide overall support for an early-late life trade-off remains
to be assessed.
In this review, we first compiled studies that looked for
early-late life trade-offs and we quantified the overall support
for a negative covariation between allocation to body growth
and reproduction during early life and fitness-related traits in
late life. We then discussed whether such trade-offs match
evolutionary theories of ageing. Finally, we propose new
avenues of research for studies investigating early-late life
trade-offs in the wild that should refine our understanding
of both the influence of environmental conditions on ageing
patterns and the evolution of sex-differences in ageing.
Purposely, we limited the scope of our review to wild vertebrate species because most of these species are strongly
age-structured, which fit evolutionary models of senescence
and also because longitudinal studies on invertebrates in
the wild remain scarce.
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late trait

sex

relationship

age at ﬁrst reproduction

survival

F

2

age at ﬁrst reproduction

survival

M

2

age at ﬁrst reproduction

cumulative chicks ﬂedged

M

2

off detected

ref

yes

[17]

yes

[18]

yes

[19]

yes

[20]

yes

[21]

yes

[22]

birds
western gull

willow tit
chough

tawny owl
blue-footed booby

age at ﬁrst reproduction

cumulative chicks ﬂedged

F

2

breeding status

late survival

M

0 (2)

breeding status

late survival

F

2

clutch size (3– 4 years)

female breeding lifespan

F

2

ﬂedging success (3–4 years)

female breeding lifespan

F

2

breeding failure (3–4 years)

female breeding lifespan

F

0

clutch size (5– 8 years)

female breeding lifespan

F

0

ﬂedging success (5–8 years)

female breeding lifespan

F

0

breeding failure (5–8 years)

female breeding lifespan

F

0

age at ﬁrst reproduction

adult survival

M

2

age at ﬁrst reproduction

adult survival

F

2

recruit age

age at last reproduction

M

2

recruit age

age at last reproduction

F

0

recruit age

breeding success

M

2

recruit age

breeding success

F

0

recruit age

brood size

M

2

recruit age

brood size

F

0

recruit age

laying date

M/F

0

early-life reproductive output

senescence in breeding success

F

2

early-life reproductive output

lifetime breeding success

F/M

2

mute swan

age at ﬁrst reproduction

age at last reproduction

M/F

2

yes

[23]

collared ﬂycatcher

age at ﬁrst reproduction

clutch size

F

2

yes

[24]

great tit

early-life ﬂedgling production

rate of late life age-speciﬁc change in

F

2

yes

[25]

F

0 (2)

common murre

number of ﬂedgings
early-life ﬂedgling production

rate of late life age-speciﬁc change in
number of recruits

black-legged

early-life reproduction

reproductive lifespan

F

0

age at ﬁrst reproduction

breeding success

M/F

2

yes

[26]

age at ﬁrst breeding

onset of actuarial senescence

M/F

2

yes

[27]

age at ﬁrst breeding

rate of actuarial senescence

M/F

0 (2)

brood size

annual survival rate

M/F

2

yes

[28]

brood size

rate of actuarial senescence

M/F

2

age at ﬁrst reproduction

offspring number

F

þ

yes

[29]

weight at 0.5 years

fecundity during the ﬁrst 7–9 years

F

2
yes

[30]

kittiwake
Seychelles warbler
jackdaw
mammals
bison
red deer

age at ﬁrst reproduction

actuarial senescence

F

þ

early-life (less than 9 years old)

reproductive senescence

F

2

reproduction
(Continued.)
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early trait
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Table 1. Summary of the 26 studies testing for early-late life trade-offs in vertebrate populations. (The species, the early and late traits analysed, the sex (F:
female, M: male), the overall conclusion about the support for each study (yes/no) and the references are provided. For the column ‘relationship’, the ‘2’
represents the negative relationship (in other words a trade-off between early and late traits), the ‘þ’ represents the positive relationship between early and
late traits and the ‘0’ represents the absence of a statistically signiﬁcant relationship between early and late traits. However, when the sign of the nonsigniﬁcant relationship was provided in the study, this information was added in brackets, next to the ‘0’.)
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Table 1. (Continued.)

rhesus macaque

late trait

sex

relationship

age at ﬁrst reproduction

calving date

F

þ

age at ﬁrst reproduction

offspring birth weight

F

þ

early-life fecundity

senescence in calving date

F

2

early-life fecundity

senescence in offspring birth weight

F

2

mean early calving date

senescence in calving date

F

þ

mean early offspring birth weight

senescence in offspring birth weight

F

þ

mean harem size

senescence in harem size

M

2

off detected

ref

yes

[31]

yes

[32]

mean harem size

senescence in antler morphology

M

2

allocation to antlers

senescence in harem size

M

0 (2)

allocation to antlers

senescence in antler morphology

M

0 (2)

age at ﬁrst reproduction

survival

F

0 (2)

no

[33]

yes

[34]

age at ﬁrst reproduction

survival to 11 years of age

F

2

age at ﬁrst reproduction

survival to 16 years of age

F

2

age at ﬁrst reproduction

survival to 21 years of age

F

0 (2)

age at ﬁrst reproduction

survival to 26 years of age

F

0 (2)

badger

age at ﬁrst reproduction

age at last reproduction

M/F

2

yes

[35]

bighorn sheepa

number of lambs produced

longevity

F

þ

no

[36]

number of lambs weaned

longevity

F

þ

number of lambs surviving to 1

longevity

F

0 (þ)

number of lambs produced

number of lambs weaned

F

þ

number of lambs weaned

number of lambs weaned

F

þ

age at ﬁrst reproduction

survival

F

þ

no

[37]

yes

[38]

no

[39]

yes

[40]

yes

[41]

no

[42]

year of age

reindeer
greater horseshoe
bat
Columbian ground
squirrel
red squirrel

breeding status

mean age at death

F

2

breeding status

breeding frequency

F

þ

age at ﬁrst successful rearing

longevity

F

0 (2)

age at ﬁrst successful rearing

lifetime reproductive success

F

0 (þ)

age at ﬁrst reproduction

longevity

F

2

age at ﬁrst reproduction

juvenile weaned per breeding attempt

F

þ

reproductive effort

actuarial senescence

F

2

reproductive effort

senescence in litter size

F

0

reproductive effort

senescence in offspring body size

F

0

reproductive effort

senescence in litter success

F

þ

body growth tactic (slow vs fast)

senescence in litter mass

F

þ

reptiles
common lizard

garter snake

body growth tactic (slow vs fast)

senescence in litter size

F

þ

body growth tactic (slow vs fast)

senescence in offspring mass

F

0 (2)

body growth tactic (slow vs fast)

senescence in relative clutch size

F

þ

body growth tactic (slow vs fast)

stillborn number

F

0 (þ)

a

In this study, two populations are considered (Ram Mountain and Sheep River) but the relationships between both the number of lambs produced and the longevity and the

number of lambs weaned and the longevity are statistically signiﬁcant at Ram Mountain only.

grown fast over this period [50], which might increase cellular
damage even more and thereby accelerate senescence. In many
vertebrates, early reproduction is often associated with a high
growth rate because body mass generally determines social
rank and success in sexual competition in males and the ability
to ovulate in females [50]. Longitudinal studies in the wild
should thus now seek to decipher the relative influence of

body growth and reproduction in shaping performance in
late life.

(c) Late-life traits
For late life, we can distinguish three categories of measures of
performance, corresponding to survival (e.g. longevity, rate of
actuarial senescence), reproduction (e.g. rate of senescence in

Proc. R. Soc. B 282: 20150209

Weddell seal

early trait
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Most (83.3%) of the relationships explored in a single sex were
performed on females (55 out of 66 relationships where the
analysis are performed on one sex only), probably because it
is easier to measure reproductive effort for this sex (e.g. [37]).
Measuring male reproductive senescence (e.g. senescence
in sperm quality, secondary sexual traits or reproductive success), longitudinally is currently extremely difficult in wild
populations of vertebrates. However, such studies could
potentially bring further support for a decrease in residual
late-life fitness following high early allocation to reproduction,
as suggested by recent work in captive houbara bustards
(Chlamydotis undulata) where males with a higher display rate
during early life senesce faster in terms of sperm number and
motility [57]. Moreover, analysing the relationships compiled
in table 1 using a generalized mixed effect model reveals that
the trade-off is found more often in males than in females

(e) How should we interpret studies in which the
trade-off is not detected?
Five studies we reviewed (including four on mammals) did not
report any statistical support for early-late life trade-offs (table 1).
There are several possible explanations for this absence of
support. First, high reproductive expenditures early in life
may not be associated with long-term costs such that senescence patterns or longevity are independent of the amount
of reproductive allocation in these species. Second, in these
populations, individuals might live in high-quality environments, where abundant resources might make any lifehistory trade-off more difficult to detect [5]. Finally, inappropriate methodological tools could be involved. The
existence of poor-quality individuals that died early in life
can simply explain such failure to detect long-term costs of
high allocation to reproduction. Interestingly, none of these
studies controlled for individual heterogeneity although
such variability in quality among individuals is likely to
mask within-individual reproductive costs (e.g. when individuals with better than average reproductive success live longer
than individuals with lower than average reproductive success [58]). In addition, selective (fertility selection or viability
selection) or random (stochastic events) processes can favour
the over-representation of individuals with high reproductive
performance in late life. This can eventually hide any longterm costs of heavy allocation to reproduction in early life on
survival and reproduction late in life [59]. However, when
splitting studies between those that corrected for individual
heterogeneity (n ¼ 8 studies with eight finding a support for
an early late-life trade-off ) and those that did not correct for
individual heterogeneity (n ¼ 18 studies with 13 finding a
support for an early late-life trade-off ), a Fisher exact test
revealed no association between the probability to find a support and the use of a statistical correction for individual
heterogeneity ( p ¼ 0.28). Indeed, while studies accounting
for individual heterogeneity led to a full support for the
trade-off (100%), the relative amount of support remains
high in the subset of studies that did not take into account
this issue (72.2% instead of 80.8% for the whole dataset).
Overall, our literature survey reveals very good support
for the occurrence of early-late life trade-offs in wild vertebrate populations. These phenotypic correlations between
life-history traits could at first glance provide support for several evolutionary theories of ageing. In the following section,
we discuss whether results from studies compiled in this
review match or do not match these theoretical frameworks.
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(d) Tests of early-late life trade-offs in females
and males

(electronic supplementary material, table S6). This comes
from the fact that among the few studies focusing on males,
nearly all of them provided a support for a trade-off. However,
contrasting patterns can sometimes emerge when senescence is
investigated jointly in males and females. For instance, in
willow tits (Parus montanus), early reproduction and survival
in late life are independent in males, whereas females that do
not breed during early life survive better in late life [18]. Overall, this emphasizes the need to test evolutionary theories of
ageing in both sexes to identify the nature of the reproductive
costs that influence performance in late life, and then the evolution of sex-differences in ageing patterns (see §4b for a specific
discussion on this topic).

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

reproductive success measured at different stages), or both
reproduction and survival (e.g. age at last reproduction, lifetime reproductive success, table 1). Several correlations
between early- and late-life traits have been tested within the
same study, revealing contrasting results with respect to potential trade-offs. For example, in the female common lizard
(Lacerta vivipara), a high reproductive effort during early life
does not influence senescence in litter size but increases senescence in survival [41], in line with evidence that senescence
patterns in life-history traits are heterochronous [4,52]. These
results suggest that a high reproductive effort early in life can
negatively influence only one aspect of the late-life performance (e.g. longevity or reproductive output). When we tested
whether support for the early-late trade-off was more likely
to be detected by using survival, reproductive performance
or a metric combining survival and reproduction as the
late-life trait, no statistically significant differences were
found (electronic supplementary material, table S4), even
after accounting for a putative taxonomic effect (electronic
supplementary material, table S5). Recently, Hamel et al. [53]
proposed a generalization of the Van Noordwijk & de Jong
[54] Y-model (see also §3c), accounting for differential
constraints in the variability of survival and reproduction
observed in the wild. This model suggests that costs of reproduction are more likely to impact future reproductive
performance in long-lived species because adult survival is
environmentally canalized in these species [55], whereas
costs of reproduction are more likely to impact future survival
in short-lived species. Such questions are particularly relevant
as the relative strength of reproductive and actuarial senescence can alter the general fitness costs of senescence [56].
When testing these predictions on a set of studies investigating
short-term costs of reproduction (i.e. influence of reproduction
at time t on survival or reproduction at time t þ 1), Hamel et al.
[53] found support for their model predictions. Interestingly,
the predictions seem also to hold for cumulative costs of reproduction, although the number of studies was limited [53],
particularly in short-lived species (as highlighted by the
absence of any small-sized rodent in table 1). Detailed longitudinal data on short-lived species are now badly needed to
test whether substantial allocation to body growth or reproduction during early life is more likely to increase reproductive
senescence in long-lived than short-lived species.
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(a) Disposable soma theory

(b) Antagonistic pleiotropy
Boundaries between evolutionary theories of ageing can sometimes be tenuous, as it is the case between the antagonistic
pleiotropy and its physiological corollary, the disposable
soma theory. Indeed, both theories share the same predictions
in terms of trade-offs between reproduction and ageing
[15,69,70]. The antagonistic pleiotropy can even be seen as a
special case of the disposable soma theory, when some alleles
code for a given resource allocation to reproduction during
early life instead of a resource allocation to maintenance mechanisms later in life [14,15,71], although some alleles with
antagonistic effects might involve pathways independent of
somatic maintenance [72].
However, the theoretical frameworks of antagonistic pleiotropy (population genetics) and of the disposable soma theory
(optimization theory) differ quite markedly [5,69]. Therefore,
any simple evidence of a trade-off between body growth or
reproduction early in life and fitness-related traits in late life
supports the disposable soma theory [73], but not necessarily
the antagonistic pleiotropy theory for which any firm test in
wild populations requires a quantitative genetic approach
[70]. So far, only two long-term studies of wild populations
on mute swans (Cygnus olor) [23] and red deer [74] have properly demonstrated the genetic basis of a trade-off between
allocation to reproduction during early life and fitness-related
traits in late life. In addition, only studies performed on
model species and humans have to date uncovered which
specific genes might be involved in the relationship between
the number of offspring produced in early life and performance
at an advanced age. For instance, experimental genetic manipulations in mice identified six genes with antagonistic effects on
life histories, involving lengthening lifespan (up to 70%) while
reducing reproductive rate and delaying age at first reproduction (see [5] for a review). In humans, a specific allele of the
gene coding for the apolipoprotein E (APOE*2) implicated in
lipid metabolism is both negatively associated with fertility
and positively associated with lifespan [75]. However, whether
such genes could account for observed senescence patterns and
provide support for the antagonistic pleiotropy theory in the
vertebrate species, where the presence of an early-late life
trade-off has been documented is still to be investigated.

(c) Principle of allocation
The Cody principle of allocation [76] states that organisms allocate acquired energy either to growth, reproduction or survival
in a competitive way so that trade-offs should occur. This is at
the core of our current theory of life-history evolution [77].
However, the disposable soma theory described above was
initially formulated without any explicit reference to Cody’s
[76] work and simply aimed to explain the evolution of
ageing at the cellular level, based on the assumption that
errors must occur at some stage in somatic macro-molecular
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One fundamental tenet of the disposable soma theory is the
limitation in the amount of energy an individual can extract
and process from its environment [12]. This leads individuals
to share their finite pool of resources among body growth, reproduction and maintenance [13]. In Kirkwood and Rose’s own
words: an organism is an entity that takes in resources from its
environment, [. . .], uses these resources for a variety of metabolic
tasks such as growth and maintenance, and in due course reproduces
to generate an output of progeny. The problem of allocation of resources
arises because resources used for one purpose are no longer available for
other purposes (see [12, pp. 16]). Therefore, individuals that allocate a substantial quantity of resources for reproduction will
have to reduce their allocation to somatic maintenance [12],
which will ultimately promote a faster senescence [12,13]. The
same reasoning applies for body growth. Any evidence of a
positive covariation between body growth or reproductive
effort during early life and the intensity of senescence (as
revealed in table 1) provides support for the disposable soma
theory [11], as concluded by several authors of the compiled
studies (electronic supplementary material, table S2).
This disposable soma theory proposes a comprehensive
explanation of an organism’s ageing processes starting at the
molecular level. Basically, it posits that accurate gene replication
and cell reproduction require a complex molecular machinery for
error corrections to ensure proper cell functioning in time and
across generations [11,13]. Because these error corrections or
quality control mechanisms are energetically costly ([11,13] but
see also [60] for a thorough discussion of the energetic costs of
these mechanisms), individuals are expected to optimize their
allocation to somatic maintenance according to their average lifespan or their risk of environmentally driven mortality [12]. Such
relationships are well supported at the interspecific level where
long-lived species have more efficient repair mechanisms than
short-lived species (e.g. [61] and references therein). However,
none of the studies we reviewed quantified simultaneously the
accumulation of molecular and cellular damage caused by a
given allocation to reproduction or growth and the fitness
consequences of this damage accumulation.
Up to now, most studies that have investigated physiological costs of reproduction expenditure have focused on
oxidative stress. The production of reactive oxygen species
(ROS), such as free radicals in the mitochondria might be
boosted in individuals that allocate a substantial amount of
energy to reproduction or growth during early life. In
addition, if most resources are diverted to reproduction or
growth, it might jeopardize an individual’s ability to allocate
into maintenance mechanisms such as antioxidant machinery
[62,63]. Overall, this imbalance in the ROS production rate
could cause damage to cell structures (DNA, lipids and proteins), which will potentially lead to ageing [64]. The role of
oxidative stress in mediating early-late life trade-offs is currently heavily debated (see [64,65] for recent reviews) and it
appears that studies combining repeated measures of lifehistory traits with physiological and/or molecular measures
over the whole individual life are needed. To date, only a
few longitudinal studies have tested for an association
between reproductive effort and oxidative damage [66,67].
For instance, lactating females suffer from higher oxidative

damage to plasmatic proteins than non-lactating females in
red squirrels (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) [68]. Ultimately, such
studies linking the allocation of energy to body growth or
reproduction with somatic damage should also test whether
the accumulation of molecular damage leads to increased
senescence rates. Such evidence would put the mechanistic
explanation proposed by the disposable soma theory as a
key factor shaping trajectories of life-history traits over
individual lifetime in the wild.
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3. Early-late life trade-offs and evolutionary
theories of ageing
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(a) Natal environmental conditions
It has recently been suggested that among current theories of
ageing, the disposable soma theory might be the most likely to
explain the diversity of ageing patterns across the tree of life
[3]. This is because this theory involves a trade-off between allocation to body growth or reproduction and allocation to
mechanisms that limit senescence, and the outcome of
this trade-off depends on environmental conditions [12]. For
instance, under a high risk of environmentally driven
mortality, individuals are expected to favour allocation to reproduction over maintenance, which will ultimately influence the
evolution of ageing [73]. Environmental conditions around
birth can potentially alter the optimal allocation between maintenance and reproduction. Among the 26 studies, we collected
that tested for a trade-off between reproduction or growth
during early life and fitness-related traits in late life (table 1),
only three directly assessed the effects of environmental conditions on late-life performance [22,25,30]. These studies
revealed that the natal environment is associated with variation

(b) Sex-differences in ageing patterns
Our review highlights that studies investigating early-late
life trade-offs are generally focused on females. However, comparing long-term costs of allocation to growth and reproduction
on both males and females within a given species would allow
understanding of the origins of sex-differences in senescence
patterns, which is currently a central question in evolutionary
biology (see [85–87] for recent reviews). It is now well known
that males and females differ in longevity in most wild populations of vertebrates (e.g. in mammals, females typically
outlive males, whereas the opposite is often found in birds;
[88]), a difference that is also observed in terms of senescence
rates. For example, in free-ranging ungulates, males suffer
from a much steeper rate of senescence than females [89].
Such differences have been mainly interpreted as a consequence
of sexual selection, with costs associated with polygynous
mating systems causing faster senescence in males than in
females ([85–87,90]; but see [91]). Indeed, defending a group
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4. Future directions

in senescence rates. In red deer, females born in years of high
population density have more rapid senescence in both survival
and reproduction than females born in years of low population
density ([30]; see also [80–82] for studies linking natal conditions
and senescence rates in the wild). These studies [22,25,30] also
provide support for an early-late life trade-off by reporting a
negative correlation between allocation to reproduction in
early life and performance in late life, if all individuals in the
study are pooled regardless of their natal conditions.
At the same time, there is also evidence that natal conditions can have antagonistic effects on fitness-associated
traits in early and late life. In Mauritius kestrels (Falco punctatus), females born in habitats modified by agriculture recruit
more fledgings during early adulthood than females born in
habitats without agriculture, whereas the opposite relationship is observed when females are older than 6 years of age
[83]. Interestingly, such differences in age-specific recruitment do not influence female lifetime reproductive success,
suggesting that habitat heterogeneity leads to the coexistence
of different life-history strategies [83]. Early conditions
experienced by individuals might be used as a cue of future
somatic state. In such cases, the so-called internal predictive
adaptive response (PAR) assumes that individuals born in
poor-quality environments should anticipate and respond
to their future poor body condition and associated risk of
dying prematurely by early maturation [84]. More generally,
animals could increase the energy allocation to early reproduction in situations where a poor start in life is associated
with an accelerated senescence in survival or reproductive
performance. In such cases, contrary to both disposable
soma and principle of allocation theories, the reduced longevity or increased senescence is not a consequence of a
greater allocation to reproduction or growth early in life,
but rather corresponds to a direct effect of adverse natal conditions. Direct tests of the internal PAR hypothesis are
currently lacking in wild populations but again would provide important insights regarding the links between the
quality of the natal environment and life-history trade-offs.
Overall, testing predictions about life-history responses to
environmental variability may provide a step further towards
an integrated life-history theory of ageing underpinned by
the set of physiological or genetic mechanisms offered by
the disposable soma and the antagonistic pleiotropy theories.
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synthesis over an organism’s lifetime, leading to a fatal breakdown of homeostasis, and ultimately to death [11]. That the
disposable soma theory was not initially framed in a lifehistory context probably explains why about half of the studies
(10 of the 21) that reported a negative covariation between
allocation to reproduction during early life and individual performance in late life have simply been interpreted as a trade-off
between biological functions or life-history traits (electronic
supplementary material, table S1) without any explicit reference to evolutionary theories of ageing. However, predictions
of the disposable soma theory perfectly match the principle
of allocation and the derived Van Noordwijk & de Jong [54]
Y-model of allocation. This model does not distinguish between
immediate and delayed reproductive costs, but rather states that
within a population a negative covariation should occur
between current reproduction and future survival, or reproduction when the individual variation in resource allocation is
greater than individual variation in resource acquisition.
Recently, Baudisch & Vaupel [78] proposed that the principle of energy allocation (named ‘Allocation theory’ in their
study) could offer a possible framework that would explain
observed discrepancies between theory and data on ageing
(see [3]). For instance, current evolutionary theories of ageing
predict that mortality should increase steadily from the age at
first reproduction [7], while empirical evidence shows that the
age at onset of senescence is sometimes delayed and occurs
much later [79]. This might be easily explained if the energy
costs associated with a large allocation to body growth or to
reproduction during the first part of life brings forward the
age when reproductive or survival probabilities start to decline.
Moreover, Baudisch & Vaupel [78] argue that allocation tradeoffs underlying the ageing process occurs across the whole
life of an organism and not only between early and late life.
Overall, boundaries between the disposable soma theory and
the principle of allocation remain thin even if the latter appears
broader when it comes to considering the timing of trade-offs
between life-history traits [78]. Studies reviewed here provide
clear evidence that the ageing process is embedded in the evolution of life-history strategies and covaries with other biological
processes like growth and reproduction.
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intensity of sexual competition [99] constitutes an exciting
opportunity to understand variation in senescence rates
across populations.

5. Concluding remarks
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a b s t r a c t
We test whether the intensity of tooth wear inﬂuences the strength of actuarial senescence across species of large
herbivores. We collected from the literature data on tooth wear in the wild (measured as the slope of the regression of log-transformed M1 crown height on age), longevity (measured as the age at which 90% of individuals are
dead) and two metrics of actuarial senescence in captive populations (rate of senescence between 6 and 12 years
of age and Gompertz rate of senescence). Between-species differences and variation in tooth height accounted for
most of the observed variation in tooth wear among large herbivores: tooth height and tooth wear were positively correlated. In contrast, tooth wear was little inﬂuenced by sex, body mass, or taxonomy. No marked betweensex differences in longevity occurred. Males senesced faster than females when tooth wear was low (for both
senescence metrics), while between-sex differences in actuarial senescence when tooth wear was high
depended on the metric used to measure actuarial senescence. While longevity was mostly independent of the
intensity of tooth wear, we found general support for a positive relationship between both measures of actuarial
senescence and tooth wear. These patterns were consistent whether hypsodonty was controlled for or not.
Although varying according to sex and to the metric used for assessing actuarial senescence, our ﬁndings suggest
overall that tooth wear could be positively associated with actuarial senescence among large herbivores. Further
longitudinal studies focusing on changes within individuals will be required to test whether a mechanistic link
between tooth wear and actuarial senescence occurs in large herbivores.
© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
It is now commonly accepted that most animals age (Nussey et al.,
2013), though striking exceptions are regularly documented (Austad,
2010; Jones et al., 2014). Recent studies have revealed that both survival
and reproductive success decrease with increasing age in vertebrates
(Nussey et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2014), processes that have been called
actuarial and reproductive senescence respectively. Senescence patterns vary strongly among species (e.g. Jones et al., 2014) and current
studies aim at understanding the factors shaping this variation. For instance, the rate of actuarial senescence correlates with the pace of life
in mammals (Jones et al., 2008) and is impacted by environmental conditions (Lemaître et al., 2013). Physiological performance also declines
with age in vertebrates (Nussey et al., 2013), as it is the case for body
mass (Nussey et al., 2011) and tooth height (Veiberg et al., 2007a; b).
However, whether the decline in survival rates is a direct consequence
of senescence in physiological traits or functions remains an open question (Promislow et al., 2006). Nevertheless, any reduction in the ability

⁎ Corresponding author.
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to ingest food could change the actuarial senescence pattern observed at
the population level.
Tooth wear is a near universal process among mammals. It is
observed in both wild and captive populations (Kaiser et al., 2009)
and has long been used to estimate the age of free-living individuals
(Severinghaus, 1949). As food processing by mammals strongly depends on the efﬁciency of teeth (Dean et al., 1980; Fortelius, 1985),
increased tooth wear with age should limit resource acquisition and
thereby be associated with decreasing performance of individuals. In
support of this prediction, a positive link between tooth wear and
increased mortality has been repeatedly reported among individuals
within a given population (e.g. Klein and Olson, 1960 for mule deer
Odocoileus hemionus; Stirling, 1969 for Weddell seal Leptonychotes
weddelli; Lanyon and Sanson, 1986 for koala, Phascolarctos cinereus;
Skogland, 1988 for reindeer, Rangifer tarandus; Owen-Smith, 1993 for
greater kudu, Tragelaphus strepsiceros; Gaillard et al., 1993 for roe deer
Capreolus capreolus) or among populations within a given species
(Garrott et al., 2003 for elk Cervus elaphus canadensis; Veiberg et al.,
2007a for roe deer). For example, Garrott et al. (2003) provided clear evidence that elk in the west central part of Yellowstone National Park,
where intense geothermal activity accelerates tooth wear through
very high ﬂuoride and silica levels, have a much shorter maximal

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.exger.2015.09.008
0531-5565/© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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lifespan (15 years) than elk in the northeast part of the Park (25 years).
Moreover, the onset of actuarial senescence occurred six years earlier in
the west central part of the Park than in the northeast part (10 vs.
16 years of age, Garrott et al., 2003). On the other hand, the only study
to our knowledge that tested for the impact of tooth wear on individual
reproductive performance in the wild did not detect any negative
inﬂuence (Nussey et al., 2007 on red deer, Cervus elaphus), although in
reindeer, between-population differences in tooth wear of adult females
were associated with differences in survival of their offspring (Skogland,
1988). Overall, tooth wear seems to be detrimental for survival at least,
and thereby for individual ﬁtness. Thus, animals should have evolved a
variety of morpho-physiological adaptations to counter negative effects
of tooth wear on ﬁtness. Among these, hypsodonty (i.e. high-crowned
teeth) stands out as the most obvious adaptation to prolong functionality, and hence life (Damuth and Janis, 2011).
Two extreme scenarios regarding how actuarial senescence has
evolved in response to the tooth wear experienced by individuals of a
given species over evolutionary time can thus be expected: (1) average
tooth wear provides a clue to the rate of general physiological deterioration of individuals. Under this scenario, we expect actuarial senescence
to increase with increasing tooth wear independently of any effect of
hypsodonty, which would have evolved only in response to feeding tactics and habitat selection (Mendoza and Palmqvist, 2008); (2) average
tooth wear might simply measure the selective pressure for increased
hypsodonty, meaning that a proportional relationship between tooth
wear and hypsodonty should occur. Under this scenario, actuarial
senescence is expected to be independent of the rate of tooth wear for
a given hypsodonty. These predictions have not been tested so far. We
aim here to ﬁll this gap by assessing the potential link between tooth
wear, hypsodonty (measured by tooth height) and metrics of actuarial
senescence, using large herbivore species because of the large amount
of information on teeth available for this mammalian group.
As a ﬁrst step, we identify the sources of variation in the intensity of
tooth wear by quantifying how tooth height correlates with the rate of
tooth wear between sexes and among species of large herbivores. We
expect (1) species to have variable intensity of tooth wear due to
variable life histories and environmental conditions (e.g. Jurado et al.,
2008), (2) species experiencing higher tooth wear to be more
hypsodont as young adults (i.e. to start with higher unworn teeth,
Damuth and Janis, 2014), and (3) males to show higher intensity of
tooth wear than females since large herbivores are mostly polygynous
and a substantial amount of energy that males allocate to sexual competition cannot be used for somatic maintenance (Carranza et al., 2004;
Lemaître et al., 2015). In a second step, we test whether the intensity
of tooth wear predicts the strength of actuarial senescence after
accounting for possible confounding effects of species, sex, diet, tooth
height, body mass and taxonomic position. We thus ask whether actuarial senescence varies with tooth wear for a given tooth height, and
whether actuarial senescence varies with tooth height.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Dataset
We conducted a literature survey using Web of Science (SCI-Expanded)
and the keywords ‘tooth wear’ and ‘age’ and completed our research by
checking papers quoted in two major reviews of this ﬁeld (Fortelius and
Solounias, 2000; Damuth and Janis, 2014). Since most of these studies
were focused on crown height of the ﬁrst mandibular molar (generally
named M1), we only considered this tooth in the following analyses. In
addition, we found one study on the extinct Myotragus balearicus
(Jordana et al., 2012) that we did not retain for the analyses because
no accurate data on either percentage of grass in the diet nor actuarial
senescence were reported. Importantly, to avoid spurious estimates of
tooth wear, we have kept only studies where age was estimated independently from tooth height (i.e. either from known-aged individuals

or from the number of cementum lines after tooth sectioning). We
thus discarded a few well-known studies of tooth wear (e.g. Mertens,
1984; Spinage, 1972) because in these studies age was estimated from
wear. We also restricted the search to studies performed on freeranging populations, since tooth wear differs markedly between captive
and wild animals within a given species of large herbivore (Kaiser et al.,
2009; Taylor et al., 2014, 2015). As we aimed to analyse evolutionary
links between tooth wear and actuarial senescence, data on tooth
wear from free-ranging individuals were better suited for our purpose.
Age-speciﬁc data on M1 wear were provided by 28 studies on 21
species of wild ungulates (9 Cervidae, 8 Bovidae and 4 others including
the pronghorn, Antilocapra americana (Antilocapridae) and the giraffe,
Giraffa camelopardalis (Girafﬁdae) for the Artiodactyla and the white
rhinoceros, Ceratotherium simum (Rhinocerotidae) and the zebra,
Equus burchelli (Equidae) for the Perissodactyla (see Table S1 in data
supplement)). It is noteworthy that none of the case studies on tooth
wear we identiﬁed reported longitudinal data obtained by monitoring
the same animals as their age increased. Such cross-sectional data are
thus perhaps biased by viability selection (sensu Fisher, 1930), which
could lead to under-estimates of the real tooth wear because if animals with smaller teeth were at a selective disadvantage, the average
decrease of tooth height with increasing age would be underestimated (a classical side effect of individual heterogeneity,
Nussey et al., 2008). For these 21 species, we extracted sex-speciﬁc
adult body mass (i.e. age after which body growth has stopped)
from the literature. In the majority of cases, adult body mass data
for males and females came from the same population. When information on tooth wear was not sex-speciﬁc, we used an average body mass
between sexes.
In order to analyse the relationship between tooth wear and actuarial senescence, we used data on survival for ungulate species living in
captivity. In doing so, we do not assume that the measured actuarial
senescence in a given population of large herbivore is a direct consequence of the tooth wear and hypsodonty measured in the same
population, but rather that the actuarial senescence is a speciesspeciﬁc life-history trait that covaries with other traits to shape the
overall life history strategy (as shown by Jones et al., 2008 across
mammals and birds and by Garratt et al., 2013 across mammals). Senescence data from captive animals are not affected by confounding effects
of many environmentally-driven mortality causes, and thus provide a
reliable proxy for the senescence pattern that has evolved for a given
species (see Ricklefs, 2010; Tidière et al., 2014 for similar approaches).
These senescence data however can be affected by species-speciﬁc differences in the success of husbandry. For ruminants, where browsing
species are more difﬁcult to keep in captivity, the natural diet
(i.e., whether a species is a browser or a grazer) inﬂuences the husbandry success (Müller et al., 2010) and hence also senescence measurements (Lemaître et al., 2013). Therefore, to achieve reliable estimates
of the strength of actuarial senescence from zoo data, we needed to correct for confounding effects of the natural diet, using the percentage of
grass in species' natural diet (hereafter called ‘diet’) that opposed
browsers (typically less than 10% of grass) from grazers (typically
more than 90% of grass) (Müller et al., 2011). These data were principally gathered from Zerbe et al. (2012) and supplemented with more speciﬁc sources when required (Codron et al., 2007). We obtained survival
data from the database International Species Information System (ISIS,
see also Müller et al., 2011; Lemaître et al., 2013; Tidière et al., 2014
for more information), which contains data since 1973, from 850 member institutions (zoos, national parks) in over 80 countries. Information
such as sex, dates of birth, and date of death is available for each individual. Assuming that the total number of individuals living in zoos for a
given species corresponds to a worldwide metapopulation, we computed population parameters for species living in captivity. We only used
cohorts of animals for which both dates of birth and death were
known, which implies that all animals were born in captivity. Although
differences in veterinary care might differ between zoos, several
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different species are kept at any one institution, and all species are kept
at more than one institution, which buffers the effect of health care
provided on animals in the inter-speciﬁc analyses.
We considered three distinct metrics to measure survival patterns
and the intensity of actuarial senescence. Longevity is the most commonly used measure of survival differences across species (Moorad
et al., 2012), so we ﬁrst used the age at which 90% of individuals have
died (hereafter called ‘longevity’) to avoid problems associated with
the use of maximum longevity (see e.g. Moorad et al., 2012). However,
longevity does not measure actuarial senescence, so we computed two
metrics of actuarial senescence that have been shown to be reliable
for describing senescence in survival of large herbivores (see e.g.
Lemaître and Gaillard, 2013; Lemaître et al., 2013; Tidière et al., 2014).
We used two different metrics of actuarial senescence because they
are based on different assumptions and capture different aspects of
mortality patterns at old ages. We ﬁrst measured the rate of senescence
between 6 and 12 years of age. These age-thresholds were chosen based
on previous detailed analyses of age-speciﬁc variation in intensively
monitored populations of large herbivores (e.g. Loison et al., 1999;
Festa-Bianchet et al., 2003; Gaillard et al., 2004; Toïgo et al., 2007).
This rate of senescence measured the proportional decrease in survival
between 6 and 12 years of age (see Tidière et al., 2014 for uses of this
metric in similar contexts). Then we considered the senescence rate obtained from the Gompertz model (hereafter called ‘Gompertz rate’). The
Gompertz model is based on the assumption that mortality increases
with age during adulthood at a constant exponential rate from a given
age (called the onset of senescence, which varies across species). The
Gompertz rate provides a reliable description of age-speciﬁc survival
in large herbivores (Gaillard et al., 2004). In applying the Gompertz
model, we ﬁrst built the capture-recapture history (i.e. which individuals are present at deﬁned points of ‘recapture’) of each species of
large herbivores included in our dataset. These capture histories were
then loaded into a CMR (capture-mark-recapture) software (MSURGE, Choquet et al., 2004) to get reliable age-speciﬁc estimates
(Lebreton et al., 1992), knowing that detection probabilities were
equal to 1 in captivity (as opposed to capture-recapture datasets for
wild animals where not all living animals are recaptured at each capture
event, Gimenez et al., 2008). We then ﬁt the Gompertz model for the
age-range over which tooth wear was measured. Mortality data from
the ISIS database were available from life tables built from birth to the
oldest age recorded, whereas tooth wear was assessed after the teeth
were fully grown. This is an important methodological point, so when
the data for estimating the Gompertz rate did not cover the same ages
as the tooth wear data, the dataset was discarded, which restricted
this speciﬁc analysis to 37 populations representing 13 species.
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2007b; Ozaki et al., 2010) and obvious deviations from a linear decrease
have been reported in some cases (e.g. Loe et al., 2003; Carranza et al.,
2008). Based on that evidence, we used the slope of the regression on a
log-scale to measure the intensity of tooth wear with increasing age,
which prevented us from getting a measure of wear with an interpretable
unit, like mm/year. The slope is therefore an index with no unit. This
tooth wear index ranged from 0.000633 in one population of female
sika deer, Cervus nippon (Ozaki et al., 2010) to 0.282 in the combined
sexes of elk, Cervus canadensis (Klein et al., 1981). Median and mean
tooth wear indices were 0.0522 and 0.068, respectively. All subsequent
analyses were performed using this metric of tooth wear. We calculated
tooth height using the population-speciﬁc linear regressions of tooth
height (on a log-scale) on age. Speciﬁcally, we solved the regression
equation between log-tooth height and age at the age at which actuarial
senescence began based on the best Gompertz model. For instance, when
tooth wear was studied between 2 and 14 years of age in a population in
which the onset of actuarial senescence was estimated to be 4 years, we
used the equation of the linear regression to calculate tooth height at age
4. Thus, our measure of tooth height originates from the same data as the
measures of tooth wear.

2.2. Analyses

2.2.2. Factors associated with tooth wear
We identiﬁed associations of body mass, sex, tooth height, taxonomy and species with tooth wear using linear mixed models. Body
mass and tooth height were included as continuous covariates, sex as
a three level ﬁxed factor (female, male or combined sexes when the
tooth wear data extracted from the study was not sex-speciﬁc), and
taxonomy as a three level ﬁxed factor (cervids, bovids or others). We
also included species as a random factor to avoid pseudo-replication
problems (sensu Hurlbert, 1984) because we had multiple values per
species. Fitting species as a random effect was justiﬁed because tooth
wear was normally distributed across species and allowed us to assess
how much variation in tooth wear was accounted for by betweenspecies differences. To account for allometry, body mass was analysed
on a log-scale (Houle et al., 2011). Based on preliminary analyses indicating no evidence for two-way interactions between factors, we only
analyzed the main effects. We selected models based on the Akaike's
Information Criterion (AIC). We calculated AIC weights (wi) to assess
the relative likelihood of each model being the best among all the
ﬁtted models (Burnham and Anderson, 2002) and selected the
model with the lowest AIC as the ﬁnal model. When the difference
between the AIC values (denoted ΔAIC) of two competing models
was within two units, we retained the simplest model to satisfy
parsimony rules, but we explored all terms within the set of models
with ΔAIC within 2 units. Model coefﬁcients (± SE) were obtained from
the best model (i.e. bolded) presented in Table 1, but when otherwise
speciﬁed.

2.2.1. Quantifying the intensity of tooth wear and tooth height
We extracted raw data on age-speciﬁc tooth height, using data
displayed in tables or in graphs. For the graphs, we extracted data using
OOodigitizer version 0.3.1. (http://extensions.services.openofﬁce.org/)
allowing extraction of coordinates from graphs. For all studies, tooth
wear was estimated from the relationship between M1 crown height
and age over all ages that tooth wear was measured (see Table S1), by
ﬁtting either a linear regression of tooth height on age, a quadratic regression of tooth height on age, and lastly a linear regression of logtransformed tooth height on age. All these models outperformed the constant model (i.e. the model with no directional change of tooth height
with age). The results are reported in Table S2. From this table it appears
that the regression of log-transformed tooth height on age provided a
good ﬁt (based on R2 values) compared to both the linear or quadratic regressions ﬁt to raw data. Although the log-transformation of tooth height
led to better ﬁts than the linear or quadratic models in only 14 out of 51
case studies, we selected the log-transformation because an exponential
decrease has been used in most recent studies (e.g. Veiberg et al.,

2.2.3. Relationships between tooth wear, tooth height and age-speciﬁc
change of survival
We assessed whether the intensity of tooth wear is associated with
longevity and the intensity of actuarial senescence by replicating
our analyses for longevity and our two metrics of actuarial senescence
(i.e. rate of senescence and Gompertz rate). In all cases, we used linear
mixed models using the senescence metric as the dependent variable
and tooth wear, body mass (log-transformed) and diet (to correct
for the higher senescence rate of browsers in captive populations) as
independent continuous covariates, sex as a three level ﬁxed factor
(female, male or combined sexes), taxonomy as a three level ﬁxed factor
(cervids, bovids or others) and species as a random factor. We looked
for main effects and also for the two-way interaction between sex and
tooth wear to assess the possibility of between-sex differences in the
association between tooth wear and actuarial senescence or longevity.
Model selection was based on AIC and we selected the model with the
lowest AIC as the ﬁnal model. When the difference between the AIC
values (denoted ΔAIC) of two competing models was within 2 units,
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we retained the simplest model to satisfy parsimony rules, but we explored all terms within the set of models with ΔAIC within 2 units.
We investigated potential changes in the association between senescence
metrics or longevity and tooth wear induced by hypsodonty by including
additive effects of tooth height. When the Gompertz rate was the dependent variable, models were corrected for the onset age of senescence as
there is a strong correlation between these variables (r = 0.52; t =
3.69; p b 0.01). The onset age of senescence was estimated from the
best Gompertz model. In the analyses involving longevity and actuarial
senescence, we removed three species for which we did not have
age-speciﬁc data on mortality: common duiker, Sylvicapra grimmia
(Wilson et al., 1984), Japanese serow, Capricornis crispus (Miura
and Yasui, 1985) and white rhinoceros (Hillman-Smith et al., 1986).
Since we had only a small number of closely related species, we did
not correct for possible confounding effects of shared ancestry (see
Saether et al., 2013 for a similar approach). All analyses were performed
using R (version R.3.2.0) and the package lme4 (with the function lmer,
Bates et al., 2015). Parameter estimates are given ± SE.
3. Results
3.1. Factors associated with tooth wear
The model selected for describing variation in tooth wear observed
across populations of large herbivores included a random effect of
species and a ﬁxed effect of tooth height (Table 1, see Table S3 for a
full account of model selection). As expected, from this model, tooth
wear increased with tooth height (slope of 0.619 ± 0.232 on a log-log
scale, Fig. 1). The among-species variation accounted for 85% of the
total variation observed in tooth wear. The second best model included
additive effects of body mass. For a given tooth height, tooth wear
tended to decrease with increasing mass (slope of −0.275 ± 0.168 on
a log-log scale). We did not ﬁnd any support for differences in tooth
wear between sexes or among families. Although the model including
sex was within 2 AIC units, its AIC was higher with a larger number of
parameters, which led this model not to be competitive. Only a slight
trend for higher tooth wear for a given tooth height occurred for
males (a difference of 0.198 ± 0.149). This effect seemed unimportant
because the conﬁdence interval around the coefﬁcient widely overlapped zero.
3.2. Relationships between tooth wear, tooth height and age-speciﬁc
change of survival
The model selected for longevity included a random effect of species
and the ﬁxed effect of body mass, in addition to the effect of diet that is
included to correct for the effects of captivity on longevity (Table 1, see
Table S4 for a full account of model selection). From this model, the
among-species variation accounted for almost all (99.3%) of the total
variation observed in longevity and, surprisingly, longevity decreased
with increasing body mass (slope of − 0.564 ± 0.047 on a log-log
scale); this may be an artifact of captivity as that large species are probably more difﬁcult to maintain in captivity than smaller ones. However,
previous comparative analyses of survival metrics in captive populations did not detect any evidence for such an artifact (e.g. Lemaître
et al., 2013; Tidière et al., 2014). While the models including additive
effects of tooth wear had close AIC values (ΔAIC = 0.90, Table S4), the
AIC value was higher for the more complex model and these effects
were weak (slope of − 0.302 ± 0.295). Longevity did not decrease
markedly with increasing tooth wear. Neither family nor sex affected
longevity. On a log-scale bovids had a longevity of only 0.265 ± 0.504
longer than cervids for a given body mass. Moreover, females had a longevity of only 0.042 ± 0.052 (log-scale) longer than males for a given
body mass. The association between tooth wear and longevity for a
given tooth height was also weak (slope of 0.065 ± 0.077, on a log-log

Table 1
Analysis of the possible factors associated with tooth wear, longevity, rate of actuarial senescence (measured as the proportional decrease of survival between 6 and 12 years of
age), and Gompertz rate of actuarial senescence (corresponding to the exponential rate
of mortality increase with age) in large herbivores. Species (SP) is included as a random
effect, Sex (S: female, male or both sexes) and Family (F: Bovidae, Cervidae or others) as
ﬁxed factors and body mass (BM) and Diet (D) as covariates. Tooth height (TH) was also
included as a covariate for tooth wear, and tooth wear (TW) was included as a covariate
for longevity, rate of actuarial senescence between 6 and 12 years of age, and Gompertz
rate of actuarial senescence. For longevity and the two metrics of actuarial senescence,
tooth height was added to the selected model (no measure of wi). We used AIC and AIC
weight (wi) to compare models. More information on both variables and analyses are
available in the Materials and Methods section. The selected model is in bold. K represents
the number of parameters. These analyses are based on 21 species and 66 independent
measures for tooth wear, 17 species and 61 independent measures for longevity and rate
of actuarial senescence between 6 and 12 years of age, and 13 species and 37 independent
measures for Gompertz rate of actuarial senescence. The models displayed correspond to
the selection of the best ﬁtted models, which occur in grey in Tables S3 to S6 reporting all
models tested for tooth wear, longevity, rate of actuarial senescence between 6 and 12
years of age, and Gompertz rate of actuarial senescence, respectively.
k
Tooth wear
SP + BM + TH
SP + TH
SP + S + BM + TH

5
4
7

Longevity
SP + BM + D
SP + TW + BM + D
SP + S + D
SP + S + TH
SP + S + TW + D

5
6
6
6
7

ΔAIC

wi

119.58
120.35
120.86

0.00
0.77
1.28

0.31
0.21
0.16

−37.08
−36.18
−36.08
−35.88
−35.84

0.00
0.90
1.02
1.21
1.25

0.21
0.13
0.12
0.11

AIC

Actuarial senescence rate (measured as the proportional decrease of survival between 6
and 12 years of age)
SP + F + D + TW
11
−127.00
0.00
0.19
SP + F + D + S*TW + TH
12
−126.65
0.35
SP + F + BM + D + S*TW
12
−126.35
0.64
0.14
SP + F + S + D
8
−125.72
1.28
0.10
SP + BM + D
5
−125.62
1.38
0.09
SP + BM + D + TH
6
125.58
1.42
SP + F + D + S + BM
9
125.19
1.80
0.08
SP + S + D
6
125.01
1.99
0.07
Gompertz rate of actuarial senescence (exponential rate of mortality with age)
SP + O + D + BM + S*TW
11
−103.40
0.00
0.40
SP + O + F + D + BM + S*TW
13
−102.34
1.06
0.24
SP + O + F + D + S*TW
12
−101.70
1.69
0.17
SP + O + D + BM + S*TW + TH
12
−101.52
1.87
-

scale), so variation in tooth height was not associated with variation
in longevity.
Both metrics of actuarial senescence were positively correlated in
both sexes (although very weakly and without any statistical support in
males, Fig. 2). The clear relationship for females and the widely scattered
measures for pooled sexes tracked quite well the quality of data. Indeed,
sample sizes are usually larger for females than for males and not
accounting for sex differences introduces heterogeneity that decreases
the reliability of age-speciﬁc survival estimates in studies of pooled sexes.
The selected model of variation in the rate of senescence between 6
and 12 years of age included a random effect of species and the ﬁxed
effect of body mass, in addition to the effect of diet that is included to
correct for the effect of captivity on the rate of actuarial senescence
(Table 1, Table S5 for a full account of model selection). From this
model, the among-species variation accounted for almost all (98.85%)
of the total variation observed in the rate of senescence between 6
and 12 years of age and this rate of senescence, surprisingly, increased
with body mass (slope of 0.166 ± 0.024). However, the model including
additional effects of family (with bovids tending to have higher senescence rate than cervids by 0.248 ± 0.145) and of interactive effects between sex and tooth wear had the lowest AIC (Table S5). In particular,
from this model, the rate of senescence increased with tooth wear
much faster in males than in females (with a difference in slope of
0.794 ± 0.320). The increase approached statistical signiﬁcance in
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males (slope of 0.418 ± 0.221), whereas in females, the trend was
reversed with the rate of senescence in females showing a weak decrease with increasing wear (slope of − 0.295 ± 0.244). Fitting the
same model (i.e. species as a random effect, body mass and diet as

covariates, family as a ﬁxed factor and an interaction between sex and
tooth wear) on a dataset restricted to studies in which sex-speciﬁc measures of tooth wear were available conﬁrmed this pattern of no detectable increase of senescence with increasing tooth wear in both males
and females (e.g. slope of −0.247 ± 0.221 in females) and of an increasing senescence in males relative to females with increasing tooth wear
(with a between-sex difference in slope of 0.521 ± 0.273). When an association between tooth wear and rate of actuarial senescence for a
given tooth height was sought from the same model with an additive effect of tooth height, the patterns were reinforced. For a given tooth
height, actuarial senescence was not associated with tooth wear in females (slope of − 0.168 ± 0.300) but increased with tooth wear in
males (slope of 0.55 ± 0.25), also leading the difference between
these two trends to be statistically signiﬁcant (a difference in slope of
0.725 ± 0.330, Fig. 3). Variation in tooth height was not associated
with this rate of senescence (slope of −0.059 ± 0.053).
The selected model of variation in Gompertz rates across populations of large herbivores with the lowest AIC (Table 1, Table S6 for a
full account of model selection) included an interactive effect between
tooth wear and sex, ﬁxed effects of the onset of actuarial senescence
and of body mass, and a random effect of species, in addition to the effect of diet that is included to correct for the effect of captivity on
Gompertz rates. From this model, the among-species variation only
accounted for 15.9% of the total variation observed in Gompertz rate.
As expected, the Gompertz rate increased with the onset of senescence
(slope of 0.033 ± 0.009). While Gompertz rates at low tooth wear were
lower in females than in males (difference of 0.079 ± 0.031), they
strongly increased with tooth wear in females (slope of 0.916 ±
0.385; Fig. 4), whereas there was no relationship between tooth wear
and Gompertz rate in males (difference of slope of − 1.197 ± 0.435,
Fig. 4). An analysis restricted to studies in which sex-speciﬁc measures
of tooth wear were available conﬁrmed this pattern (the results are
available from the authors upon request). Gompertz rates were slightly
inﬂuenced by variation in body mass (slope of −0.0193 ± 0.0132) and
taxonomic grouping (difference of 0.054 ± 0.042 in favour of bovids
compared to cervids). The associations between tooth wear and

Fig. 2. Relationship between the rate of actuarial senescence (measured as the proportional decrease of survival between 6 and 12 years of age) and the Gompertz rate (measuring
the exponential increase of mortality with age) across populations of large herbivores
(males: plus sign and thick grey line, females: triangles and thick black line, pooled
sexes: circles and thin black line). The ﬁgure displays the raw data and the best-ﬁtting
line for each sex category, with no correction for between-species differences.

Fig. 3. Sex-speciﬁc relationship (males: plus sign and grey line, females: triangles and
dotted line) between the rate of actuarial senescence between 6 and 12 years of age
(measured as the proportional decrease of survival between 6 and 12 years of age) and
the tooth wear index (measured as the population-speciﬁc slope of the linear regression
between log-transformed tooth height and age). The ﬁgure displays the predicted values
from the selected models (lines) and the partial residuals from the model accounting for
all main effects but not the interaction between sex and tooth wear (data points). Dotted
lines indicate trends that are not statistically signiﬁcant.

Fig. 1. Relationship between the tooth wear index and tooth height at the onset of actuarial senescence across populations of large herbivores. The tooth wear index was measured
as the population and sex-speciﬁc slopes of the regression between log M1 height and age.
The tooth height variable was estimated from the best Gompertz model for a given population and a given sex. The ﬁgure displays the raw data and the line of best-ﬁt without
correcting for between-species differences.
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Fig. 4. Sex-speciﬁc relationship (males: plus sign and grey dotted line, females: triangles
and full line) between the Gompertz rate of actuarial senescence [standardized for
between-species differences (included as a random effect), adult body mass (included
as a covariate) and diet (included as a covariate using the proportion of grass in the
diet)] and the tooth wear index (measured as the population-speciﬁc slope of the linear
regression between log-transformed tooth height and age). The ﬁgure displays the
predicted values from the selected models (lines) and the partial residuals from the
model accounting for all main effects but not the interaction between sex and tooth
wear (data points). Dotted lines indicate trends that are not statistically signiﬁcant.

Gompertz rates of senescence for a given tooth height showed the same
patterns, so variation in tooth height was not associated with the
strength of senescence (slope of 0.002 ± 0.034). For a given tooth
height, actuarial senescence strongly increased with tooth wear in females (slope of 0.948 ± 0.406) and was independent of tooth wear in
males, leading the difference between sex-speciﬁc slopes to be statistically signiﬁcant (a difference in slope of −1.226 ± 0.448).
4. Discussion
We found that the variation in a standardized metric of tooth wear
rates (i.e. the slopes of the regressions of the log-transformed M1
crown height on age) across species of large herbivores was positively
associated with hypsodonty, as in Damuth and Janis (2014). Although
no other association was supported, the tendency for associations we
found between tooth wear and either body mass or sex were both in
the expected direction. The weak between-sex differences we reported
are in line with previous species-speciﬁc studies, which reported either
higher tooth wear in males (like in red deer, Loe et al., 2003 in Norway,
Carranza et al., 2004 in Spain) or no between-sex differences (Stirling,
1969 on Weddell seal, Veiberg et al., 2007a for roe deer). Further
studies, including a broader taxonomic range, will be required to assess
how variation in sex, mass, and taxonomy are associated with tooth
wear more accurately. Nevertheless, our results clearly demonstrate
that tooth wear differs markedly among species of large herbivores,
both in the absolute sense and for a given hypsodonty.
When assessing the relationship between the intensity of tooth wear
and actuarial senescence, it seems at ﬁrst sight that the choice of the
metric of actuarial senescence matters. When considering longevity or
rate of senescence between 6 and 12 years of age, we did not detect
any association with tooth wear and among-species differences
accounted for most of the variation observed in these metrics. On the
other hand, when measuring actuarial senescence using the Gompertz

rate, between-species variation was quite low and the association
between tooth wear and senescence differed markedly between sexes.
However, a detailed examination of the results shows that the overall
pattern went in the expected direction: longevity tended to decrease
with increasing tooth wear, the rate of actuarial senescence tended
to increase with tooth wear when the sexes were pooled, and the
Gompertz rate of senescence in females increased with tooth wear
(although this relationship did not occur in males and even tended to
be reversed). Likewise, as expected, females had lower Gompertz rates
than males at low tooth wear (i.e. early ages). On the other hand, the
association between senescence metrics and longevity with body
mass was in the opposite direction compared to our expectation:
longevity decreased and the rate of senescence increased with increasing body mass. Including an interaction between sex and mass to
account for possible confounding effects of large sexual size dimorphism in most large herbivores (Weckerly, 1998) and faster senescence
in males than in females (Clutton-Brock and Isvaran, 2007; Lemaître
and Gaillard, 2013), or accounting for hypsodonty did not alter this negative association (results not shown). We cannot offer an interpretation
of this result and further analyses on extended datasets will be required
to clarify the pattern. Females tended to outlive males in terms of
longevity at a given rate of tooth wear. When the rate of actuarial senescence between 6 and 12 years of age was considered, the same pattern
of strong species differences and body mass variation associated with
the rate of senescence occurred, as observed when longevity was the
focal metric. However, while the linear effect of tooth wear on the rate
of senescence did not differ statistically from 0 in either males or
females, the rate of senescence was consistently higher in males
than in females and a statistically signiﬁcant interaction showed that
between-sex differences increased with increasing tooth wear.
These ﬁndings were unchanged when tooth height was controlled
for, which provides support for the scenario in which the rate of tooth
wear is interpreted as a clue for general deterioration with ageing
within a species. Between-sex differences in actuarial senescence
when tooth wear is high are less easy to interpret and went in opposite
directions depending on whether actuarial senescence was measured as
the rate between 6 and 12 years of age or as the Gompertz rate. A
mismatch in the timing of measures between senescence rates and
Gompertz rates could account for such a discrepancy, as senescence
rates were consistently estimated between 6 and 12 years of age,
whereas both Gompertz rates and tooth wear were measured over the
same age range, which varied across populations, so the pattern obtained using the Gompertz rate may be more accurate. Based on that metric,
females exhibited higher actuarial senescence than males at high tooth
wear. This ﬁnding is a bit surprising at ﬁrst sight, but may be due to the
effects of female reproduction. Indeed, lactation requires large amounts
of calcium and magnesium, which competes with allocation of these
nutrients to teeth (Laine, 2002). Repeated lactation events may
therefore lead to increased tooth wear. Cumulative reproductive costs
of lactation, the most energy and nutrient demanding reproductive
stage in mammals (Sadleir, 1984; Clutton-Brock et al., 1989), have
been reported to increase actuarial senescence, which ﬁts the disposable soma theory (Lemaître et al., 2015). As a higher Gompertz rate at
a given intensity of tooth wear is associated with later onset of senescence, the relatively strong senescence of females at high tooth wear
occurs at quite old ages. A stronger association between tooth wear
and senescence at old ages after several breeding attempts was also
found in a study of female reindeer (Kojola et al., 1998).
The lack of strong association between the magnitude of actuarial
senescence and tooth wear could result from potential confounding
effects of environmental variation. While we accounted for environmental noise when measuring longevity and the senescence metrics
by relying upon high quality data from captive populations (corrected
for the confounding effect of diet, Müller et al., 2010; Lemaître et al.,
2013), we were not able to do so when measuring tooth wear. Diet in
captive populations strongly differs from diet in the wild, leading to
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marked differences in the magnitude in tooth wear between wild and
captive large herbivores (Kaiser et al., 2009). As diet in captivity does
not reﬂect the type of diet a given species has adopted along its evolutionary history, we had to rely on tooth wear measured in the wild.
However, for a given species, tooth wear can vary tremendously in relation to habitat conditions (e.g. Garrott et al., 2003; Veiberg et al., 2007a).
Although we partly accounted for such intra-speciﬁc variation by
including multiple populations for some species, the large amount of
intra-speciﬁc variation in tooth wear was likely to mask at least partially
the relationship between tooth wear and senescence. Further studies
ideally performed at the individual level would allow more accurate investigation of how tooth wear is associated with actuarial senescence.
Our ﬁndings provide preliminary support for the expected positive
relationship between the strength of actuarial senescence and the intensity of tooth wear across species of large herbivores, independently
of whether tooth height was controlled for or not. Although the strength
of the association varied according to sex and to the metric used for
assessing actuarial senescence, this result suggests that hypsodonty
does not mitigate the effects of tooth wear on survival completely.
Further studies should focus on the possible factors mediating tooth
wear and actuarial senescence. For example, there is evidence that
wild ungulates suffer from senescence in body mass (Nussey et al.,
2011) and such a decline, likely to reﬂect a loss of body condition,
might possibly be a direct consequence of tooth wear, which could
also make individuals more prone to a range of diseases. Finally, our
comparative analysis highlights the fact that the relationship between
actuarial senescence and tooth wear differs markedly between the
sexes, perhaps due to the costs of reproduction in females.
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Variability is an essential property of living organisms. Both
Darwin (1859) and Fisher (1930) understood that evolution
required variation. Biologists have been assessing the causes
and the consequences of the variability they observe at all
stages of biological organization, from the cell to the ecosystem, since the very ﬁrst studies of life history. The diversity
of life history traits, deﬁned here as any phenotypic trait that
inﬂuences the trajectory of a given individual from birth to
death, is one of the most striking and intensively studied
topics in evolutionary biology. Let us consider mammals as an
example of the wide range of variation. This vertebrate class,
which includes about 4600 extant species (Wilson and Reeder,
2005), displays tremendous variation in life history traits.
While the gigantic blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus), the
largest animal to have ever existed on earth, weighs 172 t, the
tiny shrew (Suncus etruscus) only weighs 1 g. In addition to
large variation in body mass (Silva and Downing, 1995),
mammals display a tremendous variation of life histories. For
example, the gestation time of the African elephant (Loxodonta
africana) is 660 days, while in voles (Microtus sp.) it can be as
short as 20 days (Hayssen et al., 1993). Bats (Chiroptera,
Rhinolophidae family) give birth to offspring weighing almost
one-third of the mother's weight, while in polar bears (Ursus
maritimus), offspring at birth are only about one-thousandth of
their mother's body mass (Hayssen et al., 1993). The chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) gives birth to a single offspring every 4
or 5 years while the tenrec (Tenrec ecaudatus) can produce up
to 32 embryos within a single litter (Hayssen et al., 1993).
Also, small marsupial mice belonging to the genus Antechinus
reproduce only once during their lifetime (semelparity), while

a long-lived species like roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) can reproduce up to 15 times (iteroparity). Finally, the European
water vole (Arvicola terrestris) lives for less than 6 months in the
wild, whereas some individuals of Bowhead whale (Balaena
mysticetus) can survive for more than a century. This extreme
variability is highly structured across species with some strong
associations with life history traits. This covariation corresponds to life-history strategies (Stearns, 1976, 1980), which
are organized along major axes of life history variation. For
example, within the mammals, the African elephant has a long
gestation time (in fact the longest ever reported), large size,
long inter-birth intervals (by giving birth only every 4 years on
average), produces a large single offspring at each reproductive
attempt, has a delayed age at ﬁrst breeding and a long life. In
contrast, voles have a short gestation time, produce several
litters each year each consisting of several offspring, have an
early age at ﬁrst parturition and a short life. This type of covariance deﬁnes an axis of life history variation that is frequently deﬁned as the slow–fast continuum of life histories, by
far the most intensively studied axis of life history variation,
especially in vertebrates (but not only, see also Blackburn,
1991 on Hymenoptera and Franco and Silvertown, 1996 on
plants). What is the origin of the slow–fast continuum concept? What is the current empirical evidence supporting the
existence of this axis of life history variation in vertebrates?
What are the structuring factors shaping the slow–fast continuum of life histories? What are the ecological and evolutionary consequences of this continuum? Are there other
axes of life history variation than the slow–fast continuum?
From a selected review of the literature published over the past
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Dimensional analysis A standardized analysis of the
relationships between different biological traits. The
standardization is based on three fundamental dimensions
(length, volume, and time) and their associated
measurement units (e.g., centimeter, kilogram, and years).
The dimensional analysis tracks the dimensions and the
measurement units when performing calculations or
comparisons among traits.
Lifestyle A description of the way of life characterizing a
species. This mostly includes the type of diet, the mating
tactic, and the habitat features individuals within a
species share.
Pace of life A synonymous term for slow–fast continuum.
Often used in a broader perspective including not only life
history traits, but also physiological and behavioral traits.

ST

p0015

Allometric relationship A linear relationship on the log–
log scale between a life history trait and body mass. Across
species, this corresponds to evolutionary allometry. The
intercept is the allometric coefﬁcient and varies a lot across
taxons and life styles. The slope of the relationship is the
allometric exponent and varies little across taxons or life
styles, being mostly dependent on the dimension of
the trait.
Biological (or physiological) time A measure of
perceived time by a given species in opposition to the
absolute time unit. Biological time is scaled to body mass. A
given absolute time period (say a month) is perceived as
being much longer in small species than in large ones.
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50 years, we will try to provide answers to these questions. We
will also identify gaps in our current understanding of life
history variation.

F

continuum” (p. 186). Regardless of when the term was born,
or the historical contributions that led to our development of
life history theory, empirical analyses of slow–fast continuum
have accumulated over the last three decades.
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Identifying the origin of a concept is difﬁcult when several
authors have contributed to our current understanding of it.
This is exactly the case for the slow–fast continuum. The
concept of the slow–fast continuum has no single, unique
origin. As the main axis of life history variation, the slow–fast
continuum is rooted in history of life history theory. In this
respect, seminal work by Lack (1947) on clutch size in birds,
Dobzhansky (1950) on latitudinal differences in the way
natural selection operates in Drosophila, and Cole (1954) on
the number of breeding attempts over the lifespan have all
contributed to the emergence of the slow–fast continuum
concept. However, the foundation of the slow–fast continuum
is more precisely based on the concept of life history trade-offs
and as such, is grounded in the principle of allocation proposed by Cody (1966) (itself partly inspired by Lack's works).
This principle of allocation states that organisms have a limited amount of time or energy available for expenditure, so
that allocating more to one biological function (e.g., growth,
reproduction, or repair) should lead to the allocation of less
energy to other functions. Thereby, the slow–fast continuum
can be interpreted as the range of possible solutions to the
trade-off between reproduction and survival.
In addition to these pillars of current life history theory,
two important, but often overlooked papers, were published
in 1962. First, Stahl (1962) called for more dimensional
analyses (see Box 1) in biology when he stated “In order to
deﬁne biological similarities in a meaningful way it is necessary to review the subject of dimensional analysis, which forms
part of the basis for similarity theory” (p. 205). In particular,
he identiﬁed that “two principles play a key role in biological
analysis: conservation of volume and synchronism of times”
(p. 209). Volume (like body mass or birth mass) and time
(like age at ﬁrst reproduction or lifespan) are the dimensions
of traits most often included in empirical analyses of the slow–
fast continuum. In the same year, MacArthur (1962) proposed
a model extending Fisher's (1930) work to the densitydependent case, in which “the carrying capacity of the environment, K, replaces ﬁtness as the agent controlling the action of natural selection” (p. 1897). This work set the basis for
r-K selection (originally deﬁned by MacArthur and Wilson
(1967)) that led Pianka (1970) to launch his “r-K continuum”
(p. 592). Pianka's r-K continuum provides the ﬁrst axis of lifehistory variation with similarities and differences, to the slow–
fast continuum (see below).
However, perhaps the easiest way to identify the origin of
the slow–fast continuum is to simply identify the ﬁrst use of
this term. It was coined for the ﬁrst time by Stearns (1983) in
his pioneering comparative analysis of mammalian life histories when he wrote “This suggests that both size and phylogeny have signiﬁcant independent effects on patterns of
covariation in life-history traits, and that both effects contribute to the ordering of mammal species onto a “slow-fast”
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Dimensional analysis was devised by physicists, but can be deﬁned in
an evolutionary biology context as a standardized analysis of the relationships between different biological traits. The standardization is
based on three fundamental dimensions (length, volume, and time) and
their associated measurement units (e.g., centimeters, kilograms, and
years). The dimensional analysis tracks the dimensions and the
measurement units when performing calculations or comparisons
among traits. The problem of converting metrics from one dimensional
unit to another is thus a main objective of dimensional analyses.
All life history traits can be related to a fundamental dimension, or
derived units. For instance, gestation and incubation periods, weaning
or hatchling periods, age at ﬁrst reproduction, and lifespan are all
measured in units of times (i.e., days, weeks, months, or years), antler
size of deer is measured in units of length (centimeters or meters), and
body mass has a dimension of volume measured in units of mass.
Such an heterogeneity in dimension has obvious practical consequences. For instance, the dimensional analysis implies an allometric exponent to one-third (not 1) when regressing antler size against
body mass (on a log−log scale) to assess the type of allometry (i.e.,
positive, negative, or isometry). Indeed, physical constraints lead us to
expect isometric relationships among traits sharing the same dimension (this is circular − isometry means same dimensions!). The dimensional analysis thus provides the theoretical background for
constructing dimensionless numbers (e.g., ratio between age at ﬁrst
reproduction and lifespan) that are expected to be size-independent
(see Charnov, 1993).
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A Brief History of the Origin of the Slow–Fast
Continuum
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Box 1 What is dimensional analysis?

p0055

Empirical Analyses of Life History Variation in
Vertebrates

s0020

We will now review the evidence in support of this slow–fast
continuum, the way the continuum is identiﬁed, and its biological meaning. We conducted a literature search in ISI Web
of Knowledge using ﬁrst the topic keywords ‘slow–fast or fast–
slow’ and then ‘pace of life’ and, in both cases, reﬁned the
research domains to ‘Zoology’ and ‘Evolutionary Biology.’ We
added the term ‘pace of life’ because it has become a general
term for measuring the speed of a life cycle in ecological (e.g.,
Wiersma et al., 2007) and physiological (Hille and Cooper,
2015) contexts. We identiﬁed 253 and 96 papers respectively
and screened the summaries to select 29 studies of vertebrates
in which at least one covariation among life history traits was
tested (Table 1). We also identiﬁed 12 studies reporting analyses of a measure of species-speciﬁc positions on the slow–
fast continuum in relation to other biological processes
(Table 2). It is noteworthy that we did not identify any analysis in amphibians and that most studies focused on only
one vertebrate class (only Herrando-Pérez et al. (2012)'s study
encompassed a wide range of species including mammals,
birds, reptiles, and ﬁshes).

p0060
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Table 1
Review of comparative analyses in which the slow–fast continuum of life histories across species has been investigated using only
traits measuring biological times (‘Time metrics’) or both time metrics and traits measuring other dimensions (‘Non-time metrics’). The taxonomic
group analyzed (with its associated sample size in brackets), the method used to assess the slow–fast continuum, the support for the existence of
a slow–fast continuum, and the reference, are provided. As traits measured as counts per unit of time (like annual fecundity) have the dimension of
time, they are included as time metrics (see Allainé et al., 1987 for further details). Corrections for allometric and/or phylogenetic constraints are
displayed in italics. The studies are sorted in chronological order of publication
References

Offspring mass
Gestation time
Number of offspring
Age at eye opening
Duration of lactation Adult mass
Inter-birth interval
Number of litters per
year
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Longevity

Mammals (N ¼65)
PCA
PC1 accounting for 68.1% of life history variation
Corrected for allometric constraints
Replicated at different taxonomic levels
Support

Stearns (1983)

Gestation time
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Number of offspring
per season

Neonatal mass
Neonatal mass/Adult mass
Litter size
Litter size Neonatal mass/
Adult mass
Adult mass

Lagomorphs (N¼ 22)
PCA
PC2 accounting for 36.1% of life history variation
Support

Gestation time
Age at weaning
Estrous cycle length
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Age at maturity
(both sexes)
Lifespan
Inter-birth interval

Adult mass (males)
Neonatal mass
Neonatal brain mass
Adult brain mass
Adult mass

Primates (N ¼135)
Bivariate linear regressions (log–log scale)
Corrected for allometric constraints
Analyzed at the taxonomic level of subfamily
Support

Gestation time
Age at weaning
Age at independence
Lifespan
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Inter-birth interval

Litter size
Birth mass
Litter mass
Adult mass

Carnivores (N ¼112)
Bivariate linear regressions (log–log scale)
Corrected for allometric constraints
Replicated at different taxonomic levels
Support

Gittleman (1986)

Clutch size
Egg mass
Adult mass

European birds (N ¼191 genera)
Bivariate linear regressions (log–log scale)
Corrected for allometric constraints
Analyzed at the taxonomic level of genus
Support

Saether (1987)

Neonatal mass
Litter size
Adult mass

Primates (N ¼58)
Bivariate linear regressions (log–log scale)
Corrected for allometric constraints
Support

Ross (1988)

Adult survival
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction

Clutch size

European birds (N ¼107)
Bivariate linear regressions (log–log scale)
Corrected for allometric constraints
Replicated at different taxonomic levels
Support

Saether (1988)

Gestation time
Age at weaning
Period of
maternal care

Adult brain mass
Litter size
Neonatal mass
Neonatal brain mass

Mammals (N ¼712)
Bivariate linear regressions (log–log scale)
Corrected for allometric constraints
Replicated at different taxonomic levels

Read and Harvey
(1989)

Incubation time
(per egg)
Time to ﬂedging
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction

EL

SE

Gestation time
Inter-birth interval
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Lifespan
r-max

F

Taxon/method

O

Swihart (1984)

O
PR
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Non-time metrics

Harvey and CluttonBrock (1985)
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Axes of Variation in Life Histories

Table 1

Continued

Time metrics

Non-time metrics

Taxon/method

Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Period as independent
juvenile
Inter-birth interval
Lifespan
Reproductive lifespan
Annual fecundity

Litter mass
Basal metabolic rate
Litter body growth rate
Litter brain growth rate
Annual biomass production
Adult mass

Support

References

Mammals (N ¼80)
Gaillard et al. (1989)
Birds (N ¼114)
PCA
PC1 accounting for 74% (mammals) and 85% (birds) of life history
variation
Corrected for allometric constraints
Support

O

F

Annual fecundity
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Adult life expectancy

Litter size
Neonatal mass
Litter mass
Body growth rate
Annual litter mass
Lifetime output (number of
offspring)
Lifetime output (total litter mass)

Bivariate linear regressions (log–log scale)
Mammals (N ¼48)
Corrected for allometric constraints
Replicated at different taxonomic levels
Support

Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Annual survival

Body growth rate

Reptiles (N ¼16 snakes and 20 lizards)
Bivariate linear regressions (log–log scale)
Corrected for phylogenetic inertia
Support

Shine and Charnov
(1992)

Adult length
Hatchling length
Clutch frequency
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction

Hatchling mass
Length at maturity
Clutch size

Lacertids (N¼16)
PCA
PC1 accounting for 73.7% of life history variation
Corrected for allometric constraints
Corrected for phylogenetic inertia
No Support

Bauwens and DiazUriarte (1998)

Lizards (N ¼90)
PCA
PC1 accounting for 52.5% of life history variation
Corrected for allometric constraints
Corrected for phylogenetic inertia
Support

Clobert et al. (1998)

PR
ST

R

FI

VI
ER
Clutch size
Adult length

SE

Brood frequency
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Annual mortality

Promislow et al.
(1990)

O

Juvenile mortality
Gestation time
Lactation time
Period of
maternal care
Inter-birth interval
Period of adolescence
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Lifespan
Reproductive lifespan
Annual fecundity

Brain mass
Litter size
Neonatal mass
Litter mass
Resting metabolic rate
Adult mass

Insectivores (N ¼63)
Bivariate linear regressions (log–log scale)
Corrected for phylogenetic inertia
Partial Support

Symonds (1999)

Incubation time
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction

Clutch size
Egg mass
Nestling growth rate

Birds (N ¼34)
PCA
PC1 accounting for 71% of life history variation

Ricklefs (2000)

EL

Gestation time
Age at weaning
Period of
maternal care
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Period as independent
juvenile
Lifespan
Reproductive lifespan
Litter frequency
Annual fecundity
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Continued

Time metrics

Non-time metrics

Taxon/method

References

Corrected for allometric constraints
Support
Fishes (N ¼84 populations/49 species)
PCA
PC1 accounting for 51.8% of life history variation
Corrected for allometric constraints
Corrected for phylogenetic inertia
Support

Rochet et al. (2000)

Lifespan
Age at weaning
Gestation time
Annual fecundity

Neonatal mass
Mass at permanent exit from
the pouch
Mass at weaning
Litter size
Adult mass

Metatherians (N ¼161)
Bivariate linear regressions (log–log scale)
Corrected for allometric constraints
Corrected for phylogenetic inertia
Support (but for gestation time)

Fisher et al. (2001)

Gestation time
Inter-birth interval
Age at weaning
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction

Litter mass
Neonatal mass
Adult mass

Mammals (N ¼267)
Factor analysis
PC1 accounting for 40% of life history variation
Corrected for allometric constraints
Corrected for phylogenetic inertia
Support

O

F

Survival to maturity
Adult mass
Annual fecundity
Annual adult mortality
Age at ﬁrst
Slope of the fecundity-length
reproduction
relationship
Lifespan
Egg volume
Fecundity at maturity

PR

O

Bielby et al. (2007)

Rodents (N¼ 43 populations/29 species)
PCA
PC1 accounting for 84% of life history variation
Support

Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Age at last
reproduction
Juvenile survival
Annual adult survival
Annual fecundity

Mammals (N ¼143)
PCA
PC1 accounting for 81.7% of life history variation
Corrected for allometric constraints
Replicated at different taxonomic levels
Support

Dobson and Oli
(2007b)

Fishes (N ¼46)
Mammals (N ¼100)
Birds (N¼302)
PCA
PC1 accounting for 66% (ﬁshes), 78% (mammals), and 60%
(birds) of life history variation
Corrected for allometric constraints
Corrected for phylogenetic inertia
Support

Jeschke and Kokko
(2009)

R

Dobson and Oli
(2007a)

FI
VI
ER
Fecundity (number of offspring
per clutch/litter)
Offspring mass
Adult mass

SE

Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Inter-birth interval
Lifespan

ST

Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Age at last
reproduction
Juvenile survival
Annual adult survival
Annual fecundity

Clutch size
Number of broods
Egg mass
Laying date
Adult mass

Passerines (N¼68)
PCA
PC1 accounting for 34.8% of life history variation
Corrected for phylogenetic inertia
Support

Reif et al. (2010)

Gestation time
Age at weaning
Inter-birth interval

Brain size
Adult mass

Lemur (N ¼24)
PCA
PC1 accounting for 67.8% of life history variation
Corrected for phylogenetic inertia
Support

Catlett et al. (2010)

Gestation time
Lactation time

Litter size
Birth mass

Carnivores (N ¼85)
Bivariate linear regressions (log–log scale)

Paemelaere and
Dobson (2011)

EL

Annual fecundity
Nursing care period
Lifespan
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Axes of Variation in Life Histories

Table 1

Time metrics

Non-time metrics

Taxon/method

Period of
maternal care
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Age at independence
Inter-birth interval
Lifespan
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Annual fecundity
Lifespan

Litter mass
Adult mass

Corrected for allometric constraints
Corrected for phylogenetic inertia
Support when uncorrected for body size but No support when
corrected

Adult mass

Mammals (N ¼152)
Birds (N ¼225)
Reptiles (N ¼37)
Fishes (N ¼115)
PCA
PC1 accounting for 65.4% of life history variation
Corrected for phylogenetic inertia
Support

Lifespan
Age at 50% maturity
Spawning interval
Spawning duration

Growth coefﬁcient
Length at 50% maturity
Fecundity at maturity
Slope of fecundity-length
relationship
Relative fecundity (number of
oocytes per gram)
Adult length

Scombrids (N ¼42)
PCA
PC2 accounting for 23% of life history variation
Support

Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Gestation time
Lactation time
Lifespan

Neonatal mass
Litter size
Adult mass

Mammals (N ¼41)
PCA
PC1 accounting for 66.5% of life history variation
Corrected for phylogenetic inertia
Support

Swanson and Dantzer
(2014)

Nestling period

Clutch size
Egg size relative to adult mass
Body growth rate
Absolute latitude

Birds (N ¼9)
PCA
Support

Stager et al. (2014)

Lifespan
Age at ﬁrst
reproduction
Annual fecundity

Length at maturity
Maximum body size
Offspring size

Barents Sea Fishes (N¼ 76)
Wiedmann et al.
PCA and RDA
(2014)
PC1 (PCA) and PC2 (RDA) accounting for 64.2% and 13.3% of life
history variation, respectively
Corrected for allometric constraints (RDA)
Corrected for phylogenetic inertia
Support

References

F

Herrando-Pérez et al.
(2012)

R

ST

PR

O

O

Juan-Jorda et al.
(2013)

FI

VI
ER

SE

To assess covariation among life-history traits, multivariate
analyses are a reliable method. However, although the ﬁrst
analysis performed by Stearns (1983) relied on a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), subsequent works in the 1980s
and 1990s typically used a series of bivariate linear regressions.
The justiﬁcation for not using multivariate analyses was generally based on two main arguments (see e.g., Harvey and
Clutton-Brock, 1985): the necessity of having complete information for all traits in each species in the analysis, and the
difﬁculty of interpreting a statistical combination of traits.
Accumulation of life history data over the last 20 years has
reduced the problem of missing data, as has the development
of new methods for dealing with missing data in multivariate
analyses (Josse and Husson, 2011). Problems of interpreting
principal components of PCA in a biological context only
occur when a heterogeneous set of traits in terms of dimension

EL

p0065

Continued

are included in analyses. These issues can easily be dealt with
by accounting for the dimensionality of traits (see below). In
recent years, as revealed by an examination of Table 1, PCA
has become the rule when analyzing axes of life history variation, with all but two studies published since 2000 based on
multivariate analyses. The move to PCA can even be detected
within the work of the same group of researchers (e.g., Oli,
2004 vs. Dobson and Oli, 2007a,b, 2008).
Most of the available studies reported statistically signiﬁcant covariation among life history traits and thereby supported the existence of a slow–fast continuum, providing clear
evidence that it corresponds to the primary main axis of life
history variation across species in mammals, birds, reptiles,
and ﬁshes (Table 1). The position of a species on the slow–fast
continuum ranges from species with high adult survival and
low reproductive output (the slow end of the continuum

p0070
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Studies reporting analyses of a measure of species-speciﬁc positions on the slow–fast continuum in relation to other biological
Table 2
processes. The metric used to assess the position of a given species on the continuum, the taxonomic group studied, the biological process
analyzed, and the reference are all listed in the table. The studies are ordered chronologically. All metrics used but one (in italics) had a dimension
of time
Taxon

Biological process

References

Dental development
F/α ratio (annual fecundity/age at ﬁrst
reproduction)
Generation time
Age at ﬁrst reproduction
Nonlinear combination of annual
fecundity, age at ﬁrst reproduction,
and annual adult survival
Age at sexual maturity

Hominin
Mammals

Evolution
Demography

Dean et al. (2001)
Oli (2004)

Mammals and birds
Muroid rodents
Mammals and birds

Senescence
Exploratory behavior
Senescence

Jones et al. (2008)
Careau et al. (2009)
Péron et al. (2010)

Senescence

Ricklefs (2010)

Generation time

Mammals, birds, amphibians, and
reptiles
Marine ﬁshes

Bjorkvoll et al. (2012)

Annual fecundity
Generation time
Generation time

Birds
Mammals
Mammals and birds

Age at which cumulative loop
elasticity reaches 50% of total
elasticity
Generation time

Carnivores

Temporal variation in
demography
Perception of predation risk
Placentation type
Age-speciﬁc contributions to
ﬁtness
Management strategies

F

Metric

Hua et al. (2013)
Garratt et al. (2013)
Saether et al. (2013)

O

O

PR
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Mammals

Transient dynamics

R
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Problems of Dimensionality When Assessing a Slow–
Fast Continuum

p0075

Studies correcting for body mass and phylogeny have revealed
allometric and evolutionary constraints, but even after having

Gamelon et al. (2014)

corrected for these processes, a slow–fast continuum of life
histories still persists (Table 1). Body mass obviously has a
major inﬂuence on all biological processes (Peters, 1983;
Calder, 1984) and accounts for most of the variation observed
in life history traits across species. Interestingly, while the
slow–fast continuum shows up at both absolute and massdependent scales, the relative contribution of traits and the
ranking of a given species along this continuum generally
differ quite markedly. For instance, cetaceans obviously live in
the slow line by displaying late age at ﬁrst reproduction, low
fecundity and long lifespan. However, for a given size, cetaceans rank among the fastest species in relation to the very
large size they can reach in their marine habitat (Gaillard et al.,
1989). On the other hand, within a given lineage, the relative
ranking of species on the continuum remains rather constant
independent whether allometry is accounted for or not. The
effects of phylogeny are also quite obvious, but often strongly
covary with ecological factors. For instance, all bats belong to
the order Chiroptera and share strong similarities including a
remarkably long lifespan for their mass and their ability to ﬂy.
The phylogenetic inertia, which generates statistical problems
of nonindependence among data points, has been increasingly
accounted for (Table 1). However, the empirical evidence so
far accumulated indicates that the phylogenetic inertia does
not markedly inﬂuence the detection and the strength of the
slow–fast continuum. The question of accounting for (or not)
variation in body mass and phylogeny prior to analyse life
history variation has focused most of the attention of evolutionary biologists (see, e.g., Jeschke and Kokko, 2009).
However, the problem of dimensionality (Box 1) has been
overlooked, even though it is likely a more crucial issue for
interpreting life history variation from comparative analyses of
life history traits.

ST

illustrated by Primates in mammals) to species with low adult
survival and high reproductive output (the fast end of the
continuum illustrated by lagomorphs in mammals). This axis
of life history variation associates with principle of resource
allocation (i.e., the Cody (1966) Principle of Allocation)
supporting the hypothesis that a trade-off between survival
and reproduction does shape the diversity of life histories
across species within classes, and even orders, of vertebrates. In
this narrow sense, it suggests that there is a universal slow–fast
continuum of life history variation across vertebrates. Remarkably, in the most detailed analysis of the slow–fast continuum in vertebrates published to date (N ¼ 46 ﬁsh, 100
mammal, and 302 bird species), Jeschke and Kokko (2009)
came to the opposite conclusion, writing “In other words,
there is no universal fast-slow continuum” (p. 872). So, how
can we reconcile what appears to be the contrasting conclusions of Jeschke and Kokko (2009) with our conclusions from
a more up-to-date review of the literature? A likely explanation
involves the variation among empirical studies in the approaches they use and subtle differences in the questions asked
between early and current analyses. Different empirical analyses have corrected for different confounding factors and have
worked with different life history traits, and these differences
need to be taken into account before a clear take-home message of the existence of a slow–fast continuum within vertebrate lineages emerges.

Van de Kerk et al. (2013)
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dimension of time. It was well established that litter size varies
non-monotonously across mammalian species before any
empirical analysis of slow–fast continuum was performed
(Tuomi, 1980). The right metric for measuring the reproductive output in the context of a time scale is the fecundity
per time unit (e.g., annual fecundity, Allainé et al., 1987) because some small species produce several litters per reproductive season and some large species only reproduce every
second, third, or fourth year. The use of clutch/litter size instead of annual fecundity in Jeschke and Kokko (2009) is
likely to account for most of the differences they reported
between analyses accounting for body mass or not. Moreover,
among the common pitfalls, lots of analyses of the slow–fast
continuum include redundancy in life history traits. Such
nonindependence between traits is likely to alter both the assessment of relationships in bivariate analyses (as nicely
pointed out almost 30 years ago by Sutherland et al., 1986)
and the relative contribution of life history traits to the slow–
fast continuum by deviating the ﬁrst major axis of the PCA
towards redundant variables. Our literature survey thus points
out that problems of dimensionality occur in most empirical
studies (see Table 1), which likely explain differences of interpretation among studies and prevent a reliable understanding of the slow–fast continuum.
Importantly, when the dimensionality of all traits is restricted to physiological times and any trivial redundancy
among traits is avoided or accounted for by using multivariate
analyses, traits equally contribute to the slow–fast continuum,
which supports the concept of biological similarities (Gaillard
et al., 1989; Dobson and Oli, 2007b). Only considering
physiological times included in PCA performed so far also
provides remarkable support for this remark (Table 3).
Therefore, to answer clearly the question raised by Jeschke and
Kokko (2009), body mass should not be included when assessing the slow–fast continuum of life history. We thus share
their suggestion ‘to reserve the term ‘‘fast–slow continuum’ to
the raw data,’ but only when traits with a dimension of time
are considered (p. 876).

O

Broadly speaking, Pianka's (1970) r-K continuum was the
ﬁrst formally proposed axis of life history variation. In addition to the trade-off between survival and reproduction, this
continuum also includes in the covariation body mass,
population size, climate, and intra- and interspeciﬁc competitions. In its original form it was a rather poor example of
an axis of biological covariation in terms of dimensionality!
Among other ﬂaws not detailed here (see Stearns, 1977; Boyce,
1984 for further details), the r-K continuum of Pianka confuses the underlying pattern of life history variation with
density-dependence, a process potentially involved to explain
the pattern. Stearns (1976) was the ﬁrst to start to separate the
underlying pattern from the density-dependent component
when he opposed the ‘r-selection label’ to the ‘K-selection
label,’ which provides sensu stricto the ﬁrst slow–fast continuum. In the early 1980s, use of the concept of physiological
time (that because “metabolic rate and longevity change with
body size, time itself may be scaled”, Lindstedt and Calder,
1976 (p. 91)) to life history analysis led some biologists to the
view that observed covariation among traits measured in time
units is an allometric consequence rather than a direct product
of natural selection (Lindstedt and Calder, 1981; Calder,
1984). This explains why evolutionary biologists, starting with
Stearns (1983), then searched for the existence of a slow–fast
continuum of life histories after correcting for allometric
constraints, providing unambiguous support for it (e.g., Harvey and Clutton-Brock, 1985; Gittleman, 1986; Saether, 1987;
Gaillard et al., 1989; Read and Harvey, 1989). A lively debate
about whether allometric constraints or natural selection
processes determine most of the observed life history covariation then took thus place in the late eighties (see, e.g., Read
and Harvey, 1989). As allometric variation is itself under
natural selection processes, such a separation between allometry and adaptation is highly disputable. Nowadays, it is
widely accepted that both allometry and natural selection are
acting to determine observed variation in life history. Thus,
studying the slow–fast continuum requires consideration of
the crucial problem of dimensionality (Box 1).
In all but three studies (Gaillard et al., 1989; Dobson and
Oli, 2007a,b), a mixture of traits with different dimensions
were analyzed, leading researchers to question the interpretation of a slow–fast continuum, because common sense tells
us that the slow–fast continuum is obviously based on the
concept of time. As recognized in other research areas, including paleontology (see, e.g., Robson and Wood, 2008), life
history traits can be classiﬁed into two broad categories: traits
that describe the timing of life history events like age at ﬁrst
reproduction, gestation time, or longevity (corresponding to
physiological times) and traits like mass, or growth rates, that
are not biological times, but are correlated with biological
times (as notably observed by Stahl (1962)). While the concept of biological similarity (Stahl, 1962) relies upon the use
of time (e.g., gestation time, age at maturity, longevity) and
time frequencies (e.g., heart beats/minute, annual fecundity,
annual survival) to measure a time scale, it does not permit the
inclusion of volume traits (like body, birth, or brain mass),
nonstandardized number (like litter size or clutch size), or
changes of volume over time (like growth rate). So far, most
studies of the slow–fast continuum have included litter size or
clutch size (Table 1) although these traits do not have the
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What Shapes the Slow–Fast Continuum of Life
Histories?

s0030

Three main factors have been identiﬁed that shape the slow–
fast continuum: body mass, phylogeny, and ecology. Western
(1979) was the ﬁrst to recognize that life history variation can
be partitioned into an allometric component, and one or
several non-allometric components. All analyses have identiﬁed a major role of allometric relationships in generating
variation in life history traits across species (e.g., Peters, 1983;
McMahon and Bonner, 1983; Calder, 1984; Schmidt-Nielsen,
1984; Brown and West, 2000 for reviews). As a rule of thumb,
about 50% of life history variation observed across species can
be statistically explained by variation in body mass, as long as
the range of body sizes included in analyses spans several
orders of magnitude. The trade-off between reproduction and
survival persists when body mass effects are accounted for in
analyses, indicating that the diversity of life history strategy is
not solely due to differences in size (Stearns (1983), Gaillard
et al. (1989), and Read and Harvey (1989) on mammals,

p0095
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Loadings of the traits with a dimension of time on the axis of life history variation interpreted as a slow–fast continuum in a set of
Table 3
empirical PCA studies reporting the loadings of each trait on the slow–fast continuum. In virtually all instances (exceptions in bold), all traits
positively covary (same sign for physiological times and opposite sign for time frequencies) and the loadings are remarkably similar, providing a
clear support for the concept of biological similarities
Trait 2

Trait 3

Trait 4

Trait 5

References

0.91
0.74

0.90
0.96
0.82

 0.86
 0.88
 0.79

0.77

0.89

0.79a
0.84
0.94
0.86
0.87
0.47
0.81
0.39
0.41
 0.39
 0.81

0.78
0.67
0.15
0.73
0.73
0.52
 0.42
0.43
 0.28
 0.73

Stearns (1983)
Swihart (1984)
Clobert et al. (1998)
Bielby et al. (2007)
Jeschke and Kokko (2009) – Fish raw
Jeschke and Kokko (2009) – Fish corrected
Jeschke and Kokko (2009) – Mammals raw
Jeschke and Kokko (2009) – Mammals corrected
Jeschke and Kokko (2009) – Birds raw
Jeschke and Kokko (2009) – Birds corrected
Catlett et al. (2010)
Juan-Jorda et al. (2013)
Swanson and Dantzer (2014)

0.26
0.90
0.89
0.90
0.83
0.90
0.62
0.40
0.58
 0.86

 0.20
 0.86

a

F

Trait 1
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Presented as  0.79 for annual mortality in the original paper.
Trait 1: Gestation (Stearns, 1983; Swihart, 1984; Bielby et al., 2007; Catlett et al., 2010; Swanson and Dantzer, 2014); Spawning duration (Juan-Jorda et al., 2013).
Trait 2: Age at ﬁrst reproduction (Stearns, 1983; Swihart, 1984; Clobert et al., 1998; Jeschke and Kokko, 2009; Swanson and Dantzer, 2014); Age at 50% maturity Juan-Jorda et al.,
2013).
Trait 3: Annual fecundity (Swihart, 1984; Clobert et al., 1998); Number of litters per year (Stearns, 1983).
Trait 4: Annual survival (Clobert et al., 1998); Age at weaning (Bielby et al., 2007; Catlett et al., 2010); Lifespan (Stearns, 1983; Jeschke and Kokko, 2009; Juan-Jorda et al., 2013;
Swanson and Dantzer, 2014).
Trait 5: Inter-birth interval (Stearns, 1983; Bielby et al., 2007; Jeschke and Kokko, 2009; Catlett et al., 2010; Juan-Jorda et al., 2013; Lactation time: Swanson and Dantzer, 2014).
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live longer than those that live on the ground (Shattuck and
Williams, 2010), and ﬂying mammals outlive their nonﬂying
relatives (Healy et al., 2014). In addition, energy-saving strategies have been reported to shape species-speciﬁc pace of life.
Thus, hibernation slows the pace of life in mammals (Turbill
et al., 2011). However, the current lack of evidence for strong
structuring effects of ecological correlates might be explained
by the simplicity of the metrics used to assess ecological
correlates.

R

p0100

Swihart (1984) on lagomorphs, Harvey and Clutton-Brock
(1985) on primates, Gittleman (1986) on carnivores, Saether
(1987) on European birds, Saether and Gordon (1994) on
ungulates).
Phylogeny also has an inﬂuence on the ranking of species
on the slow–fast continuum. For instance, bats and primates
in mammals, and Procellariiformes in birds, have much slower
life histories than predicted by their size. While early studies
accounted for the possible confounding effects of phylogeny
by replicating the analyses at different taxonomic levels (e.g.,
Stearns, 1983) or performing analyses at a higher taxonomic
level (like genera, e.g., Saether, 1987), methodological advances in phylogenetic methods have allowed phylogenetic
inertia to be appropriately corrected for in life history analyses
(Freckleton et al., 2002), including PCA (e.g., Phylogenetic
PCA, Revell, 2009, 2010).
The ecological factors shaping variation on the slow–fast
continuum have not yet been clearly identiﬁed, which looks a
bit paradoxical given that the original Pianka (1970)' r-K
continuum explicitly associated covariation among life history
traits with ecological factors. According to Fisher et al. (2001),
“most studies have failed to ﬁnd robust ecological correlates of
life history diversity in birds, mammals, and other taxa” (p.
3538). Some studies have identiﬁed habitat type (i.e., aerial,
terrestrial, and marine, Gaillard et al., 1989; Pontier et al.,
1990) or diet (Saether and Gordon, 1994; Fisher et al., 2001)
as structuring factors. Recently, stronger evidence that the
lifestyle inﬂuences the pace of life of a species has been proposed. For example, evidence is accumulating that tropical
birds have a slower life history than their temperate counterparts, likely as a function of lower basal metabolic rates
(Wiersma et al., 2007; Jimenez et al., 2014) and smaller organ
size (Wiersma et al., 2012). For a given size, arboreal mammals

Evolutionary Consequences of the Slow–Fast
Continuum

s0035

As rightly noted by Ricklefs (2000), analyses of life history
variation have, for many years, contributed to “divorcing lifehistory from its environmental context” (p. 13). While the
search for more reﬁned ecological factors that likely shape the
ranking of species on the slow–fast continuum has still to be
performed, evidence is mounting concerning the evolutionary
consequences of a given position on the slow–fast continuum.
Indeed, several studies have assessed the effect of the speciesspeciﬁc position along the continuum on different biological
processes like demography (Saether et al., 2013), senescence
(Jones et al., 2008), or parent–offspring conﬂicts via placentation types (Garratt et al., 2013). They clearly showed that
slow- and fast-living species should markedly differ in demographic responses to human disturbance or climate change.
Most of these studies ranked species on the continuum with an
appropriate measure of time, with generation time, the
weighted mean age of mothers in a stable population, being
the most frequently used metric. In addition to closely
matching a species position on the slow–fast continuum
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continuum differs among groups does not hold. The detailed
life history analysis performed by Bielby et al. (2007) involved
traits with different dimension (e.g., time, volume, nonstandardized number), and this heterogeneity in dimension
among traits shaping the axes of life history variation prevents
interpretation of axes of variation as corresponding to slow–
fast continuums. As reported in the Table 3 when restricted to
physiological times and frequencies, the slow–fast continuum
is remarkably constant across taxonomic groups. Again, instead of mixing traits with different dimensions, we recommend looking for a series of axes of life history variation based
on comparable traits (i.e., meeting the concept of biological
similarity), which will be easy to interpret. For instance, performing a comparative analysis including a wide range of
physiological times including developmental and demographic traits would offer a powerful way to assess the full
complexity of life history variation.

s0045

The study of the axes of life history variation has primarily
been performed at the interspeciﬁc level. However, these axes
cannot account for all the variability of life history traits. For a
given species, for a given ecological type, and for a given
taxonomic position, variation in life history is still important.
It is nowadays widely recognized that considerable variation in
life history occurs among populations within a given species,
and also among individuals within a population. Until now,
whether the fundamental trade-off between survival and reproduction shapes a slow–fast continuum at these lower levels
of biological organization has yet to be investigated. In roe
deer, it has been shown that declining populations live at a
slower pace of life than colonizing ones (Nilsen et al., 2009).
Similarly, heavily hunted wild boar (Sus scrofa) populations
exhibited fastest life-history speed than lightly hunted ones
(Servanty et al., 2011). However, a recent comparative demographic analysis among eight contrasted populations of a lizard species (Sceloporus grammicus) did not ﬁnd any evidence for
a slow–fast continuum (Pérez-Mendoza et al., 2013). Further
work is clearly required to understand such patterns of
variation.
While available analyses of life history variation have
mostly been performed in an ecological context, a more holistic view is required, and this has started to emerge. For instance, a recent study aiming at understanding the life history
differences between tropical and temperate birds, has suggested that a physiological slow–fast continuum is also existing (Hille and Cooper, 2015). In addition, the increasing
popularity of personality analysis in ecology allows identiﬁcation of behavioral syndromes (Sih et al., 2004) that can be
related to individual life history variation. The works of Careau
et al. (2009) and Hua et al. (2013) relating the pace of life with
exploratory behaviors of muroids and the perception of predation risk, respectively, and by Patrick and Weimerskirch
(2014) on the links between personality and senescence rates
among individuals provide insightful examples of what can be
done in the next future. Finally, while available analyses of life
history variation have mostly been performed in an ecological
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Toward an Integrated Pace of Life Syndrome

ST

identiﬁed through the use of the ﬁrst component of a PCA
conducted on time-related traits (correlation coefﬁcients of
0.903 in mammals, Gaillard et al., 2005), generation time is
functionally the most relevant metric at the population level.
Generation time proportionally decreases with increasing rmax (i.e., the maximum population growth rate a given species can reach in absence of any resource limitation, Caughley,
1977) across species, leading the product between r-max and
generation time (i.e., the per-generation growth rate) to be a
dimensionless number (sensu Charnov, 1993). Thus, within a
lineage and in absence of speciﬁc adaptations, the per-generation growth rate is expected to be a constant independent of
body mass. Moreover, generation time deﬁnes the scale at
which genes pass from parents to offspring. It consequently
obviously correlates with how quickly a lineage can evolve
(Okie et al., 2013) with species at the slow end of the continuum evolving at a slower rate than those at the fast end
(Martin and Palumbi, 1993; Galtier et al., 2009; Bromham,
2011). We could thus expect slow-living species to be more
resistant to environmental perturbations but to be less able to
respond to such perturbations (either by demographic or
evolutionary changes) than fast-living species (Morris et al.,
2008; Gamelon et al., 2014). Therefore, the position of the
species along the slow–fast continuum of life history variation
has important consequences from both ecological and evolutionary viewpoints.

PR
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Are There Other Axes of Life History Variation Than
the Slow–Fast Continuum?

p0115

The slow–fast continuum identiﬁed from multivariate analyses
only accounts for approximately half of the variation observed
in life history traits, meaning that, for a given position on the
slow–fast continuum, species are organized according to some
other sources of covariation. This was recognized since Stearns
(1983) identiﬁed a precociality–altriciality continuum after
accounting for the slow–fast continuum. Subsequent analyses
provided similar ﬁndings by identifying other axes of life
history variation, involving covariations among some reproductive traits. For example, a gradient of allocation of reproductive effort over the lifetime going from semelparity to
marked iteroparity accounted for about 10% of the demographic variation observed among mammalian species, once
the effects of allometry and of the pace of life were accounted
for (Gaillard et al., 1989). On the other hand, Bielby et al.
(2007) pointed out the existence of an offspring size–offspring
number trade-off in mammals after accounting for the slow–
fast continuum. These authors questioned the general relevance of the slow–fast continuum based on the argument that
(1) there is more than one axis of variation in life histories
across species, so that species can be fast or slow in different
ways (Bielby et al., 2007), and (2) strongly correlated traits in
some taxonomic groups are poorly correlated in others. For
example, the loadings of weaning age on the slow–fast continuum in Artiodactyls was only half those reported in other
mammalian groups. While it is evident that the slow–fast
continuum only corresponds to one axis of life history variation as demonstrated by our literature review (Table 1), the
conclusion that the covariation of traits shaping the slow–fast
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context, a more global view is required and has started to
emerge. The search for a better understanding of life history
differences between tropical and temperate birds has led researchers to include physiological traits, suggesting that a
physiological slow–fast continuum may also exist (Hille and
Cooper, 2015). Therefore, we envisage a fully integrated view
of life history variation including a covariation of axes of
variation deﬁned not only by times, volumes, and physiology
as currently understood in the concept of pace of life syndrome, (Hille and Cooper, 2015), but also by behavior and
molecular evolution.
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